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P. 6 AND 7 Melissa Cefkin
This book is a treatise on the Design
Anthropological Innovation Model
(DAIM). When I was invited to write its
Foreword, I was honored, flattered, even
slightly embarrassed. But I also found
myself reacting with a certain degree of
trepidation. After all, my professional
commitments, not to mention a large
portion of my personal sense of identity,
have been strongly tied to my sense of
self as Anthropologist (with a big “A”). So
how could I, with any sense of integrity,
give my backing to a book that advocates
to “Forget sending anthropologists to the
field to collect data” (DAIM Principle 2 of
6) and is almost relentless in its insistence
on materializing each and every action
and concept into tangible form and in its
“here and now” tenor?

ing, but are working and advocating,
recognitions of incompleteness!” – and
shouts of disagreement – “Isn’t it a
leap to go from the acknowledgment
that accounts of practice are always
partial, to advocating the use of “short
fragmentary snapshots” from field studies? Is there not a difference between
field research for design (which can, but
shouldn’t always, be called “ethnography”) and design-related ethnographic
research meant to render social understanding? Is this just butterfly collecting, as Edmund Leach admonished us
from, or are we indeed building forms
of social knowledge appropriate to
the times?”

discussion is a profoundly social discussion. It is “as much a joint exploration
of existing and new relationships as it
is a negotiation of needs and goals.” ∞
Prototyping: Act it out!, page 178. This
insight, at once sobering and hopeful,
is to me suggestive of its kinship with
anthropological ethnography, which
has always been, at its core, a way of
relating to others.

foreword
I could, because the efforts embodied
in this book bubble over with precisely
the kind of experimental spirit that
nourishes and advances the changing
field of anthropology. It does this while
promising to unseat signs of early stultification emerging in anthropology’s
intersection with design. In its recounting of a 20-month journey to develop
DAIM, the book reveals participants’
efforts to grapple with what it is they
come to know, and how; and what it
is they are really doing, and why. The
results of their individual and collective
grappling waver between the certain
and strongly committed, and the still
open and probing. This produces a
mix both refreshing and productively
engaging, inviting new insight and fresh
debate. Indeed it has been a long time
since I’ve so argued with a text, all the
while turning expectantly to the next
page. I flip-flopped between cheers of
support – “Yea! They aren’t just tolerat-

I could, because it seems to me that
the DAIM does not make a claim for
how all knowledge production should
happen, but rather aims to provoke a
re-examining of how knowledge, social
experience and design interpolate, with
the purpose, ultimately, of informing
practices of design. The authors –
designers, anthropologists, architects,
professors, students – advocate for an
open system of exploration intended
to produce meaningful, innovative and
sustainable design solutions. To be sure,
this is not a venture that Danes have
come to recently, but rather is deeply
supported by decades of dedication to
participatory design.
I could, because at the heart of this
work is a concern for the nature of relationship. I’m not talking about the sort
of feel-good appeal to pleasing different
stakeholders or to the unrealizable
hope that all voices can be represented.
Rather it is a more profound grappling
with the recognition that a design

I could, because I have a thing about
garbage. I find it useful to think with.
So I was helpless to resist a book about
practice – and about anthropologically
and ethnographically-informed
social, organizational and material
design solutions – which threads
through various takes on garbage and
waste management as a means to illustrate and explore its claims. Maybe
it awakens the archeologist manqué
in me, wanting to explore society in
a profoundly historical way through
excavating the treasure troves of garbage heaps. Maybe it was my momentary experience as an undergraduate
anthropology student sorting the
trash of a wealthy Tiburon, California neighborhood as a part of one of
William Rathje’s famous “Garbology”
studies. Or maybe it was the thinking
I’ve entertained briefly with colleagues
at IBM to imagine the possibilities
for waste management systems that
build from people’s often unexpected
and creative uses of and practices with
disposed-of items, considering, for
instance, how sensors may be helpful
in managing not only what goes into
the trash, but what is taken out and by
whom. Smarter Waste Management, in
the parlance of the company.

Or maybe it’s because my first close introduction to the tradition of work underlying and developed here also concerned garbage. I first met Eva Brandt
when invited by Thomas Binder to
Sønderborg, Denmark in 1996 to facilitate their learning (they claimed) about
video techniques for ethnographic
data gathering and analysis. For a week
and a half I “led” a video-ethnography
workshop and video-interaction analysis laboratory – a practice developed
especially at the Institute for Research
on Learning, where I was at the time,
and at Xerox PARC – with a group
under the direction of Jacob Buur at
Danfoss. We focused the workshop and
analysis around a particular project, a
work practice-oriented examination of
the city’s power plant, a power plant, I
was thrilled to discover, fueled by the
garbage of the city! To this day I have
no doubt that I walked away having
learned more from them – about the
value of prototyping, about rendering
visible and material ill-formed thoughts
and ideas along the way, and about
working pedagogically – than they did
from me.
Or maybe I could write this Foreword
to a book about a Design Anthropological Innovation Model which proclaims,
nonetheless, to upend the expert
anthropologist’s role because I take the
very mainstay of anthropology, culture,
to be less a concept directed towards
some fixed and bounded worldview
(that is, not “culture” or “cultures”)
but rather to be about how cultural
practices lead to the emergence of new
or transformed worldviews, objects
and practices. And about how these
worldviews, objects and practices move

and are inflected across time and space.
Indeed, as co-editor Halse points out,
“design and ethnography are both concerned with subject matters that are not
given” ∞ Theorizing through Practice,
page 146. It is this “not givenness” that
the work here embraces and explores.
Reading around in this book with that
in mind proved a pleasurable romp and
offered a thought-provoking journey.
This is a moment in which not just the
design community but other professional communities are caught up in
the catchiness of the notion of “design
thinking.” Great stuff, design thinking.
The value of emphasizing that the possibility of rethinking, recombining and
creating new things (and things anew)
comes from the processual and transformational is clear. The clarion call to
suspend focus on the end product at the
expense of the becoming offers a welcome respite. But I find that the name
alone, design thinking, not to mention some of the abstracted hype that
moves it, draws attention away from a
dimension so vitally evoked throughout
this work, and that is the act of design
doing. It is true that neither design nor
ethnography is concerned with subject
matters that are given; they are instead
made. That is why anthropologists
have so often turned their attention to
matters of ritual and the unfolding of
action, for example, and why theories
of performativity and techne (to gesture
towards just a few), have so resonated
in accounting for cultural practice.
I can’t say for sure what kind of anthropology this is. But I welcome the tasty
morsels it provides to ponder that. How
we define and use notions of culture

is changing – might this work suggest
tools that allow us to more fully grapple
with those changes? As the end of this
politically-laden first decade of the 21st
century draws to a close, concerns for
forms of engagement have catalyzed, if
not in some cases nearly paralyzed, the
anthropological quest. Does the radically participatory form of engagement
proposed here help sharpen the dimensions against which to rethink matters
of ethnographic and anthropological
relationship?
At the same time I am excited for the
kind of design challenge and program
that Rehearsing the Future suggests,
and to entertain, within that, what
anthropology does. In the appeal of
techne, I am grateful for the performative role played by the anthropological
in this approach. Rehearsing the Future
presents a design program perhaps rarified and not without difficulties, to be
sure. But, it is one that seems to want to
engage and honor the profoundly social
and relational basis of everything from
objects to organizational forms to design practices themselves. Curtain up! ¼

Melissa Cefkin
Editor, Ethnography and the Corporate
Encounter
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7 TOOLS

6 PRINCIPLES

3 STRATEGIES

At the end of this journey, we picture
the model – the DAIM – with the
metaphor of a mountainous landscape.
From the peaks we see the contours of a
new kind of consultancy, in which consultants and clients are rehearsing the
future as much as they are discovering
options or devising plans. Trailblazing
the sometimes hardly traceable paths
between rocks and creeks of specific
client challenges, calls for mountaineers
to concurrently pursue three strategies:
exploratory inquiries, sustained participation and generative prototyping.
Finally we have along the way extracted
pragmatic principles and solid tools
that form a repertoire for the metaphorical mountaineer, who wants to go
explore the landscape of user-driven
innovation with design anthropological approaches. The DAIM project was
funded by the Danish Government’s
programme for user-driven innovation, and was carried out by The Danish
Design School, SPIRE, 1508, 3PART,
MakeTools, Sweco, Ergonomidesign. ¼

1 OVERALL TAKE

MODEL
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DAIM is an abbreviation for: a Design
Anthropological Innovation Model. Over
twenty months, eight partner organizations have joined forces in developing the
tools, principles and strategies that are
presented in this book. We conducted a
pilot project with the Danish incineration facility, Vestforbrænding, on how to
engage citizens and the waste industry in
further waste reduction and recycling.
Later we launched Golden Projects with
commercial clients to lift the methodological insights from the pilot project into
the realm of present day consultancy with
its much faster turn-around on knowledge
production vis-à-vis business value.

PROGRAMMATIC VISION
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This is a design anthropology manifesto
of sorts. It states a particular participatory approach to exploratory design, and
lays out a strategic direction for creating
design opportunities that evolve around
lived experiences. It is programmatic
in essence and entails both experiential
evidence and intuitive vision. The claims
put forward will be further supported,
elaborated and transformed throughout
the rest of the book, which mimics the
style and technique of a collage. The authors have all participated in the DAIM
project, but with different perspectives
and roles in design as consultants, students, researchers, and clients. Through
reflective essays, programmatic visions,
case descriptions, interviews and reportages from project experiences they all
contribute their bits and pieces to an
overall assemblage. We will go straight to
introducing the central message that ties
it all together:
User-driven innovation is about rehearsing the future
In order to support it, let us first sketch
some general overlaps among design,
the social sciences and user involvement. User-centered design, pioneered
and later documented by such authors
as Bill Moggridge (2007) and Bill Buxton (2007), has over the last decades
established itself as a professional practice with keen attention to how artifacts
(in the broadest sense of the word) can
be designed to become meaningful in
interactions with users, whether the
artifact is a new web-based service or a
pleasurable and ergonomically attractive tool for work or leisure.
However, the standard principles for
what constitutes good user-centered
design are often not attuned to capturing the most influential aspects of the
human experience. As designers are
increasingly facing open assignments
in complex social arenas where the
definition of the problem is not given
but part of the challenge, new questions arise that the classical guidelines
for good design do not address. As
suggested by Brenda Laurel (2003),

design must be complemented with
design research if we are to answer
such questions as what does it take for
citizens to change their waste handling
habits? The answer has less to do with
the right order of information (about
when and where to put what kind
of waste, for instance) than with the
socio-cultural situation in which it
takes place: How are people navigating
in everyday situations to make waste
handling a meaningful experience?
The potential resources for solving
complex societal problems, like the
ever-increasing amounts of waste, are
of course as dependent on material,
technological and economical possibilities as always. But throughout emerging
fields like sustainable design, service
design, interaction design and design
anthropology, a new color is currently
being added to the designer’s palette:
“The Social” is increasingly acknowledged as an important part of the design materials available to the designer
for experimentation.
Since the 1980s design and the social
sciences have moved in on each other.
From a previous relationship of exchanging general ideas and ways of seeing the world, as for example between
critical theory and the Bauhaus tradition, we then began to see an attention
towards the social as a very concrete
aspect of any design situation, especially visible in the area of user centered
design (see for example Lucy Suchman,
2007). The collaboration, however,
remained largely one of anthropologists
(and other social scientists) working
in the field of design applying their
methods as research techniques in a
preamble to the design process.
Twenty years later, the anthology “Design and the Social Sciences: Making
Connections” outlined possible directions for interdisciplinary work across
the fields of design and social science.
The authors each wrote from their side
of the disciplinary divide, but with an
explicit interest in making connections.
Elizabeth Sanders, also a participant in

PROGRAMMATIC VISION
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User-driven innovation
is about rehearsing the
future.

the DAIM project, described then how
a new territory was emerging where the
user was becoming a critical component of the process, no longer just one
to be spoken for by the user researcher
(in Frascara, 2002:2).
Design firms and research communities, sometimes in collaboration, have
since been exploring this emerging
territory. For example, Jacob Buur,
from the DAIM partner SPIRE, has
together with Finnish colleague Salu
Ylirisku, documented how an ethnographic impulse can be made productive as documentary video material is
turned into design material (Buur and
Ylirisku, 2007). Anthropologists working in industry are reflecting in and on
encounters with the corporate world in
a way that effectively challenges the traditional boundaries between academic
knowledge production and commercial
practices (see Cefkin, 2009). The design
community, with strong advocates such
as the design critic John Thackara, is increasingly taking on a concern for and
commitment to design as participation
in social innovation (Thackara, 2005).
We find that it is time to synthesize
some of the lessons learned.
What is a more fully developed hybrid
practice between design and anthropology? When we look back at the last
two decades, a guiding question for
the disciplinary relationship has been
how ethnographic observations can be
transformed into actionable insights for
design. From their field studies with
users, design-oriented ethnographers
have become largely successful in
churning out implications for design.
But what we see now is that the question is increasingly being turned on its
head by socially aware designers who
explore how design interventions can be
transformed into interesting ethnographic
questions. This tendency to step over
the traditional disciplinary boundaries
is evident in the interview with Mikkel
Ask, design researcher at 3PART ∞
Making it actionable!, page 164. Here,
design and anthropology effectively
intersect in approaching everyday life

with open curiosity and by way of material articulations of tentative hypotheses,
critiques and speculative ideas about
more prosperous living conditions.
In the early stages of exploratory design,
we see one particular consequence of
this (momentarily) shared approach
between design and anthropology: We
need to take concrete interaction as
the starting point for our design work.
Instead of postponing the reality check
of ideas for products and services, we
can powerfully position it right there
where lived life meets imagined artifact;
where people’s bodily comportment,
social relations, cultural preferences, and
technological ability can be projected
onto a moldable object of desire, which
hardly even resembles an idea for a
future artifact. Precisely the incompleteness is what enables the powerful questions: What would you use this for? What
would your life look like if you had this?
For studio-based designers, this is an
invitation to explore concrete encounters
where the future aspirations of everyday
people meet the designerly competence
of articulating new possibilities.
You can’t do it alone. Mobilize and
involve all stakeholders both in exploring what is well known and in sketching
what is new.
The potential value of engaging with
users goes beyond the common assignment from our clients to “identify
unmet or latent needs” or “translate
user observations into actionable
insights”. These terms are remnants of a
rationalist and realist design paradigm
of the last century (let’s not, however,
forget that they served important purposes of establishing user research as
a valid contribution in the first place).
Realist, because they assume that future
needs are somehow already “out there”
waiting to be discovered by some clever
anthropologist with privileged access to
the world of users. Rationalist, because
they assume that once we have collected
enough data about user needs we will
be able to invent the right solution.

Let us be clear: The users’ future needs,
or latent needs, or unacknowledged
needs are not out there waiting to be
revealed. They are continually in the
making through everyday contestations
among neighbors, relatives, colleagues
and the material world they co-inhabit.
User needs generally can’t be uncovered
and brought home to the studio for
closer inspection as we might have been
used to thinking. Instead there is another way to get in tune with them, and
that is by engagement in precisely these
everyday contestations, by offering
new horizons of possibility to the shop
owner who talks about the environment
with his customers over the counter, or
to the janitor who plays soccer with the
tenants’ kids, etc. This is a new playing
field for designers. We shouldn’t expect
others to make the crucial connections
for us between designerly articulations
of new possibilities and the everyday
social dramas where new possibilities are also envisioned, contested and
transformed. Because user needs,
design ideas and business opportunities are mutually constitutive, it is not
enough for each expert to bring her
side of the story to the others. These
horizons must actively be brought
together in concrete terms to really take
the full synergetic effect.
Forget about sending anthropologists to
the field to collect data. And forget about
stand-alone ideas and individual inventors. Innovation can emerge when we
create new connections in the networks of
people and things and support the ongoing performance of a new everyday.
It is crucial to establish new spaces for
collaboration that cut across established barriers for innovative thinking such as organizational divides
between development and sales, or
among user, client and designer. To
concretely establish such spaces for
collaboration means creating project
events where all relevant stakeholders
can be brought together at a relatively
high frequency. The goal is to establish
a public record within the project by
bringing central stakeholders together

often enough that new insights from
their separate fields of activity can be
presented, negotiated and potentially
guide quick re-framings of the project
focus, as illustrated in the model ∞
Changing the Frame, page 142. Instead
of what we could call a delivery-driven
process, the programmatic vision ∞
Co-Design Events, page 70 is an argument for an event-driven process:
Drive innovation forward as a chain of
collective events. Frequent project events
can expose differences, enable new connections and provide stabilization of an
open and insecure process.
The Landscape Game, which aims to
sketch the contours of the space of
possibility in which the participants
are currently navigating, is an example of what could play out during one
such event. As Fredrik Ericsson from
Ergonomidesign shows in ∞ A Realitycheck of the Landscape Game, page
136, this sort of game can definitely
bring a varied audience of respondents
to a common perspective and spread
light over complex issues.
Some of the virtues of the originally
Scandinavian tradition of Participatory
Design (for a review of this tradition
see Binder, Löwgren and Malmborg,
2008) are gaining currency in the contemporary design discourse. As Robert
Fabricant from Frog Design observes
in a blog post, “We cannot appreciate
the nuance of social behavior without
participating. Certainly not to the degree that is needed to support effective
design solutions. We need to prototype
from within. To participate. What
forms of design practice are emerging
in this new context?” (Fabricant, 2009)
Fabricant continues by listing new examples of participatory design used by
leaders in the design industry as a form
of community engagement.
If we are ready to abandon the idea that
the field of use is a place to visit and to
be known, and that the design studio is
a privileged place for invention, we are
getting ready to unleash a greater po-

tential of combining anthropology and
design. We are then ready to re-position
the envisioning of attractive future possibilities smack in the middle of everyday
life itself, as it unfolds among people in
the shopping center, the kindergarten or
the unemployment center.
Celebrate the magic of the well-known
everyday. The seeds of new possibilities
are already available as a resource, but
sometimes it takes a new light to spot it.
Instead of targeting generalized individuals and their perceived needs, we
must take more seriously the webs of
significance that man is already spun
into and continues to spin himself – to
paraphrase Clifford Geertz (1973:5).
Individuals are affected through the
communities to which they belong, and
vice versa. By setting the scene for exploratory techniques like design games,
extreme prototyping and improvised
scenarios among actual social communities, design opportunities can emerge
in the context in which they are to gain
their meaningfulness. ∞ In Design as
Everyday Theater, page 204 we see how a
handful of shopping baskets are used on
the spot to explore the possible meaningfulness to the local community of a
particular waste-handling solution. This
is a particular way of attempting to close
the general gap between people’s own visions for their future and designers who
are making products and services. There
is a powerful transformative potential
in creating engagement through social
encounters where distinctions between
everyday life and visionary experimentation blur. The reportage from the
kindergarten ∞ Improvised Design
Performances, page 182 shows how the
DAIM partner and design consultancy,
1508, does exactly this by staging the
institution’s everyday life as a generative service design session. That such an
engagement also offers a more compact
and cost-effective approach than desk research and conventional concept design
is an added benefit pointed to in the
interview with Mikkel Jespersen and his
colleagues from 1508 ∞ A Rapid Move
into the Concrete, page 196.
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The idea of rehearsing the
future is a challenge to
this way of thinking.
It collapses the front end
and back end of the design process, in that we
already from the very
beginning do what is
usually in the end:
rehearsing the relationships and practices that
follow with a new artifact.

Established anthropological curiosity
operates in dual mode: the foreign and
exotic is described in terms that allow
us to recognize ourselves in “the Other”
– just under different circumstances.
And the apparently well known and
taken-for-granted is through a strategic
naïveté rendered contingent, and thus
in principle available for change. While
anthropological studies have shown
us how the real is but one limited possibility, generative design experiments
have effectively demonstrated how the
visionary can become real. Understanding the real and inventing the visionary
are inextricably bound together, and it
is counterproductive to organize them
as sequentially distinct processes.
Imagine design interventions that prototype a better way of living. Through
early and continued experiments with
sketches and prototypes, form, function and relevant human practice can
evolve simultaneously.
Design works by staging that which
it wants to make. Think of the early
experimental design inquiry as a
series of rehearsals before a theatrical
performance. New dresses are tried out;
alternative lines are developed through
improvisation; the set is only halfway
done. The modus operandi is the playful what happens if we do it this way...?
The experimental what if entails a great
learning potential, but it is inherently
difficult to predict the value of its outcome (and if we knew, there would be
no reason to try it out).
Insist that innovation processes are
open-ended. Only by acknowledging that
innovation at the fuzzy front end takes
discovery and unpredictable learning,
can true innovation be accomplished.
The open-ended innovation processes
require new modes of working together
across organizations. It entails a shift
from working for the client to working with the client. Working with the
client differs from a common consultancy process in which clients and
users are collaborating at arm’s length,

meeting up for milestone user tests of
finished ideas and high-stake client
presentations with beautiful renderings designed to convince. To take full
advantage of the new kinds of open assignments, we must not pretend that we
know exactly what should be done up
front, but acknowledge that we are dependent on a complex set of competencies located across different stakeholder
organizations. It necessitates a more
vulnerable exposure of insecurity of
“where this should be going” expressed
along the same lines as the open sketch
∞ The Evocative Sketch, page 44.
Some skeptical readers will be shaking
their heads at this point. And we must
admit that what we are describing here
is not the average Tuesday afternoon
design situation for most designers
or anthropologists. Few are fortunate
enough to work in this kind of setup,
and most are under severe practical
constraints from other forms of organizational management that prevent
the kind of open, playful and socially
inclusive activities we suggest. There
are also many exceptions however, and
Jan Chipchase, design researcher with
Nokia, stands out because his team realized on a global scale the open studio
method: “giving residents the opportunity to articulate their needs and aspirations, and present these in the context
of their everyday life”. The open studios
were set up in shantytowns of Mumbai,
Rio de Janeiro and Accra (Jung and
Chipchase, 2008).
When is the DAIM not relevant or
useful, you may ask. Some design situations are so well rehearsed that they
do not immediately call for open-ended
explorations. Although we would maintain that in principle there is always
something new and potentially ground
breaking to be learned from another
close look, the extra cost of exploration
may not match the expected outcome. Some design problems are well
understood, and the given solutions
may simply work well enough as they
are, and there is thus no economical
reason to go beyond minor adjustments

when they are to be replaced by a next
product generation.
With the current increase in open assignments, where exploratory design
research is engaged specifically to
unpack the fuzzy front end of design
processes, it is an obvious mistake
to think that further down the line,
towards the back end, we can rest assured on the proven processes of the
waterfall models. The idea of rehearsing
the future is a challenge to this way of
thinking. It collapses the front end and
back end of the design process, in that
we already from the very beginning do
what is usually in the end: rehearsing
the relationships and practices that follow with a new artifact. A focus on the
meeting between lived life and artifact
is relevant throughout the process.
Striving for discovery and learning
may sometimes produce results that
are not commercially interesting for
sponsoring clients. While enterprises
like Nokia, Intel and Microsoft have
large budgets for experimental research not directly pointing at business
opportunities, this is a luxury not afforded by the many design researchers
hired by consultancies or even one job
at a time. To ensure a viable relation
between business value and social
meaningfulness it is crucial to develop
a space for continuous negotiation
hereof with stakeholders. By tying in
open-ended design dialogues with a
strong steering group reference, Peter
Fröst from DAIM partner, Sweco, is
currently showing how inherently
unpredictable learning processes can
be harnessed to yield business results
within global consultancy ∞ Design
Dialogues, page 80. Every collective
project event provides an occasion
for assessing the value of previous
experiments, emerging opportunities,
contest business potential and user
experience, and eventually ensures
alignment of temporarily overlapping
interests in building visionary images
of attractive futures.
With this opening introduction, we
have outlined a vision of where the new

socio-material, exploratory, and participatory processes of articulating new
promising futures is going. The vision is
partly motivated by exalted belief, but
observably also connected to tendencies
elsewhere in international design research. The main basis and qualification
for the vision however, is still the DAIM
project experiences. They are reported
on, illustrated and discussed in various
formats in the following pages. ¼
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What is actually going on when researchers and designers team up with future
users on a client commission to explore
the fuzzy front end of innovation? Some
of the leading consultants in this field
come out of market research or management consulting; others come from design studios or communication bureaus.
What they bring to innovation is a peculiar mix of competencies and deliverables that have not yet fully found their
business models. From market research,
they bring attention to the people not yet
reached. From management consulting,
they bring an emphasis on consultancy
as a service they provide rather than as a
product they deliver. From design, they
bring the capacity to envision and give
shape to new possibilities. And from
communication, they bring an attention
to innovation as (also) campaigning both
towards the outside world and towards
the collaborating network.
What makes open innovation challenging is that it very easily touches
both the top and the bottom of the
traditional organizational hierarchy.
On the one hand, researching the fuzzy
front end of innovation points right at
the heart of business strategy: Where to
go with the business, which products
to plan for the future and which core
competencies should be engaged? On
the other hand such research brings to
the fore what is often neglected in the
organization: how well are user needs
actually met with existing products,
what happens “on the ground” where
the organization interfaces with
the everyday life of customers and
clients, what aspirations exist within
and around the networks of people
in production and consumption in
which the organization operates? Such
innovation needs new organizational
structures, not instead of, but alongside
the business organizations we know so
well. We propose one such new form of
organization, design laboratories.
Why design laboratories?
We started to talk about design laboratories after several years of conducting
workshops with designers and users.

Co-design sessions, in the format of
half-day or full-day events provide an
opening for sketching and trying out
possibilities that need not be ready
for full exposure to “reality”. But we
felt that the workshop as a one-time
event left us disconnected from what
motivated participants to take part and
what happened as they brought the
experience back to where they came
from. Instead of seeing the individual
workshop as just one among several
ways to conduct design research, we
began to see the entire innovation
process as structured by a series of
workshops. Taken together the workshops and the work that participants
did in between, became a shared space
for exploration to which all participants could commit. To think of this
space in terms of a laboratory instead
of as a workshop made it easier for us
to understand and explain what kind of
a setup we were creating.
For the craftsman, the workshop is a
place to work with tools and methods to
produce a quality result. This may also
be true for the co-design workshop but
the workshop metaphor does not capture how this space is protected, negotiated and controlled. As co-design and
user involvement in open innovation is
staged to re-think and re-construct established routines and networks it needs
something like a laboratory to ensure
conditions in which what is generated
can grow without being overwhelmingly
contested by the often-harsh environment of everyday realities.
Lessons from the methods movement
Everyone in design and design research today has learned a lot from the
designers, who already in the 1960s
formed what was called the methods
movement. It was the methods movement that introduced such methods
as the method called brainstorming.
They argued for a structured approach
to design not only well-known design
products like chairs and household
appliances but also traffic systems and
air travel experiences. They wanted to
expand the space of opportunities that

designers and others could pursue.
Their conviction was that methods
would show the way out of both the
conventional thinking of designers
and the rigorous idea that engineering could provide a straightforward
line from problems to solutions. They
knew that the professional designer
was perfectly capable of making a new
series of furniture design along the
lines laid out by the profession, but
they wanted to show that more could
be accomplished if designers (in the
broadest sense) had confidence in a
process in which the problem rather
than the genre of solutions was guiding the inquiry. They favored methods
in which conventional professional
wisdom was bracketed off to make
room for playful creativity and they
had no reservations about letting
non-designers into the game of design.
The inspiration came from art movements like the situationists and Fluxus
in which artists deliberately pursued
strategies that involved, for example,
random choice or automatic writing in
order to explore and convey a sense of
authentic novelty that seemed trapped
in more conventional rationalist or
expressionist approaches. So the
essence of method was to let go of
control and to create openings for
creativity and discovery.
Today method has become a more ambiguous term that may lure us to believe
that good results can be obtained by
complying with standard procedures.
In the larger picture, however, the main
accomplishment of the methods movement is that it has taught us to think of
design and innovation in process terms.
Methods thinking opened the door for
approaches that think of the processes
of how products and services come into
being more than of the products and
services themselves.
Grounding and enacting imagination
When different people gather in design
laboratories, many of the formats of
collaboration resemble the creativity
techniques and methods of the
methods movement. The reason is not
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so much to break away from professional traditions of the past but rather
to enable participants to engage with
new possibilities in a shared language
that is not “owned” by any one professional group. In the 1960s debates on
creativity, it was often seen as an ideal
to work from a clean slate. This is not
the case for design laboratories. Here
the design conception of possibilities
develops along side an anthropological questioning of what is taken for
granted. This does not happen in a
vacuum but in a reflective dialogue
among those who experience both
what is familiar and what is imagined.
The shared language that makes this
possible is typically not a language
of abstract concepts but an everyday
language in which stories of things and
people can make sense across professional boundaries, precisely because
they are concrete.
We have found it useful to think of
what takes place in the design laboratory as a series of events that can be
understood in theatrical terms. We all
have a capacity to imagine what could
be there and what could happen when
we enter new situations. With theatre
in mind, we think of what takes place
in the laboratory as a staging of a space
of possibilities. As we enter this stage
we can bring in props that may evoke
ideas of what might happen, and in a
mood of improvisation we may start
to enact scenarios or stories that may
lead us towards envisioning what can
be innovated. The design laboratory is
not isolated from everyday situations.
Between events participants are back
in their professional and private contexts and there they have the opportunity to re-think what has been staged
in the collaboration.
Think concepts and scenarios
When we work with innovation, many
people put a strong emphasis on ideas.
What we do in the design laboratory must lead to new concepts, in
the sense that we get to conceive new
possibilities in a tangible way. This
involves ideas but it is worth think-

ing about what form ideas have to
take to be sustainable. In the old R&D
laboratories of technology development a group of experts could share
and communicate ideas in a rather abstract manner because they implicitly
knew what kind of laboratory it came
from. This is not at all that simple
when innovation is sought for at the
intersection of many different kinds
of competencies and concepts have
to make sense across professional domains. Here the underlying tools and
methods that make implementation
realistic have to be explicitly demonstrated. This explains why scenarios,
use cases and personas have become
such popular formats. It also hints at
why iterative modes of development
such as prototyping are becoming
more widespread.
To understand the format first, we can
say that a strong concept must provide
both a vision and an operative image
that can bring stakeholders together.
An apparently simple story about what
happens as a customer enters a shop to
buy a new product or use a new service,
may provide a strong operative image
if it is sufficiently detailed to make all
stakeholders aware of what they must
accomplish to make such a story come
true. At the same time the story must
be open and flexible enough for each
stakeholder to elaborate further on
what the implications of the idea may
be for their main concern. The scenic
portraits of users such as personas or
of situations of use such as open use
scenarios will typically have these qualities of openness and flexibility if they
are rich in contextual details. The richer
the image the more it will stimulate
explorations of the many different
aspects of the idea. If on the other hand
use and users are specified solely in for
example technical or economical terms
it will be almost impossible to evaluate
the idea for those who are not familiar
or concerned with the perspective that
these terms reveal. We need ideas but
we have to turn them into concepts and
embed them in scenarios in order to
make them accessible and negotiable.

Working from the outside in
In short, we can say that the user-driven innovation of the design laboratory
is innovation driven from the outside
in. From stating ideas for what happens
in interactions among people, things
and organization in concrete terms we
may get to the principles and concepts
that can drive this innovation. However
simple this may seem, it is a major
shift from the old school technological paradigm, in which we could work
from the inside out. A major consequence of this shift is that whenever
we envision new products or services
we have to concern ourselves with the
essential question: Can this be done?
This is where the need for iterations and
prototyping comes in. If we take again
the example of an idea conveyed in a
story of the customer entering the shop
in a new way (or for a new purpose),
we will almost immediately have to
make new design suggestions for how
this can work for the customer, for the
shop staff, for the manufacturer etc. We
can do this by prototyping the detailed
interactions together with potential
customers to see if a customer can
actually do what we have envisioned or
we can move back stage with the shop
staff to see if we can prototype the kind
of support, which is necessary to make
a new product or service available.
None of these trials will in themselves
be conclusive, and they will all take the
form of design experiments rather than
requirement specification. Through
each trial, new possibilities are revealed.
The operative image is strengthened
and detailed through the examples of
what could be done, and by each cycle
of iteration the collaborators of the
design laboratory exercise the tools and
methods that may eventually make it
convincing that “this can be done”.
Going by the process
So what does the design laboratory offer to user-driven innovation and what
kind of toolkits and methods have to
go with it to ensure its success? First,
design laboratories invite a greater
confidence in process. The methods
movement of the 1960s made it clear

Thinking “out of the box” is not only
for professional innovators. When the
well known is getting re-shuffled in the
design laboratory new opportunities
emerge as different people share stories
and enact scenarios.

that process and result in design and innovation are intimately connected. Yet
it is still a challenge to invest faith in the
stakeholders’ learning in open innovation processes. The design laboratory
provides a framework for organizing
and guiding innovation with an emphasis on learning. Instead of separating
research, ideation and concept development from design and implementation,
the design laboratory sets up a learning
organization that right from the start
simultaneously explores both the
“what” and the “how” of innovation.
This is not necessarily the right answer
to all innovation challenges, but it adds
to the growing number of attempts to
establish agile and interdisciplinary innovation teams that take their impetus
not from technology but from understanding changing patterns of use in
society and in the marketplace. Going
“by the process” in the design laboratory takes a certain openness towards
tools and methods. There are tools
like camcorders for documenting the

present and the future and methods like
design games for framing collaborative
explorations. But in each design laboratory, these tools and methods have to
be shaped and sharpened by the issues
and concerns of the participants. If we
ran a design laboratory with a standardized toolbox, we would (at best) get
a standardized result already baked
into the tools and methods we deploy.
Precisely because the design laboratory
is located in the unexplored borderland
among many competent stakeholders,
the successful design laboratory must
create its own inventory of tools and
methods. This means that a toolkit is an
outcome of the design laboratory, not a
resource readily available at the start. ¼
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Towards
reduced
incineration
the DAIM pilot project

Timeframe
April 2008 – April 2009
Client
Vestforbrænding, a non-profit organization for waste handling, owned by
19 local municipalities in the greater
Copenhagen area.
Project assignment
Before entering the DAIM project,
Vestforbrænding was faced with a
growing amount of waste for incineration at the same time as the incinerator capacity was reaching its limits.
Research had shown that more than
80% of what is burned could have been
recycled. An umbrella of initiatives
was about to be launched to bring
down the amount of waste that had to
be incinerated.
The assignment of the pilot project
was to challenge existing methods and
approaches to waste handling through
design-oriented dialogues in which
citizens, together with professional
stakeholders, explore and unfold innovation potentials. The objective was to
produce a workable innovation model
and a toolbox for waste professionals.
Deliverable to the client
The DAIM toolbox ∞ All-in-a-Box, see
page 58.
Golden challenge
The original motivation of Vestforbrænding was phrased by one of the
senior employees: We have worked for
many years with new initiatives without
really knowing what motivates citizens
to sort their waste. An anthropological
study seemed well in place, but what
about the initiatives already on their way.
How could Vestforbrænding learn from
the study? And more fundamentally,
how far could such a study get into motivations without looking at the other side
of the coin? – The professional waste
sector and the attitudes and activities of
its many employees. Citizens and waste
professionals are in many ways mirroring each other when they “meet” at the
local recycling station or during the day-

to-day collection of household waste.
Workshops within the municipalities
and the most important private companies working in the sector, showed that
much has already been tried out over the
years, but there is hardly any tradition
of exploring possibilities before having a
fully endorsed plan for change.
What was originally conceived as an
upstream activity in a waterfall system
of innovation, very soon became a
broad inquiry into new possibilities of
innovation generated and evaluated
through workshops and exemplary
“mini”-projects, ∞ Waste Collectors:
Heroes of Recycling, page 42 ∞ When
Residents Take Over, 122 ∞ Shopping
Centers: Hubs for Recycling, page 202.
The golden challenge of the project was
to answer the dual quest for a re-thinking of innovation activities and a refined
and renewed image of motivations and
practices of the citizens served.
Research experiment
As the DAIM team was comprised of
both university researchers and highly
experienced design researchers from
design consultancies, it was possible to
develop and refine approaches and tools
throughout the project. This became an
experiment in itself but more importantly the overall design of the project
including the involvement of core stakeholders was concurrently developed and
adjusted as the project progressed.
Shared activities
A core group of DAIM researchers
from The Danish Design School and
SPIRE worked closely with Vestforbrænding on fieldwork, workshops,
“mini”-projects and project planning
throughout the project, while DAIM
researchers from the consultancies discussed and contributed to the project at
project seminars and by involvement in
the “mini”-projects.
Observations and topics
The pilot project became the backbone
of the DAIM project and is discussed
throughout this book. ¼
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The DAIM is first and last, an approach –
a bundle of strategies that work best when
applied in concert.
We call the first strategy exploratory
inquiry. The strategy is exploratory because it is research without a hypothesis
to be tested, and without a fixed scheme
of categories to apply to the world
encountered. It is an inquiry because it
is both something more and something
less than the typical data collection and
analysis. It is less, because it does not
search for testable facts. It is more, because it aims for an understanding that
is profoundly concerned with purpose
and intent: why, for whom and for what
is this understanding directed?
The second strategy we call sustained
participation. No design team will possess all the relevant knowledge by itself.
To accomplish innovation, a network
of stakeholders must be set in motion.
Only when the client and the extended
network of stakeholders are continually
engaged in dialogue can we be sure that
the direction and insights of project
inquiries are in sync with the concerns
of the mobilized network.
The third strategy we call generative prototyping. Problems seldom stand out clearly
and unambiguously before a solution is in
sight. The attention to a problem is often
closely tied to a hunch for what to do
with it. As a strategy, generative prototyping takes problems and solutions – i.e.
understandings and design suggestions
– as the basic elements of continuous
loops of iterations. By relentlessly trying
out what new thoughts and actions a
design suggestion might spur, generative
prototyping is different from evaluative
prototyping. It is not only about testing
if an idea fits the defined goal; it remains
open also for what we are conducting
inquiries for and how we are engaging
stakeholder networks.
Setting a team is an issue to be resolved
in every project, but a DAIM team
must be able to commit to the laborious
intertwining of these three complementary strategies. ¼
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Understanding and accepting the need
for change was an important take-off
point but only a very small step on a long
and troublesome road to a goal that was
continuously moving. Was the DAIM
project cost efficient, necessary and
worth the trouble? So it seems, but as
we are still mostly sowing and only just
starting to harvest the results, there is
still no clear conclusion. We are trying to
change ways of working with projects by
taking in user-driven methods as a supplement or an alternative to designing
projects at our desks and that has proven
to be a very big challenge at so many
different levels. This essay will deal with
lessons learned by Vestforbrænding, a
Danish publicly owned waste company
and DAIM partner.
Change of paradigm
The Danish waste system is, by most
standards, at the top of its class. However, in a global perspective, there are
other ways of dealing with these issues.
Most Danish waste is already being recycled, at least when measured in tons.
But if one chooses to measure how big a
portion of the environmental potential
in the Danish waste is being recycled,
then Denmark still has a lot of waste
to move from landfills, and especially
from incineration, to recycling. Most
residents of Denmark have, in principle,
access to collection systems and thereby
the option of contributing to the task
of getting their waste to environmentally friendly treatment. However,
the national waste disposal system is
reaching its limits, especially the part
that citizens, as private people at home
as well as employees of companies,
encounter in their everyday lives when
they have to sort out their waste, in its
present setup. Companies such as Vestforbrænding and the municipalities
now face large groups of citizens with at
least a theoretical access to a variety of
waste systems, who use the systems unsystematically or not at all. If we want
to get a larger part of the environmental
potential in the recycled waste, then
change is needed. Accepting the need
for a better understanding of people’s
behavior in regard to their handling of

waste made partnering in the DAIM
project a very attractive opportunity.
However, it only became a reality as the
result of financial support from EBST
and of extremely good timing.
The Inclination
The Danish Design Schools skills to
actualize great potential and provide a
framework for cooperation in an area
that we have looked at but could not
implement alone, is clearly beneficial.
At the start of the project there was the
prospect of a fascinating process as well
as valuable results. The skilled people at
The Danish Design School created great
development in getting the process of
increased cooperation started in the
Vestforbrænding environment, which
from the outside could be seen as being
unwilling to take chances and explore
unknown territory.
If the goal is to point out potential for
improvement, and this is an essential
goal of this article, then you have to
point out that when an organization
like Vestforbrænding is invited to
take part in the development of and
later to become a partner in a project,
like the DAIM project, the need for
investing resources is very concrete but
the outcome very unclear. Early in the
project process in what could be called
the “the fuzzy front end” (inspired by
Liz Sanders) Vestforbrænding was put
in a difficult position for a number of
reasons including lack of experience.
Lots of consultants try to sell services
to Vestforbrænding promising a clear
outcome at a known (low but often
growing) cost. The usual offer from the
consultant is, if not easy to implement
then, at least much easier to assess than
the invitation from a researcher and a
fuzzy research project.
When it comes to research and development projects, an important part
of the assumption is that the research
process will change the very setup and
transform the goals as new knowledge
changes the understanding of the
system. Most researchers consider
this objective a core characteristic and
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strength of the research process, which,
however, challenges the likelihood of
participation and of becoming a partner of an organization such as Vestforbrænding . Problems in complying with
demands for documentation, efficiency,
relevance, outcome, investment, who
will own the rights and so forth, are
an important challenge because these
are very difficult if not impossible to
provide. Consequently a big part of the
basis for the decision to participate in
such projects relies on the manager’s
trust and willingness to accept risks –
trust not only in the external people,
their references and their organization
but, just as importantly, trust in the
internal employees/ambassadors who
present and recommend the opportunities and their “list of references” in regard to successes and possible failures.
Trust and willingness to take a risk are
some of the lowest ranking arguments
for making big or small changes in the
way an organization works. In 1998 Michael Porter argued in The Competitive
Advantage of Nations Michael Porter argued that big well-established organizations will institutionalize their strategies
and existing paradigms at a level that he
compares to a religion and because of
that, express a strong unwillingness to
change especially if the change/innovation is radical. If decision-making is to
be based on trust and a willingness to
take risks, the potential outcome must
be significant or the need for change
understood and accepted. The DAIM
project in itself will not change the
strategies and paradigms of Vestforbrænding on its own but once the
project is accepted, the organization
opens itself up for a range of opportunities. This potential implementation
is difficult/impossible to foresee at the
launching of the research project.
Conclusion on looking back at the
inclination: Reduce the fuzziness,
present a cost-effective and attractive
outcome, make alliances with strong
internal ambassadors and find organizations with some willingness for risk
if organizations like Vestforbrænding
are to be attracted to a project like

the DAIM project. Limit the amount
of time used talking about theory
and methods and focus more on the
potential as well as reporting earlier
successes in similar cases.
Please stop: We don’t understand Martian
It has been educational to be part of a
process where the target group, which
is normally very difficult to reach, takes
an active and constructive role in developing its own waste systems. Project
participants from Vestforbrænding
and the rest of the waste disposal field
could not have created the conditions
necessary for implementing similar
initiatives such as treasure hunts for the
youth of immigrant communities or
the use of role play with waste collectors, which have inspired the project
participants to see that much is possible
if you believe in it and make an effort.
In addition to this, the project has
given a concrete starting point on how
challenges can be approached and how
other steps forward must seek help for
better solutions among residents.
An important learning is that cooperation presumably always requires a
common language. In the DAIM pilot
project everyone spoke Danish in meetings among researchers, consultants
and waste managers but this in itself
did not ensure a common language.
This was because, among other reasons,
the project was grounded on a critical
leap in professional knowledge and an
ability to articulate and understand
the underlying design anthropology
theories and methods.
Feedback from workshop participants
in the pilot stage suggests that establishing a common language was not always
successful nor was ensuring that everyone understood and found meaning in
the sub-processes’ role and potential
in the overall process: including the
individual participants’ own role,
contribution and benefits. Challenges
in communication with a form and
content that the receiver has a reasonably good chance of understanding
are a known issue in the Danish waste

management industry’s relationship
with users. It is precisely for this reason
that the DAIM project was welcome.
There are particular requirements when
the sender and receiver never meet,
but in the context of workshops in the
DAIM project senders and users were
brought together. Here the dialogue is
seen as a joint responsibility where the
receiver is, at minimum, obliged to support cooperation by objecting when the
sender “speaks Martian”.
This does not always happen, which
presumably requires several explanations. One explanation can be that the
receiver lacks the courage, or will, to
reveal his or her limitations. This can
perhaps be remedied by representatives at the client’s location who provide
liaisons and who can translate the
designers’/anthropologists’ approach/
understanding/perception of reality.
Many clients presumably understand
only a small part of the communication
that occurs in speech and writing but
refrains from asking for clarification
either because of powerlessness or so
as to not appear ignorant. While it is
acceptable in a Danish context for the
receiver to object if the sender “speaks
Martian” pride or other similar issues
can be a barrier to revealing limitations when it concerns a curriculum
like that of design anthropology. The
lack of feedback increases demands on
the sender’s skills to interpret, check
or in other ways ensure the receiver’s
comprehension and participation.
The sender should, on the other hand,
also be very aware of the objectives of
meeting with the receiver and hereby
ensuring that the design anthropological theories and methods are simplified
to a common language.
It has been educational and subsequently
thought provoking to be part of a userdriven project where meetings among
the project partners functioned as
examples of how senders and receivers
did not always use a common language
despite good will and a high level of professional competence. That is something
to focus on in future projects.

In 2008 Vestforbrænding incinerated
more than 500.000 tonnes of waste.
From an environmental perspective
change is needed. How can citizens be
actively engaged in waste reduction
and in moving waste from incineration
to recycling?

Implementing new work methods, theories and insights are major
developments for an organization
like Vestforbrænding and require a
significant sales promotion. This applies
to management and employees who
are targeted for a continuation of the
DAIM project. The inertia discussed
earlier, when it comes to readjustment,
can be seen as a positive part of the
organization’s defense system against
dreamers and business dead ends.
The DAIM project will only have
value, despite the many new findings, methods and so forth, for
Vestforbrænding when the approach
is incorporated into the employees’
comprehension, the company’s stated
goals as well as its informal business
processes and in finding solutions for
concrete projects. This can, however, be a difficult task. An example
of a barrier is that a colleague has
described the prospect of going out
into the public space and meeting the
users as being both anxiety ridden
and stretching one’s limits. Other than
courage for and willingness to meet
with users, new methods and work
procedures must be introduced, accepted and tested.

A high demand for motivation is necessary when new requirements emerge,
especially when they challenge existing
work methods, theories and understandings, which have been built in and
refined over many years. It will be especially challenging in circumstances in
which the existing and new work methods come into conflict with each other.
Vestforbrænding has, in one attempt
at undertaking development, chosen to
establish an educational program, that
in phase one should ensure new systematic skills for 10-12 staff members to
incorporate the user-driven perspective
in their work. If successful, the training
will be offered to municipal waste management workers in Vestforbrænding’s
19 owner municipalities in phase two.
It can be a significant challenge to give
colleagues access to new skills without
negating their existing skills while at
the same time ensuring that the new
user-driven skills become a natural part
of future work.
In addition to the training of staff,
Vestforbrænding uses both ongoing
and new projects to test and train them
in user-driven work methods. The
goal, besides practice, is to get a range
of communicable trophies. Trophies
are understood to be strong results
from the user-driven methods, which
can be documented as having made a
“cost-effective” and distinctly positive
difference. A communicable trophy
such as “the box” ∞ All-in-a-Box, page
58 has been shown to have great value
when the potential of the user-driven
approach is to be sold to upper management as well as, and perhaps especially,
to colleagues. Good user-driven results
from ongoing projects should ease
future sales work.
Conclusion while still rubbing: Communicable trophies as output is a clear
strength when management, colleagues
and users have to remain motivated
through the course of the project process and, afterwards, have to incorporate the user-driven ways of working in
the organization. It is very good if you
can succinctly answer what the results

of the user-driven approach will be.
Part of the answer should, preferably,
be concrete examples.
Ends
The user-driven approach at Vestforbrænding is, at the end of December
2009, very vulnerable and only at the
beginning of a long implementation
process with great risk of disappearing from the organization if the next
step does not deliver the expected and
required trophies. Another threat exists
if other factors remove resources from
the ongoing implementation. It will be
interesting to see to what degree users
in Vestforbrænding ’s operational area
get better waste management systems
out of their investment. On top of this,
to what extent can improvements be
connected to the user-driven effort and
to what extent can this relationship be
documented and quantified?
Overall, the DAIM project and its
aftermath have great potential. The
challenge now is to realize this potential
and deliver the best possible waste
disposal system to our users, owner
municipalities and communities and to
move forward to even better systems in
the future. ¼

By working closer with
the waste collectors,
we have increased our
efficiency in handling
complaints.
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Rubbing in DAIM
An early realization of the DAIM
project was that, despite its many useful
findings and results, it could not alone
ensure change in the waste disposal
industry. This realization resulted in a
wide range of initiatives being put in
place before the DAIM project concluded. This is true both at Vestforbrænding
and in the municipalities that own us.
The objective with launching “PostDAIM projects” parallel to the DAIM
project has been to take advantage of
the opportunities that a project as large
and as successful as DAIM presents.
These new and ongoing projects should
ensure creativity and innovation as well
as build on lessons learned over the
course of the DAIM project and avoid
a situation in which the DAIM groups
and processes could be dissipated when
the project itself closes.

Tove Stenberg,
Customer Service at Vestforbrænding
in March 2009. Through the DAIM
pilot project the Customer Service
staff have joined the waste collectors
on their routes, and that has given
them insights and knowledge that
have enabled them to process customer complaints twice as fast.
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Our hybrid approach to exploratory
and participatory design research is
equally committed to representing
socio-material reality while creating
opportunities for re-shaping it in desirable ways. With such an approach we
are casting a new light on the notion
of incompleteness. From something
unsatisfactory and below the expected
standard, we focus on a more positive
aspect of incompleteness: As work-inprogress it provides for a flexibility of
interpretations that is crucial for continuous engagement and participation.
Traditionally the role of user research
has been to represent the reality of use as
it really is, whereas the role of design has
been to match this reality with suggestions for improvement. In light of this
division of labor between user research
and design, it is no surprise that by the
time of handover from one to the other,
use practice is captured in ideally coherent accounts of how it really is. However, it is reminiscent of a rationalistic
distinction between knowing and doing
to seek this closure of the existing before
the imagination of new opportunities
is encouraged. The rationalistic credo
seems to be: we must know as much as
possible in order to act competently.
Who can argue with that?
An argument against this paradigm of
first understand, then intervene does require a bit of a detour. With the present
programmatic vision we seek to establish
a more complex connection between
understanding and intervention.
Partiality
How does one progress with understanding social reality and exploring
designerly possibilities at the same
time? There are, of course, many ways
of answering such a question, but it has
to do with trying out different positions
for the perception of reality: “What if
we look at it this way...?” When crafting
design-oriented mini accounts of someone’s experience, we progress by retelling them again and again in project
encounters with various stakeholders.
The stories thus become
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slightly transformed, as they are re-told
in light of particular design opportunities represented by the stakeholders.
Although we try to make sense of the
experiences of others, we should not
ask of these mini accounts to provide
accurate representations of use. Instead,
we must acknowledge and appreciate
that what we look for in the accounts
are possible reflections of our own
interests: we see refractions of ourselves
in the image of the other. This mirroring of interests goes both (or many)
ways – in participatory processes we
must acknowledge that the user is just
as driven by interest as the designer,
client or other stakeholder.

Ethnographers take a
disciplinary pride in
the integrity of their
accounts of everyday
use. Often this integrity
is the biggest obstacle
for creating new openings for design.

An account of use practice is partial
in both senses of the word: it is both
incomplete and committed to certain
interests over others. It is incomplete
in that representations of social reality
are never finite. It is committed to
particular interests in that it is imbued
with concerns of pertinence to the
audience. While the audience of accounts in design research is usually
taken to be the design team, there are
also always aspirations on the side of
those studied. Particularly in the field
of user-driven innovation we are – all
around the table – concerned with
change: how might we see this practice
as something else by the aid of the possible interventions at our disposal?
Ethnographers take a disciplinary
pride in the integrity of their accounts
of everyday use. Often this integrity is
the biggest obstacle for creating new
openings for design. In the DAIM
approach to anthropology and design,
we present findings from the field as
short fragmentary snapshots with no
coherent order. The main reason for
this deliberate incompleteness is to
avoid premature closure of the design
space. Incompleteness ensures that the
material is open for re-interpretation
and re-configuration also by stakeholders with other competencies and
concerns than ours. Piecing together
a narrative on the basis of fragmented

and under-narrated snapshots requires
so many gaps to be filled on the part of
the participants that they are forced to
actively rethink the issues in question,
drawing on their specific perspective
as a resource.
The particular and concrete stakes
that the project participants invest in
the field material are crucial for their
shared ability to make something
meaningful out of it: a plausible and/
or desirable vision of what the account
may be about.
Reconfiguring design
The demand for crafting materials that
are open for reconfiguration is also
relevant for design representations. In
collaborative design processes, the craft
of the designer is equally strengthened
if it adds openings for reworking the
traditionally finished creative expressions, as we know them, for example,
from beautiful 3D color renderings or
fly-throughs.
New genres of open-ended design
representations have emerged. When
crafting representations of design
suggestions we may use particular
sketching techniques as a tool for sharing and evoking new ideas in collaboration with others, who are not usually
taking part in the design in the making
∞ The Evocative Sketch, page 44. The
subjunctive mode of asking “what
if...” is a way of posing design ideas as
a possibility for further exploration.
It very explicitly invites the listening
participant to start contributing to the
idea by imagining what the consequences of this particular new way of
looking at the topic might be.
Instead of trying to finish the representation of the idea by simply answering
the question in a closed circle of professional self-confidence, the experience
prototype and theatrical props for
enacting it is another way of filling the
gap between what we may know about
a given idea, and what kinds of practice
could potentially unfold around it.

In the pilot project on waste, for example, we did not aim to deliver a unified
description of the world of everyday
waste handling; rather our legitimacy
in the field had to be won by activating
the established stakeholders’ expertise.
We were there to find and nurture potentials for learning and development
already seeded in the situation. We engaged in waste handling situations with
a specific attention to soft spots – sort
of bifurcation points through which
new practices can be envisioned.
Intuitions and emerging opportunities
Design and innovation methods that
seek to facilitate empathy and engagement are increasingly widespread.
But how do we ensure that we really
harvest the learning stimulated by these
methods, when they by definition come
at unpredictable times, from unpredictable sources, and in unpredictable places?
Our effort is part of a larger tendency
in design consultancy to promote
a culture of failure, with the goal of
gradually building confidence in processes that tolerate and even encourage
open experiments for their great learning potential. To handle this challenge
we must acknowledge that design
problems and their solutions emerge in
parallel. This is an old observation, but
its full implications have yet to be seen
in the way we handle design processes.
The challenge is to stimulate innovation in complex milieus, and at the
same time fit within the organizational
accountabilities of our clients. As we
practically move with incompleteness
in our hands, and rely on a produc-

tion process for completion, we seek to
stimulate participation from unlikely
people in unlikely circumstances, and at
unlikely times.
Embracing incompleteness as a norm is
crucial for our experimental and generative approach to producing temporary
working representations of existing and
potential practices to prompt further
reactions by competent stakeholders.
This is not a hopelessly naïve requirement to keep representations open
forever, but to stress that the closure of
the range of representations is something to be obtained through collaboration. We must abandon the idea
that we can know the design situation
before we start to articulate our various
interests in it. Instead of demanding a
solid knowledge base for further action,
an exploratory design project solidifies
by gradually weaving together partial
stories of solutions and problems.
In practice, this approach works by
picking out something that at first sight
appears evocative, temporarily making
it the center of collective attention, and
inviting fellow project participants to
assist in making something more of it.
Whether the representations point to
existing practices or new possibilities,
they must be designed to allow for their
extension and their ability to catch on
and to prompt others to relate to them
in novel and skillful ways. ¼

We have learned that
the users don’t always
read the folders on
waste sorting; instead
the communication needs
to be specific to the situation where the users
or the waste collectors
carry out the actions
you are trying to affect.
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Soft spots
We deliberately play with wanting
something from the field material.
Reality does not reveal itself in any
objective way and we suggest emphasizing the role of intent. The challenge of
fieldwork in design is not so much to
collect data, as it is one of sensing the
other’s (user’s, client’s, stakeholder’s)
competence and willingness to change
and innovate.

Dan Boding-Jensen,
Development Consultant at
Vestforbrænding in November 2009
after the DAIM pilot project.
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Waste
collectors:
heroes of
recycling
A DAIM exploratory mini-project

Time frame
December-February 2009
Partners
Vestforbrænding, Albertslund Municipality, M. Larsen (waste collecting
company) and Taastrup Municipality.
Project assignment
Waste collectors are often the first to
observe when waste sorting is not
properly taken care of. They are at the
frontline where waste systems meet
the citizens whether this is in housing
estates or in private one-family houses.
They are also the ones to ensure that
the efforts made by the citizens to correctly sort are followed up by proper
collection and transportation of the
sorted waste. In most of the greater
Copenhagen area, there is, however,
relatively little use of the knowledge
and competency of the waste collectors.
Initial fieldwork showed that citizens
often misread what waste collectors
do, when poorly sorted waste has to be
removed, and when waste collectors
lack the means to “educate” citizens to
improve sorting quality.
What kind of improvements can be
obtained by a strengthened partnership among the municipality, waste
collectors and private citizens and what
kind of changes does this call for in the
systems of waste collection?
Deliverable
A process and resulting concepts were
reported in a broad communication
magazine format. These were distributed to the client and to collaborators and
were included in the DAIM box.
Golden challenge
It is well known that sorting quality can
vary considerably between otherwise
similar apartment buildings/housing
estates and that sorting may decline
severely as new sorting systems are introduced. Complaints from citizens are
costly to process and are seen by local
politicians as a threat to the support of
the municipality. The golden challenge
of this project is to obtain more efficient

systems and more citizen approval of
recycling systems through stronger
partnerships with waste collectors and
citizens “on the ground”.
Research experiment
Can the experience and competency
of waste collectors and citizens be
unleashed and new partnerships initiated by bottom-up networking among
stakeholders?
Observations and topics
The project involved employees from a
private waste collecting company, two
municipalities and local citizens. Waste
collectors were followed at work. Documentation from these field visits provided
the input for a workshop for all stakeholders. As a follow up to the workshop,
a bus tour was conducted to the everyday
sites of all stakeholders to evaluate and
refine new possibilities for partnerships
and new system concepts ∞ Networks in
the Making, page 88. The project showed
several examples of how the municipality could immediately act upon the
knowledge obtained by waste collectors,
by improving information to citizens or
by re-organizing sorting facilities.
The project brought together a new and
informal network of people that continued working together after the
project’s conclusion. Waste collectors
were included in this network and were
invited to present their perspectives on
waste systems at a conference at Vestforbrænding. They were also included in
planning activities in one of the municipalities. The project initiated collaboration between a complaint processing call
center and the waste collecting company. This has significantly reduced the
processing time for complaints.
Several new suggestions for collecting
and sorting systems, which actively include waste collectors in turning potential complaints into opportunities for
system improvements, were suggested.
The contracting between municipalities
and waste collecting companies was
identified as a critical factor in obtaining the identified improvements. ¼
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Diagram A
Traditional design and architectural
drawing is taught as an individual
method to communicate to insiders
who know the codes of the design
language and purpose of sketching.
Starting from a design brief or programme, initial sketching aims at
opening up and exploring the brief,
whereas drawing later on aims at
clarifying concepts and embodiment.
Not until very late are visualizations
prepared to communicate and
convince the client.

Diagram B
In co-design the visualization becomes
a means to convey the design suggestions of both designers and nondesigners. This opens up the opportunity for a new kind of sketching that is
both open and directed towards others
– the evocative sketch. Aiming to evoke
shared stories and to create a common
space of opportunities, the evocative
sketch probes for possible directions for
the design. From the perspective of the
professional designer, such sketching
precedes conventional drawing formats.

Drawings made in the search
of a“peculiar” container within
a single visualization.

For the non-designer, sketching through
enacting stories is prompted by the
evocative sketches of the “what if ”-cards.
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We visited Ulla and her friend and
next-door neighbor, Lillian, as part of a
fieldtrip. The aim of our visit was to gain
better insight into what the people living
close to Bangs Torv – a small shopping
square – thought about waste handling,
and to involve them in our inquiry about
associating shopping with recycling and
garbage solutions.
It is always a little nervous in the beginning. We were lucky to get in contact with Michael. He is the caretaker
at Bangs Torv, taking care of the area
both for the shops and the apartments
above the shops. Through him the
snowball got rolling; he helped us get
in contact with the shop owners, and
the people living in the apartments.
We know from earlier experiences that
getting in contact with and getting to
visit people can be a difficult part of
doing ethnographic fieldwork. There
are some obstacles, we experience as
researches that can block our way into
people’s homes. The question about
whether we can be trusted and if it
is worth spending time participating
in our project should be clear for the
participants. So to have Michael vouch
for us to the people we were going to
visit in the apartment, made the whole
pre-visit phase much easier. It meant
that when we called to make arrangements, we were not total strangers.
We had had a few phone calls with
Ulla and Lillian before the visit. They
(and especially Lillian) had both
stressed that it was important to
them that they could take part in this
together. We accepted this to make the
experience more comfortable for all
of us. After the phone calls we were
very excited, and a bit nervous, about
how the visit would work out. It was
very important for us to overcome the
forced atmosphere that we knew from
earlier experiences can exist between
interviewer and interviewee in a
meeting like this. The intention was
to establish confidence and a social
relationship that would make the visit
more smooth and pleasant. But we also
hoped to make Ulla and Lillian want to

engage in other parts of our research
and design activities.
We found ourselves in Ulla’s apartment, where the four of us were placed
around a table in Ulla’s small kitchen.
We were treated to tasty coffee in
nice small cups, cookies and Danish
pastries. Soon we were listening to Ulla
and Lillian’s lively conversation about
Bangs Torv, the different shops, and
the people who stayed and lived in the
neighborhood. They had lived in the
building for about 40 years, and had
been friends almost as long. Ulla and
Lillian are both retired now.
Getting comfortable
After the first cup of coffee and the
more relaxed conversation, we presented the material we had brought with
us. It started out with a sketch of Bangs
Torv and a talk about likes and dislikes
regarding the place. Then we shared
a set of pictures of different types of
garbage. Our idea was for them to sort
out how much they normally had of
each type by placing it on a triangle
diagram, and to talk about how they
handled it. The top of the triangle indicated a little amount and the bottom a
large. A picture of medicine led to the
following conversation:
“What about this, is this medical
waste?” Ulla asked.
“Yes it is,” I answered her. “And what do
you do with that?”
“I don’t use that much medicine, but
when I do have some I have to throw
out, I take it to the pharmacy. I also did
that after my husband,” Ulla replied.
She went on to a picture of batteries
when Lillian interrupted: “Ulla, where
did you put the medicine?” she said
referring to the triangle diagram.
“That’s a little amount,” Ulla replied,
“so put it in the top of the triangle. We
don’t have much of that.”
Lillian put the picture at the top of the
triangle, and we continued talking about
the batteries. They agreed that the used
batteries were going down to Allan, as
they say, referring to the owner of the
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shop “Kop & Kande” – a kitchenware
shop at Bangs Torv.
Our conversation continued about the
possibilities for handling their garbage
at Bangs Torv. In the set of pictures we
got to one showing cans, and Lillian
said: “But that goes out with the daily
waste.”
“Yes it does; but that’s not right,” Ulla
answered her.
Lillian turned to us and said, “But no
one has told us that we shouldn’t throw
that out in the rubbish chute.”
They went on discussing how they do
not have a solution for sorting this kind
of garbage. We agreed that it is difficult.
Lillian told us that she has seen some
kitchens, where the garbage cupboard
was made with different sections for sorting the waste. She burst out “Sweet Jesus,
if we should have that, then they will have
to rebuild our kitchen” and continued
“no, I put it in a plastic bag, which I close
properly before throwing it down the
rubbish chute, and we have never had any
complaints about that, right?” she said
and looked at Ulla.
“But we can probably do it better,”
Ulla said.
Lillian asked if she really wanted to use
a lot of time and effort on sorting her
waste, to which Ulla answered with a
twinkle in her eyes: “But Lillian on the
other hand, we actually don’t have that
much else to do.” This was a statement
that made the four of us laugh, and
Lillian agreed. Ulla continued with how
she is more worried about the families
with small children.
A warm and friendly atmosphere
The conversation went on for an hour
or two, with quite a few digressions.
Afterwards we got a tour around both
Ulla and Lillian’s apartments to see their
homes and see where they collected their
waste before throwing it out. We truly
had a very nice afternoon and the visit
made us feel that the longer we stayed
there, the more comfortable we all felt.
We ended the visit with a feeling of an
atmosphere that had evolved from nice
and polite to warm and very friendly.

Lillian was perhaps the one who
changed the most during our stay. She
started out being a very cautious lady
who only wanted to be interviewed
together with Ulla as she stressed in our
phone calls before our visit. She did not
want us to take a picture of her and she
did not like voicing her own opinion
without discussing it with Ulla first.
But things changed, as we all got more
relaxed around each other. Lillian began
telling funny and very vivid stories about
the pigeons that stained Ulla’s windows
because she (Lillian) was feeding them
and about the ducks at the lake, that
were not to be fed, even though the kids
wanted to feed them. She also changed
her attitude towards the camera, and in
the end encouraged us to take pictures of
her and her apartment.
A neighborhood came into life
An essential thing for us was to see and
understand Bangs Torv through Ulla
and Lillian’s eyes. Visiting the shopping square gave the impression of a
cold, quiet and tedious shopping area.
Through Ulla and Lillian, Bangs Torv
became a social area combining the
apartments with the shops. We got the
feeling that many people know each other and know what is going on. We were
really impressed at how engaged Ulla
and Lillian are in the area. From their
stories we understood that it meant a
great deal to them, that the place looked
nice. The garbage containers should
be concealed behind the building, and
not in the front where everybody was
passing through and where it should
be pleasant to be. Their stories made a
clear contrast to our visit at Bangs Torv
earlier that same day where we had been
talking to people passing by on their
way through and around the shopping
square. Unlike our experience in the
morning, our impression of Bangs Torv
became much more vivid through Ulla
and Lillian’s storytelling.
This was only the beginning
We were in many ways surprised how
well the visit progressed. We got good
insight into Ulla and Lillian’s lives by
the conversations and stories they told

us. And we got to learn a lot about
them by being there for a couple of
hours. This was probably no coincidence because Michael, who helped
us get in touch with Ulla and Lillian,
pointed us in this direction. He knew
they would talk to us.
We were introduced by Michael and
were able to establish a contact to the
two women that lasted beyond the first
visit. We met Ulla and Lillian again
when they attended our idea-workshop
at Herlev Municipality a few weeks
later. It was a happy reunion and the
familiar faces on both sides made the
meeting more comforting from the
beginning. The workshop ended with
six future scenarios of ideas that in
different ways could improve the waste
handling at Bangs Torv. We tried out
some of the ideas through enacting scenarios with mock-ups on Bangs Torv,
where we were happy to see Ulla and
Lillian again participate together with
people from the municipality and shop
owners e.g. Allan from Kop & Kande
and Michael. ¼

Ulla and Lillian are living in apartments
above Bangs Torv – a shopping square.
For more than forty years they have
been living there and following the formation on the square. The two friends
are standing in Ulla’s kitchen.
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Ulla and Lillian are working on the
material related to the subject waste.
We used the material to support the
conversation with the two women.
Pictures of different types of waste are
placed on the triangle to indicate how
much each person approximately had
of it. Ulla and Lillian also showed us
how they were handling the garbage
in their apartments.
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mirror
IMAGES

– Use images to make people tell stories
– Show people how you see their world
– Invite others to show their images

Why:
Take advantage of being a stranger
The saying goes that a picture tells one
thousand words. It is true that pictures
are much better than words for telling
about what is mundane and everyday,
but what is obvious in the picture for
someone who knows the setting, may
appear quite differently for the visitor
who sees it for the first time.
When researchers or designers visit the
people for whom they design, they will
often experience the environment quite
differently from the people they visit.
They are strangers and they may also
be occupied with ideas from the project
with which they work. This makes them
notice things that seldom get attention.
What they see is not more right than
what the people who are at home in
the setting experience everyday. On the
contrary the whole point in visiting will
often be to get into the everyday-ness of
this unknown setting. What is strange
however is that also those who are the
most familiar with a workplace, a home
or a well-known stroll in the city will
carry images in their mind, that may be
very different both from each other and
from the reality of the everyday.
What:
Learn from differences in what is noticed
You see what you want to see! This is
usually not a compliment, but it may
have more truth to it than what we
normally think. What we do not know
of can be hard to notice, and that which
has become self evident to us quickly
ceases to be seen. All this may seem like
obstacles if we want to obtain a clear
and neutral description of a particular
context, but actually the (friendly) confrontation of images between strangers
and those at home offers a rare opportunity for both to actually discover
what makes the setting special.
How:
Make sense of messy footage together
When we have been following people
at work with a video camera, we have
made it a rule never to turn off the
camera (unless specifically asked to do
so). This often makes us bring home

messy footage but it gives us the chance
to consider again what we experienced
and to “play it back” to the people we
visited as we return to them with an edited version. Watching such edited videos, hosts and visitors together, always
creates interesting discussions about
what is really going on in the situation.
People seldom get this opportunity to
see themselves from the outside and the
video offers a unique opportunity also
for the observer to be explicit about
what they saw. What is perhaps less evident is that the people we have visited
in this way tell us that they understand
our project and interests much better
after having seen our videos. What is on
the videos is not only a portrayal of the
everyday of the people filmed, but also
implicitly an imprint of the interests of
those who did the editing. Again, this
is not a problem but instead a fruitful
starting point for a dialogue.
The point is not to get it right but to
work actively with the tension between
what is familiar and what is strange and
puzzling. For the designer or design
researcher to “tell the project” with
photographs or video-recordings of the
people that the project addresses and
for the same people to “construct stories of the everyday” with the footage
of the researchers are ways of working
towards the same goal of seeing the
possibilities of change in what is usually
considered trivial and mundane. ¼
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When Vestforbrænding is running
courses on user-driven innovation, participants get the DAIM deliverables as
“inspiration in a box”. The box contains
a leaflet with seven sharp statements on
innovation, three magazines reporting
on exemplary projects, a collection of
postcards on waste and recycling in
other countries and a set of materials from which new projects can be
planned.

If we will be able to
envision and enact
innovation we have
to find a language that
can hold and carry
what we have in mind.
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Ethnographers have often demonstrated
how the everyday life of foreign people
has its own logic. Through participation
in the mundane life of “the other” the
ethnographer becomes familiar with the
environment, the beliefs and orientation
that are often perceived as self-evident.

Getting to know “the
other” is an important
step in user-driven
innovation.
Deconstructing what
is familiar is another
important step. But
the real power for
innovation emerges
as a resonance is
established between
the two.

In the field of design, the gaze of the
ethnographer is employed to generate
knowledge about use practice, which to
a large extent has appeared foreign and
sometimes even exotic to the companies that provide the very same people
with products and services.
Getting familiar
What is experienced through this type of
ethnographic study we will call familiarization. It is bringing to light the myriad
of unexpected (sometimes innovative)
ways that people put products and
services to use in their everyday lives.
Such familiarization may be accomplished, for example, by presenting a
video of someone’s particular way of
handling household waste to an audience
of waste professionals planning a new
system of waste solutions.
But familiarization also goes the other
way. Enabling non-designers to competently imagine future possibilities
requires that they become familiar with
the available resources for design. This
could be accomplished by representing, say, new sensor technologies or
new industrial treatment processes
in a simplified form, for example, by
assigning technological functions to
simple building blocks, which may then
be combined and recombined also by
non-experts.
Estrangement as a resource
Anthropology may teach us a double
sensitivity to differences by letting us
see the well-known in new ways. In
anthropology, it is a central assumption that the reality of the everyday is
inexhaustible. Even what appears most
well-known and taken for granted –
such as the daily waste we all carry out
of our kitchens – can be explored as
something that is not at all familiar.

There is always another position to
take, from where the world appears in
a different light, from where the taken
for granted suddenly appears not so
self-evident. The strategically naïve
question like what is waste? challenges
our ingrained assumptions about what
is significant. Recognizing that what we
usually know as waste can have all sorts
of other meanings in other contexts
– such as livestock feed, construction
materials, environmentally polluting
landfill, combustible or scarce resources
– is at the same time a recognition that
the predominant meaning could in
principle be different. What is taken for
granted becomes visible through moves
of estrangement.
Strangely familiar
Across different areas of expertise,
the dynamics of estrangement and
familiarization go both (or many) ways.
The household waste video makes the
everyday familiar to waste professionals while it can also serve to estrange
those participants, who now see their
familiar practice rendered as playing
pieces in the context of a design game.
Similarly, the building blocks referring
to complex technological knowledge
provide estrangement for the waste experts, whose professional knowledge is
hereby cast in a new light. Through the
resonance between the two dynamics of
familiarization and estrangement exists
an opportunity space, an opportunity
to know enough of each other’s worlds,
and to be released enough from one’s
own thought-terminating assumptions,
to start collectively exploring how the
world could be different. ¼
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postcards

– Create postcards of experiences in the world
– Invite contributions from unexpected circumstances
– Encourage others to contribute from afar

Why:
Experiences from the project peripheries
During the life of a project, there are
often numerous observations and
experiences relevant to the topic that
are left unaccounted because of when,
where, how, or by whom they occur.
There are often project members or
potential members situated outside the
main activities, either because of their
lack of time, continuity or their distance
from the project site. Other times, team
members travel for various non-project
activities during the life of the project,
yet these people often have experiences
and observations that can provide
fruitful similarities or contrasts to the
core theme of the project – potentially
valuable design material. The postcard
is a light and easy format to give field
material from the periphery a role in
design activities.
What:
Trigger reflection & inspiration
A postcard is often a memento from
someone who is far away, someone who
is temporarily removed from the dayto-day life of the receiver. While away,
the person is experiencing something
that is out-of-the ordinary back home.
A postcard says, “I am here right now!”
with an image or symbol emphasizing
“here”. A postcard is also an interpersonal note that builds the connection between the sender and the receiver: It says, “This is what I am thinking here and now, and you are part of
that!” The moment of receiving a postcard is often a cause for reflection about
the world “out there” in relation to the
“here and now” of the reader’s life, and/
or in relation to the sender. The tangible
nature of the picture/text combination
of a postcard allows for easy handling,
to be shared, placed visibly, or combined with other materials. At the same
time, the informal format of a postcard
– a short, handwritten account – does
not demand the attention of in-depth
research. Rather the postcards are like
“jokers” – they can be considered and
celebrated or simply ignored.

How:
Postcards: experience, picture, impressions
Postcards can be brought into project
work in many ways: participants can
send them in as fieldnotes, researchers
can send out tasks on them, or project
teams can send periodic updates to
their team. We can encourage the
project community members to keep
their eyes open for project related
situations – take a photo, ask questions, document impressions and
share insights via postcards. Along
with standard templates in common
word processing format, customizable
postcards are a common online service
through the post’s website. Simply
upload a photo, write a short text, and
provide the address. With an attitude
of inclusion and a few simple steps, peripheral observations and experiences
can play a valuable role in design activities. For inclusion in design activities
such as workshops, test the postcards
on the core project team seeking strong
reactions – what speaks loudest to the
project theme? ¼
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CODESIGN
EVENTS
Driving innovation by a series of events

One powerful co-design event is worth
a thousand hours of individual work!
Driving innovation as a series of codesign events helps mobilize and involve
all stakeholders to explore present
everyday practices and to sketch new
possible futures. But what makes a
co-design event powerful? And why are
series of events better than a sequence of
deliverables and milestones in keeping
innovation on track?
When designing for complex networks
like waste handling, it is obvious that
one designer alone will not have all
the expertise and knowledge needed
to conduct such a project of changing
existing systems and practices. A core
design team may work on the project
on a day-to-day basis, while many other
people with important competencies,
whether they are part of professional
systems, or potential future users of the
systems, do not automatically have a
role in the project. Rather than attempting to extract knowledge from these
external stakeholders, the core team can
choose to continually involve people
with different expertise in co-design
events to ensure that important issues
are considered.
Co-exploring possibilities
The client and other stakeholders outside the core design team can basically
be involved in two very different ways.
They can be invited to test or comment on proposals made by the core
design team, or they can be brought
in as co-designers taking active parts
in developing and exploring possible
futures. For many consultancies, the
predominant approach has, for a long
time, been the former. They are working
for the client and are driven by delivery
deadlines. The team normally divides
the task among team members and
each person works individually on their
task. Meetings within the team are used
to coordinate activities, and meetings
with the client are used to present and
eventually get feedback on proposals.
When the consultancies prepare for
meetings with the client, focus is on
how to present the deliverables in a con-

vincing way, providing arguments for
the chosen proposal. The deliverables
are what drives the process and becomes
the focal point during meetings.
In the DAIM waste handling pilot
project, the commission was to make
a broad inquiry into new possibilities of innovation. The approach was
deliberately to not be working for the
client but to be working with the client.
The client was actively involved in the
design work, and together with other
stakeholders the client organization
participated in a series of workshops in
which focus was on mutual experimentation and learning. We call these workshops co-design events in order to stress
that the working mode is open-ended,
collaborative, exploratory and creative.
They are temporary spaces for experimentation and collaborative learning.
Even if they are limited in time, often
lasting a half to a full day, they create
engagement, and shared experiences,
and they are always organized to produce tangible outputs.
The approach is event-driven in the
sense that the outcome of one event
becomes the starting point for the
preparation of the next event. In such
a practice the role of the designers
changes from preparing and presenting proposals to facilitating co-design
processes that engage various stakeholders actively in the design process.
A consequence of the event-driven
approach is that both client and consultant have to give up the full control
of the designed outcomes. Instead the
ownership is shared.
Events guide the design process
When designing with various stakeholders, it is the series of common
co-design events that ties the process
together. The events are the time and
place during projects where the stakeholders meet face-to-face. Through engagement in co-design situations they
can voice interests and work practically
with inquiries into existing and possible
future practices. Collaborating through
series of events both create room
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Each participant must
have the possibility to
bring his or her concerns
and ideas forward and
to collaboratively engage
in what is explored, rehearsed and co-designed
during each specific
event.

for increasingly developing a shared
language, and continuously create room
for issues and proposals to mature underway ∞ Glittery Stars above Malmö
Street, page 94. The aims, settings and
materials of co-design events typically
vary. For example, the first event in the
DAIM pilot project offered everyone a
first encounter with the field, questioning the understanding of when
things become waste. At a later event,
in a small shopping mall, citizens were
invited to team up with shop staff and
municipality officials to imagine and
prototype new systems for the collection and recycling of such items as
mobile phones, batteries and medicines
in local shops.
A shared language and a tangible output
The success of a co-design event depends on the creative powers that each
participant holds for mutual learning.
But it is equally dependent on materializing and reifying new insights, ideas
and proposals that can be transported
and processed to become input for
the continuous process and the next
co-design event. Thus the challenge
is to create synergetic encounters in
which all stakeholders mobilize their
knowledge, expertise and competences
jointly - both when exploring what is
well known and when sketching new
ways of acting in the future. Finding
ways to handle potential communication barriers and conflicting interests
among participants is an important part
of this challenge. It can, for example,
be achieved through creating a shared
language with various kinds of physical
materials and formats for collaborative
exploration. The formats explain how
to jointly explore the issues at stake
through engaging with the materials. Not everything can be prepared
and planned beforehand – in that case
there would be no reason to meet –
but instead of spending the valuable
time during events discussing how
to collaborate, well prepared formats
for exploration and suitable materials
can assist the participants to go more
directly to rehearsing the future.

Experimental modes of collaboration
The power of designing with various
stakeholders lies in actively involving
them in experimental modes of collaboration through a series of unique
co-design events. Every event is
unique as, for example, the people, the
physical setting, the level of participation, the formats of exploration and
the materials differ; yet, there are some
shared characteristics. For instance,
a valuable composition of people is
when many different competencies,
experiences and interests are present;
an appropriate physical setting fits
the activities taking place, and makes
different stakeholders feel at “home”
and having the role as the host; an
awareness of the level of participation
during events is supporting continuous engagement and ownership; and a
carefully planned and prepared set of
formats of exploration and materials
enable experimentation and cocreation on an equal footing. All these
elements are important to consider in
order to include various concerns and
evoke the creative potentials present
at an event. Each participant must
have the possibility to bring his or
her concerns and ideas forward and
to collaboratively engage in what is
explored, rehearsed and co-designed
during each specific event. It is essential that each event both makes room
for what is particular and familiar for
each participant and for challenging
these familiar ways of seeing, understanding and doing by jointly rehearsing the future. ¼

daim
principle
1 of 6

Forget about
sending anthropologists to
the field to
collect data.
And forget about
stand-alone ideas
and individual
inventors. Innovation can emerge
when we create
new connections
in the networks
of people and
things and support the ongoing
performance of
a new everyday.
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Kicking off innovation by exploring the well-known

Innovation never starts from a blank
slate – rather many contributors bring
previous experiences, current practices
and personal interests to the table. By
providing materials that support remembering, sharing and exploring these
collaboratively in different ways, we can
render them “strangely familiar” and
thus fruitful for innovation processes.
When involving various stakeholders
– including “users” – in design events,
many diverse experiences and interests
are present simultaneously. Clearly, it
is challenging to keep everyone
engaged, and make everyone contribute to thinking of new ways. Planning
and preparing the events carefully, so
there is no questions about what and
how to explore, is important. Starting
from full tables with materials based
on the “existing” is both a very handson way to quickly engage various
stakeholders in explorative co-designing and through that to also engage in
kicking-off innovation.
Known objects evoke reflection
In the Danish countryside, the Sunday
coffee table is famous for its overwhelming display of a plentitude of
homemade bakery items. When the
partners of the DAIM project met for
the first project workshop, the Sunday
coffee table was used as the metaphor
for how to collaborate and share what
everyone initially brought into the
project, but also to create new and
shared understandings of the complexities of re-cycling and waste handling.
To support the metaphor as a format
of exploration, practically The Danish Design School organizing team
had prepared a candle-lit table, with
empty plates for co-constructed “cakes”.
Each partner was asked to bring “three
things on their way”. For instance, some
brought things from past projects, one
brought the waste collected during the
morning’s train ride, some brought
things that have become dear for
strange reasons. To spark inquiries into
exploring when things become waste
and when waste become things, cards
with poetic anecdotes from some initial

fieldwork were also at the table. The
groups were to sort the things brought,
use the provided materials to name
categories and place each of these on
one of the plates.
Mogens (Vestforbrænding) presented one of his objects: “I brought
this because it is beautiful. A small
transportable ashtray that fits into the
pocket. It can be used for instance in
the garden. I think luckily only a few
of my friends are smoking now, as the
result of campaigns. In relation to our
common project, maybe we can create a campaign for better sorting. I’m
happy that The Danish Design School
is participating. I believe that beautiful
waste containers can help us make better sorting.” Later Mogens explained
that all the things he brought were
meant as inspiration for the project.
His comments for instance led into
a discussion if the beauty of things
will affect use and waste sorting. The
ashtray ended up on a plate with his
other things, but was also grouped
with a hand-written note by one of
the others saying “Beautiful objects –
more cautious use?” as well as a note
saying “How do we keep things in
circulation?”
Listening to Mogens’ presentation of
his objects made it clear that he picked
each of these carefully. He came to the
workshop with an agenda and used
the opportunity to bring forward his
concerns, like emphasizing the importance of aesthetics and information in
relation to waste handling. However,
his stories also revealed his expectations and established views about what
for example The Danish Design School
as a partner in the project hopefully
could contribute. He also presented
his current as-part-of-the-system-view
on how the waste system could be
improved in the sense of better sorting,
obtained by teaching citizens “the right
behavior” through more campaigns and
beautiful waste containers. He used the
objects brought from home to support
the oral communication and illustrate
his points. The objects were pointed at

and circulated; they provided the other
people with a sense of what he meant
by a beautiful object.
This example is not exceptional. In
our experience all participants in
workshops have a reason and agenda
for participating. And in our view as
organizers our aim is to help everyone
bring interests, concerns and possible
contributions forward. The cards from
the initial field studies and the everyday
objects brought to the workshop help
ease the communication and evoke reflection. In order to create a shared design space in innovation processes it is
essential that all participants, including
designers and design researchers bring
issues of interest out into the open.
Joint inquires into “things on their way”
A little later, at the workshop, in the
same group Brendon (SPIRE) showed a
t-shirt that he had for years. He smiled
and explained that he has moved
several times and always taken it with
him, even though he has never worn
it. Eva (The Danish Design School) explained how the old VHS-videotape she
brought is filled with video-recordings
from a research project conducted six
years ago. She has never watched it
since, but she told how she has piles of
VHS-tapes in her cellar, because maybe
sometime she will look into it, and that
experience could be very interesting.
The stories connected to the materials at the table evoked new stories. For
example, Liz (MakeTools) explained
how they collect and save glasses from
her household. They have far more
glasses than they can ever use. Still they
do not throw them out or deliver these
for recycling. When there are too many
glasses in the house they move them to
the barn.
The other people in the group recognized issues about keeping things that
are not in use. They asked each other
questions to learn more about reasons
and rationales. For example someone
asked if it could be enough to take and
keep a photograph instead of keeping
the actual objects. It was discovered
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This is about being
shameful to throw it
out because it has a
potential. But by
recycling you may
achieve a right to
buy something new.

that Brendon keeps the t-shirt because
the print in front was made by a group
of students he once worked with in
South America. Re-seeing the t-shirt in
his wardrobe evokes good memories,
but reflecting on the idea about the
photograph instead he believes that an
image of the t-shirt would probably do
the same, and would take less space.
Eva realized that she would probably
never have time to look at the old video
recordings, as new research materials
are continuously being produced; why
should she look at the old material
instead of the new?

and categories of interest in the DAIM
pilot project around recycling and waste
handling. As an example, another plate
with an old mobile phone, an old wrist
step-counter, half of a plastic packaging
and some aluminum foil, was described
like this: “This is about being shameful
to throw it out because it has a potential.
But by recycling you may achieve a right
to buy something new. From shame to
the right to buy some new stuff ”. Here
the idea was that one is “given absolution” for shopping and being a consumer
by making sure to recycle things that are
not in use.

The sharing of experiences went on.
They looked into similarities but also
differences among the various objects
discussed. It was revealed that many
have mixed feelings about the objects
they keep for various reasons. On the
one hand, some objects evoke good
memories, on the other hand it is kind
of embarrassing to keep many things
that are not in use. In many instances the
reasons for keeping things are beyond
rational thinking. They are emotional
and sometimes strongly connected to
experiences, where the presence of the
objects evokes personal memories that
have to be told and shared in order for
others to understand. Other objects like
batteries and medicine are collected and
stored in temporary spaces because they
are not to be thrown out with the house
refuse, which is often experienced as
frustrating and annoying.

This workshop was the first time all
partners in the DAIM project met faceto-face to engage in co-design activities.
The “things on their way”-activity took
less than one hour, and afterwards we
worked with other field-related materials on the table to explore the design
space from different perspectives.
“Things on their way” is one example
of how different previous experiences,
examples of current practices and personal interests can be brought out into
the open and collaboratively explored
at the table. Simultaneously it was an
example of a first collaborative, handson exploration of views, rationales, and
feelings providing new understandings
of existing practices. The activity provided shared experiences and a number
of initial common suggestions for “matters of concern” to explore further in
the project. Thus it was a first encounter
into exploring the shared design space
and identifying potential gaps, which
could have innovation potentials.

After some exploration, the group
agreed that the t-shirt, the VHS-tape
and some other objects all are things in
transition somehow. Reading through
some of the poetic cards they found one
saying “You are what you throw away”,
which provoked them to capture some
of the issues discussed. While the things
were grouped on one plate, Eva turned
the card and re-phrased the issue as “You
are what you do not throw away”.
Plates were filled in all the groups, and
soon they all gathered to set the common candle-lit table with “cakes”. The table captured the first inquiries into issues

Incremental or radical innovation?
There is some debate if the practices
and interests of users and other stakeholders really can be important drivers
in innovation processes. Some think
that working from a firm grounding in
existing practices only leads to minor
“incremental” changes, which often is
phrased as something else, and less ambitious, than “radical” innovation. The
main argument is that “users” are too
absorbed in present everyday practices,
which makes “them” unable to think

“new”. In order to create radical innovations, thus some argue for professionals
to be working from a blank slate.
It is, of course, difficult to discuss these
issues in general terms. Still, when
working with innovation in relation to
existing and operating complex systems
– like the systems of recycling and waste
handling – we argue that changes always
have their own genealogy with their
connections to other ideas, insights
and achievements. In this light innovation can never be radical in the sense
of being totally new but will always be
incremental, in the sense of reconfiguring resources that to a large extend are
well known.
All creative work depends on the creativity and sensitivity of the people involved;
yet this can be evoked in various ways.
When these particular workshop participants bring along their own choice
of things they equip themselves with
tools for expression and exploration. By
bringing and/or providing the workshop participants with materials from
current practices including rules for
how to engage with these collaboratively,
the physical materials assist people in

remembering, and recalling experiences,
but also in exploring and challenging
established understandings. Interacting
with the physical objects expands the
words in the oral communication to also
include the visual and tactile senses that
can evoke more reflections and comments than for instance being restricted
to only use paper and pens. When listening to someone speaking and interacting
with objects, explanations and views
help everyone familiarize themselves
with the issues brought forward.
An essential next step was estranging
the familiar. When, for instance, having
to choose and combine objects that in
the outset do not belong together, the
participants are constrained to reason
for their choices and find some kind of
sense. Thus the activity encourages a
practice of not just taking the everyday
existing meanings of things, systems
and behaviours for granted, but viewing
them in a different light, which helps
reveal various initial issues and gaps of
possible innovation.
The current practice of communicating to citizens through campaigns,
which Mogens brought forward, was for

instance further elaborated in the mini
project ∞ When Residents Take Over,
page 122 exploring the potentials of involving local citizens in creating situated
campaigns based on their own experience. The gap between saving things and
obtaining the right or absolution to buy
something new, can be seen as one of the
first seeds for the mini project ∞ Shopping Centers: Hubs for Recycling, page
202 and the ideas of combining waste
handling and the shopping experience.
Generally speaking, in collaborative
events – no matter if the table is full of
physical materials or not – it is not possible to work from a blank slate as every
person will always bring with them
previous experiences, current practices
and personal interests. Partly through
physical and visible materials, we
practice taking previous everyday experiences with us, work to understand
them better, and use them as triggers
for identifying issues of interest and
creating proposals for possible (wishful)
future practices. Thus we see no point
in aiming to pretend to start projects
from a blank slate, rather we advocate
kicking off innovation through collaboratively exploring the existing. ¼
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People always bring their experiences
and concerns into a new project. Bringing physical representations of these to
the shared project table is a way of exposing them and collectively questioning them. Ultimately, these particular
objects of interest are used as triggers
for new opportunities.
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Johanna Eriksson, Sweco
Peter Fröst, Sweco

Design Dialogues is an open-ended
design approach and framework offered
to clients by Sweco that involves the
client organization and other stakeholders to be active in the early architectual
programming phase. Since 2004 between
40-50 projects have been accomplished.
Architect Peter Fröst developed the
core of the approach during his Ph.D.
studies in collaboration with his work
at Sweco. Today, five years later, Sweco
has 8-10 architects working with Design
Dialogues in, for instance, projects about
the planning of premises, programming of office buildings and hospitals,
and in urban city planning. There are
differences from project to project but
the programming phase typically takes
2-3 months and includes three or more
workshops lasting between 3-4 hours
each. Johanna Eriksson was one of the
first architects from Sweco to collaborate
with Peter Fröst and develop Design
Dialogues further. In this interview with
Johanna and Peter we hear more about
the methodology behind the approach,
how they work and why Design Dialogues
have been so successful.
Eva Using the Design Dialogues approach
in architectual programming is relatively
new. How do you sell a process that is
so open ended?

A format for participation in architectual practice

Peter In the beginning, I travelled a
lot and tried to sell it. From my Ph.D.
research I experienced that these
processes had potential so I looked
for ways to explain the benefits for
potential clients. After having worked
through some projects I learned that
the clients gave me the arguments.
For example we learned that to work
with these very open processes it was
important to our clients that we create a
very clear structure.
Eva What is special about Design Dialogues and the way they are structured?
Johanna Concurrently with conducting
more projects based on Design Dialogues we found it is necessary to define
what constitutes a design dialogue. To
be able to call it a dialogue there have to

be three or more meetings/workshops
and a chance to translate the outcome
of each workshop to some kind of consequence or concept, using the tools we
have as architects. There needs to be a
design task in it as well. It is both design
and dialogue.
Peter In some projects we realized that
in this case it is not a design dialogue
that is needed. For example, sometimes
what is needed is a more systematic
exploration of a narrow problem area.
Then the Design Dialogues is not
always the best tool. We always work
to create satisfaction for our clients
and there have to be good results. In
commercial projects the process doesn’t
have a value of its own.
Eva Can you say more about how the
dialogues take place and work?
Johanna The first meeting is about
mapping out the boundaries for the
project. Here the participants formulate
what questions to work with and what
questions to not work with during the
coming meetings. For the participants it
is their first time to be in this situation,
and therefore it could be called a kind
of warmup for everyone. But after this,
different design games are in play. For
instance, it can be a game where they
use various symbols for various components in the company. They have to
relate these based on the flow of activities or other factors. They work without
consideration of scale or the structure
of the building if it is a project about
the planning of premises. Based on this,
we “loosen”, “turn up or turn down” issues discussed so they can see the conseqenses. In a way we summarize their
work in a very concrete way and return
it with new questions to explore. Maybe
we have two different suggestions after
the situation but these are not solutions.
They are more illustrations of what they
have discussed.
Peter I’ve been thinking about why
this design methodology seems like
an effective tool compared to other
methodologies – like for instance, prob-
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lem solving. I’ve learned that by using
design methodology we can effectively
interpret a very complex situation without knowing all the prerequisites. There
are many work cultures where this is not
possible – for instance within the culture
of engineers or other cultures in which
one is not used to a design methodology.
In those cultures they think that it is
necessary to know all the prerequisites
before I can claim something. In our
methodologies it is okay to claim something because later we will investigate
it further to determine if it works or
not. In this way there is a pedagogy
in introducing the methodology at
the meetings. The power of the design
methdology is that we create patterns,
models and structures using physical
blocks and pieces that are possible to
manipulate. The power is that design
tools can be used and manipulated but
it is quite difficult using only pen and
paper. The various blocks and pieces are
tangible and exactly what is necessary
in order to work designerly.
Johanna In all our projects we begin
with the way the problem presents
itself. We reflect on how to support the
investigation of the problem and situations connected to it. We review how to
support it in the best way using various
physical means.
Peter Yes, we have a kind of tool box,
where the design games are the heart,
but we also use various tools before
playing the games. In our last project
we made a kind of video documentary.
Johanna Yes, when we have the possibility, we make a movie in the beginning
based on our own video recordings
from the site of the projects. It’s often
our first choice. Sometimes there is
not enough time and sometimes the
company is too secretive for us to be
allowed to film. Then we make a picture
game instead. It’s very important that all
the people coming to the workshop the
first time, representing various fields,
sit down and look at and work with
the same thing. They have to mentally
move to the environment they just were

in, but look at it with different eyes. It’s
a focusing exercise, almost more than
anything else. I have heard many people
say afterwards that it was useful to look
and reflect on the videos or work with
the picture game.
Peter When we are making these
movies for instance, we tell our clients
that they can follow us on this trip.
When the clients have followed us
and subsequently say “I got so much
information!” it is the beginning of a
way to involve the company. You walk
around asking “What are you doing
here?” and then suddenly you are full
of information that would be very hard
to get otherwise. It’s also a new way for
them to understand their own company
or organisation.
Johanna And the video is a very important approach for us internally at Sweco
in order to learn about the project.
Before we actually meet the people at
the workshops we know a lot because we
have visited them and watched the video
together. When I ask someone to assist
in the project they begin by watching
the movie for 15 minutes and then they
know what the project is about. They get
a sense of the situation.
Peter Like Johanna mentioned earlier
the various tools, the methodology,
is very important also for me, but the
more I work with it I have realized that
the structure, the framework is just as
important. The tools and methodology
necessitate a structure to be able to
pick and choose which tool to use in
various projects. The structure gives
an overview of the process that can
help our clients to continue working
in more depth with their own process.
Our clients have appreciated very much
that we have been very clear about
the structure and have said that they
need to be very structured themselves
to engage in the process. Suddenly we
end up negotiating in the board rooms,
and that is a kind of new role for us
as architects. This insight is gradually
obtained by working with the structure
in Design Dialogues. Working with the

structure and process thinking in the
early stages in architecture seems, to
me, an important potentiality for our
branch of the trade.
Eva Potentiality for your branch
of trade?
Peter Yes it has to do with all the things
we have been talking about. The world
changes very fast. Globalization, new
technologies, new ways of organizing
work etc. make the early stages of
architeture projects far more complex,
and then these ways of working are very
good. That is the reason we have had so
many assignments. There is a need to
involve the people affected in programming processes. ¼
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Urban
Renewal

A Golden Project by architects at Sweco
in collaboration with The Danish Design School

Time frame
August - October 2009.
Client
Malmö municipality; Street and Parks
Department.
Project assignment
Malmö Municipality wanted architects
at Sweco to come up with a concept for
a multifunctional meeting place and an
outdoor area at Claesgatan Street. In the
process, the municipality wanted the
involvement of local citizens, shop and
real estate owners, and civil servants in
Design Dialogues. The street is dominated by buildings from the ‘70s with
dull facades and a shopping mall with
many empty shops. Even though the
area has the bus station at one end and
the lively Möllevången square with food
market and nightlife at the other end, it
is described by some of the inhabitants as
dark and unsafe.
Deliverable
Design Dialogues of four events resulting in one concept for renewal within
the construction budget frame (5 mill.
SEK). Construction estimated to end in
Spring 2011.
Golden challenge
Sweco invited DAIM researchers to
follow and participate in the project
to see how the workshop model and
the formats for co-creation of design
proposals in the Sweco concept, Design
Dialogues, could be adapted to this
urban planning context. The Design
Dialogues have previously been used
mainly for workspace design projects.
Research experiment
The project addressed similar issues and
employed similar approaches and tools
to the DAIM pilot project. The research
experiment was to see how these approaches and tools were put to work in
a project that so directly was linked to
a subsequent construction activity. The
scale of the project was different from
the previous Design Dialogues of workspace projects. Therefore, new tools and
materials where explored. Foam blocks

representing buildings made it possible
to look at the three-dimensional space
of the street. This inspired participants
to also talk about and work on facades
and the spatial dimensions. Participants
used this space, for example, to cut paper structures that later turned into the
lighting concepts of a starry sky.
Shared activities
Daim researchers took part in preparing and conducting the project’s four
workshops.
Observations and topics
As reported in ∞ Glittery Stars above
Malmö Street, page 94, the workshops
engaged a large and mixed group of
participants in creating detailed proposals for renewal of the area. The combination of open co-creation workshops
and the professional processing of participant proposals by the architect team
between workshops characteristic of the
Design Dialogues approach appeared
to productively tie together stakeholder
commitment and citizen involvement
∞ Design Dialogues, page 80. The city
of Malmö has a tradition of participatory
urban renewal and is well known for its
aim of turning the city towards further
urban sustainable development by involving its citizens. Municipalities and civil
servants need help in facilitating and conducting urban renewal projects in which
local citizens are engaged to anchor the
changes within the local communities.
Sweco has seen this potential and has
embarked upon some projects in close
collaboration with the municipality. It is
different to engage participants in these
open workshops since they are attending
on a voluntary basis in the evenings, as
opposed to employees during working
hours. The anchoring of the Design Dialogues in Claesgatan was tied closely to an
on-going long-term project: Mera Möllan
and renewal plans for the shopping
center. This made it possible to weave
resources and energy from both projects
closer together. All project workers, civil
servants and citizens have now had some
shared experiences through the Claesgatan project, which has improved relationships in this larger project network. ¼
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“User research” is slightly misleading
for what we do. When researching a new
field for design opportunities, a dense
mass of everyday life is soon revealed.
The research may focus on use and user,
but to make sense the research has to
study how people live and what practices
they are part of.

System and use are
mirror twins. To
understand users
one has to study both
“system” and “use”.

Upon closer inspection it is equally
apparent how this life is made possible
by a refined infrastructure: everyday life
is held in place by elaborate systems of,
for example, roads, sewers, schedules
for waste collection, containers for post
delivery, just as much as this infrastructure depends on the participation of living people with motivations, aspirations
and everyday routines.
To talk about system and use is a way
to address how lived life and infrastructure are joined together. Therefore we cannot look at one without the
other. The way people act as users of,
for example, a waste collection system
is closely tied to the way the waste collection system offers itself to be used.
User and system are co-constructed,
and therefore a research focus on users
is unduly limiting. We need to pay
as much attention to how a particular view upon users is constructed
within the organisations that develop,
deliver and operate the system. What
assumptions about the user underpins
the worldview of these organizations?
How is the working of particular
services and systems constructed by
practices of both users and various
organizational actors?
It might not seem immediately desirable from a client’s perspective to
complement the usual user study with a
closer inspection of the client organization itself and its professional network,
but it will increase the potential business value of a user study. To initiate
change and to innovate it is necessary
to engage living people to re-think both
use and system – it is precisely through
this engagement that we may find the
soft spots from where new workable
solutions can emerge. ¼
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Inquiries at the frontline of waste collection

Very early in the DAIM collaboration
with Vestforbrænding it was clear that
we needed to look closer at waste collection and the interactions between
citizens and waste collectors. The “user
experience” at the frontline between the
professional waste sector and the sorting
and waste collection in private households cannot be ignored. In recent years
however, the role of waste collectors has
been downplayed because of a widespread policy of outsourcing waste collection to haulers who do not have any
particular insight into waste handling
and recycling. In the DAIM project, we
needed a lead to get to the frontline.
When we first met Cicilie from Taastrup
municipality, we got a starting point for
what later became a DAIM mini-project.
Cicilie was one of the more than 40
waste professionals who responded
to Vestforbrænding’s invitation to an
inspiration workshop on user-driven
innovation. After a few presentations
from the DAIM researchers emphasizing the need to identify and explore
what we called “soft spots” in the interactions between citizens and waste professionals, the participants were invited
to come up with what they saw as soft
spots in their organization, and to suggest the “dream projects” that, in their
view, could lead to improved systems
and increased citizen commitment.
In Taastrup, Cicilie and her colleagues
had for some time invited waste collectors from one of their local contractors
to informal briefings about changes in
collectors’ routes and collection methods. This had again led to closer contacts
and Cicilie herself has been visiting the
waste collectors on their early morning
duty. Faced with an upcoming tender
for waste collection that could lead to
contracts with different contractors, her
“dream project” was one of extended and
committed collaboration between waste
collectors and the municipality.
From dream project to mini project
The inspiration workshop provided
an inventory of concerns and aspirations among the 19 municipalities that

own Vestforbrænding, and for whom
the DAIM project had to become
useful. Not only the “dream project”
from Cicilie and her colleagues but
also the more than 10 other “dream
projects” presented by other participants hinted at a need to re-consider
the quality of collaboration, both within
the sector and towards the citizens,
that for some years have given way
to a rationalization of procedures
and routines. Subsequent fieldwork
in private households and on public
streets, squares and courtyards, seemed
to confirm that there is a large unused
potential in the trust ordinary citizens
have in the waste sector as a guardian
for the environment. We also became
aware of how this trust is endangered if
people experience that waste professionals do not meet the citizens’ efforts
of recycling with a dedicated and environmentally efficient response. Most of
the problematic stories seemed to stem
precisely from how citizens experienced
the work of waste collectors. Internally,
at Vestforbrænding, the call center staff
taking care of citizens’ complaints for
some of the municipalities was soon
picking up on this evolving image, and
they initiated on their own a stronger
collaboration with waste collectors and
their contractors. After some months,
one of the issues that had matured got
captured in the title of the DAIM miniproject: ∞ Waste Collectors: Heroes of
Recycling, page 42. The mini-project
was announced in an open call for participation to all the 19 municipalities of
the Greater Copenhagen area. Taastrup
was quick to respond, and Cicilie,
recognizing in the call her own attitude
toward the waste collectors, bluntly
stated at our first follow-up meeting:
“I am glad you picked my project!”
Meeting waste collectors
Two days before Christmas, we were
two DAIM researchers who found
ourselves with Danish pastry in the
meeting room of the technical department of Tastrup municipality. Cicilie
was the host, and with us were Bri and
Carsten who both have been driving
as waste collectors for many years and
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who are active in union work, and Finn
who is manager of operations with one
of the main contractors in the area. We
presented a project plan in which fieldwork with the waste collectors was followed by a workshop involving citizens
and housing caretakers, ending up in
a closing session of prototyping future
concepts. There was enthusiasm but
also some concern about what could be
achieved over the relatively short period
of two months assigned to the project.
It was clear that the participants in the
meeting had already negotiated the
project “at home”, and with a decision
to also involve a neighboring municipality, we were ready to start.
Less than two weeks later, I found
myself besides Carsten and his colleague
Richardt, in their specialized truck collecting glass and paper in Albertslund,
one of the municipalities next to Taastrup. I brought my camcorder and for
the next four hours I had it running to
document whatever I saw and heard. I
walked along first with Carsten, then Richardt and then Carsten again. Carsten
told me about the peculiar differences in
amounts of sorted glass and paper from
apartment block to apartment block.
Carsten has been driving the same route
for more than a decade so he knows
both the stable patterns and the sudden
changes in sorting practices that every
now and then turn up perhaps due to a
new caretaker. From what I understand,
this first hand knowledge is however
seldom used. There is very little contact
with caretakers or municipalities and
problems have to be reported as complaints that take quite some bureaucracy
to submit and resolve.
Richardt shows me the handy wagon
on two wheels that he pushes or drags
from household to household. It has a
basket for paper and a basket for glass;
he and his colleagues have been quite
involved in its design. It takes planning
to walk the route in such a way that
both get filled at the time when you are
back at the truck. You are not really into
it before you have done the route for a
year or two. Several households leave

cardboard in the sorting box for paper.
Richardt places it on top of the box to
teach people to do it right, but perhaps it
is not so strange that many do it wrong
as the label on the sorting box most
places still says ‘paper & cardboard’. The
municipality changed this many years
ago, Richardt tells me, but they never got
the labels replaced. “But we can’t take the
cardboard; that would spoil the quality
of the paper”. This is probably a very
good example of something that makes
citizens wonder what waste collectors do
to their sorting efforts!
Carsten is quite fond of the sorting cabinets that every household has in Albertslund. He has recently been contacted
by the manufacturer who wanted some
advice for improvements before selling
new cabinets to a different municipality. He urges me to do the emptying of
sorting boxes for a while – so I can see
what it is like; Carsten takes over the
camcorder. It is not hard to understand
that ergonomics are important when
you pass by hundreds of households
every morning, but it also dawns on me
that the sorting cabinets are a point of
communication between the citizens
and the municipality. Communication is
sometimes subtle as when Carsten rejects
ceramics, wrongly sorted in the glass box,
and puts the item on top of the cabinet
to teach the inhabitant. And sometimes
it is misleading as with the old “paper &
cardboard”-labels from the municipality,
but it is communication nevertheless.
At home again after the trip with
Carsten and Richardt and a few additional trips for me and my fellow
DAIM researchers, I edit the video into
two ten-minute sequences to be used at
the following workshop. On the web, I
make the videos available for Carsten
and Richardt for commenting and
approval, and they seem quite content
with what they see. Unfortunately Richardt cannot make it to the workshop,
but Carsten will be there.
The workshop
On a late afternoon at Vestforbrænding, a mixed group of people is gath-

ered around the video projector, to see
a summary of our morning trips with
Carsten, Richard and other waste collectors. Per, who is from the municipality of Albertslund, is embarrassed by
the old labels still present in so many
sorting cabinets. It is not that he did
not know that the problem existed
but as he says “the reality of the video
is not really the reality I see from my
office desk”. There are other moments
of surprise at the beginning of the
workshop. Carl, from a local houseowner association in Taastrup, realizes
that Bri is doing the waste collection in
his area and they both get to talk about
recent problems of vandalism and how
they got solved with considerable effort
on both sides; but this is the first time
they actually meet.
Present is also Tove from the call center
at Vestforbrænding, who has already
initiated contacts with waste collectors
and contractors inspired by the miniproject. The reactions and comments
to the video become the starting point
for the first workshop exercise. In three
groups the participants work on “a star
of relations”: a simple diagram in which
different stakeholders are identified
and their relationships are marked and
elaborated on with pictures from the
fieldwork and handwritten comments.
Critical relations or situations are
marked with small flags. Eventually the
participants decide on a concern or controversy that they find particularly important. Much of the discussion is about
how it is often through “work-arounds”
that waste collectors and others get the
waste system to work. Even though the
participants have different interests and
different roles in waste collection, the
discussion is neither a dispute nor a
negotiation. It is an open inquiry into
relationships, also to stakeholders not
present, such as the companies who
process the sorted waste.
From the diagrams the groups then began to create stories about how things
could work in the future. Bri and Carl
re-iterated the story they shared about
vandalism at the sorting station in

The waste collector, Carsten is “the
host” when the project bus stops in
Albertslund. He shows Cicilie and Per
from the municipalities and Tove from
the call center how waste cabinets may
be improved. Christian from the design
studio 3PART make visualizations.
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Carl’s neighborhood, and turned it into
a small scenario about how waste collectors, municipality and citizens could
turn tedious complaints into starting
points for collaborating on improvements. Tina, who is a consultant at
Vestforbrænding helping municipalities
to set up contracts with waste collecting
companies, work with Finn from one of
these companies on a vision in which
contracts could also include provisions
for on-the-spot help by waste collectors
to local caretakers on setting up good
routines and facilities for handling
waste sorting in apartment blocks.
All the stories were told as small doll
scenarios in which the participants
staged and acted out in front of the
video camera what potential could
be realized by acknowledging the
waste collectors as “the heroes of
waste collection”.

A network is formed as different stakeholders meet at workshops on site or on
a common busride.

Getting out there in a bus
At the workshop, one of the participating design researchers, Mikkel, from
3PART suggested that “waste collectors are already the heroes of waste
collection”. His point was that the waste
collectors already go far to get a workable sorting system despite the often
narrow and restricted job description
they are given. On the other hand,
Carsten said that in the many years he
has been working as a waste collector,
he had never heard anything like that
before. So, what is new and what is
simply a matter of turning attention to
what is not “seen from an office desk”?
As DAIM researchers we cannot answer
that question. What we can see is that
people form networks and that they
enter into projects because they have
“dream projects” they want to see
getting done.
We ended this DAIM mini-project
by organizing a bus ride in which the
participants from the workshop visited
each others’ place of work and took
turns hosting a discussion on what they
would like to see changed. At the first
“bus stop” Carsten gave a tour on paper
and glass collection and made a “show

and tell” on how he would like to see
new sorting fractions included in the
sorting cabinets. He and Per from the
Albertslund municipality, had already
discussed some of the issues before
hand. Again with the help of the camcorder they made a joint story about
what could happen next time the local
politicians were willing to spend money
on improving the sorting system.
Cicilie could contribute her experience
from the neighboring Taastrup municipality and Tove and her colleagues
from the call center could ask questions
and comment from the perspective of
knowing all the usual complaints.
The following stops included a larger
manned sorting facility in a major
apartment area in Taastrup. Here caretakers and local social workers joined in
and added a new aspect – the involvement of volunteers, long practiced in
this area, was discussed in terms of
both efficiency and citizen commitment. The trip ended at the call center
of Vestforbrænding where the waste
collectors for the first time met the
staff who everyday receive complaints
about their work. Regular meetings
for improving quality and ensuring
relevant communication to the citizens
were discussed as one among several
suggestions for how to be able to act on
the knowledge already in the network.
The mini-project came to a close with
a number of concepts refined and
detailed from the scenarios made by
the participants. The main contribution
of the project is however the formation
and strengthening of new extended
networks. Many of the participants
have continued to use each other to
move the system in big and small. Per
and Carsten from Albertslund found
a simple solution to get new labels on
the sorting boxes. Tove continued to
work on getting close contacts between
waste collectors and call center staff,
and was able to considerably reduce the
time used to process complaints. Cicilie
worked to engage waste collectors and
caretakers in improving information
and facilities for Taastrup citizens. ¼
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“Design dialogues” used in participatory urban renewal

Participants are discussing and building
proposals for Claesgatan. This proposal
explains the initial thoughts of the starry sky light concept, which also include
a special place for watching a virtual
sunset, indicated by the golden orb.

The map is decorated with pictures,
colored paper shapes indicating roads,
zones and playgrounds. The arches
show a proposal for the green passage
as gates. The starry sky concept evolved
at the third workshop where it was cut
in glittery foam above curved benches
and sculptural stairs.
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Participating in face-to-face events like
workshops can be intense experiences in
which people invest part of themselves.
The socially intense experience is often a
catalyst for new thoughts and reflections,
some of which will be exchanged during
the event itself, while others continue
to mature afterwards. The workshop
experience could be powerfully primed
and extended by participation in social
media on the web.
Working together – users, designers, experts and clients – in a design
workshop exploring the well known
and designing for the future is usually
an inspiring social experience.
The design workshop and its limitations
Workshops bring together different
people and temporarily reconcile
differences in knowledge through a
collaborative engagement with a collective project.
Co-designing generates ideas and
prompts participants to develop a
shared language of the issues taken
up. Co-design is not just about saying
what you want, or telling what you do
but about making visions facilitated by
design materials and probes created for
the event. All this depends on the active
presence of participants in the temporary community of a workshop.
On the other hand, the design workshop also poses challenges, three of
which we will address here. First, it
can be very difficult and time consuming to get people to show up at a workshop. In many cases it is lack of time
or issues of prioritization that keep
people from participating. It takes a
lot of effort and time for the designer
to find and motivate people to show.
Second, a limitation of the physical
meeting is the lack of choice for participating whenever one has something
to contribute and the time to actually
do it. Finally, the limited timeframe
for a workshop reduces the space for
reflection, the maturing of thoughts
and the sharing of experiences and
new ideas. Social media and
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What if we make
participating in social
media a part of the
design and innovation
process on equal terms
with the other activities
already going on?

participation on the web could be a
way to meet these challenges.
What if workshops continue on the web?
Today, the use of YouTube, Digg and
Flickr is widespread. As we see it in
open source and wikis, a new participatory online culture of collaborative
content creation is emerging. The
online processes of continuous creation
and extension of ideas by communities
are running faster than what we see
in face-to-face collaborations. What if
we make participating in social media
a part of the design and innovation
process on equal terms with the other
activities already going on? It would
mean going beyond the limitations of
the face-to-face meeting. Meeting on
the web would offer the possibilities of
extending the workshop and emulating the experience of co-presence. The
social media services make it possible
for the social interaction to continue
and create space for the many-to-many
dialogue. Service applications on the
web are accomplishing some of the
things that are essential to user-driven
innovation: interaction, collaboration
and contribution. Using these services
gives the potential of letting everybody
contribute as co-author or co-creator to
a common project on the web.
Blog On The Spot
In the Blog On The Spot concept
tried out in the DAIM project, a blog
is updated live as the design researchers engage by passers in a shopping
mall in a face-to-face dialogue. The
blog becomes the collection place for
all the stories told by people passing by. At the same time it is visible
evidence of what happens on the day
– both in the shopping mall where it
is displayed with a projector and on
the Internet for everybody. The Blog
On The Spot becomes a live transmission of a physical event, as much as
a virtual place for people to come by
afterwards to make comments to their
own or others’ stories or to start a discussion. It is a method of prolonging
the brief but intense encounters
in the mall.

We use the notion design lab to describe
an organizational structure for innovation that supports the experimental
collaboration of diverse stakeholders
∞ Beyond Methods, page 18. From our
experiences with Blog On The Spot we
go on to envision a digital design lab as
an online organizational structure for
innovation with usable publishing techniques accessible for everyone. Here
people could upload texts, pictures and
videos as well as comment upon and
transform material uploaded by others
(this, of course already exists in abundance on the web, but not in ways that
connect back to the physical encounters
of a design project). It would create an
extended space for thoughts, questions
and discussions from everyone interested in participating in the project.
In complex projects with many stakeholders people are separated in time
and space in their daily lives. This provides no natural meeting place besides
the workshop. Bringing together the
empathetic woman working in home
care and the excited young girls passing
by us in the shopping mall, the skeptical
elderly women living in apartments and
truck driving waste collectors with the
waste planners in the municipality in a
digital design lab can provide a common
playing field and enhance participation. The online collaboration and the
dialogue in the design project can be
asynchronous and the participation can
be more open, wide and obtainable after the physical meetings in workshops.

context. It means that it is easier for everybody to feel ownership of the project
and the specific event. Priming can
also simply consist of promoting the
digital part of the design lab. Promoting the website can get people, besides
the ones who meet in the workshop,
to participate, to help broadening the
participation. It is a great but promising challenge to identify and engage
participants using online technologies.

The digital and the physical meeting
Social media services may also be used
to support the participation before and
while the workshop is taking place.
Priming participants before a workshop ensures that they are given the
opportunity to meet up at the workshop
focused and informed. Through an
online community they may actually
be introduced to the other participants
before the face-to-face meeting takes
place. The participants can be “primed”
for participation by letting them bring
in material or items from their own

The digital part of a design lab can also
play a role during the physical event
or workshop. The visibility and active
use of the website during a workshop
makes the participants in the project
conscious of its existence. Contributions to the website are thus established
as an acknowledged and important
way of participating in the project.
In this sense, the website can become
more than a place for documentation.
It becomes a generative medium in the
project along with the other resources
created for the particular workshop. A

pivotal element in using social media
for design laboratories is that participants can sustain and get acknowledged
for their contributions; they add value
and they do it in public.
The web as a room for reflection
The socially intense encounters, whether in a design workshop or a transient
meeting in a shopping mall, work as
catalysts for new thoughts and reflection. To use this energy further and to
capture the following reflections, the
increasingly sophisticated social media
services are very promising, especially
in facilitating dialogue and interaction
after the physical meetings have ended.
It does not only place demands on the
new tools, but to a great extent, also
places demands on the designer. Facilitating a fully interactive and participatory website as part of a design process
takes a considerable effort in mastering
the chosen platform and generating
the digital material for the interaction,
much in the same way as competently

arranging a design workshop. Online
platforms provide a shared place to
produce and display the results of ongoing project activities. The things – the
physical as well as virtual – participants
create, discuss and leave behind will
live on. And participants themselves
are given the opportunity to see their
contributions in new renderings on
the website as the design process
evolves, and at the same time take
active parts in re-negotiating the
meaning of the renderings.
Supporting user-driven innovation projects by social media services is a way of
meeting the challenges of the workshop,
but it goes beyond that. Imagine the
participation in face-to-face design and
innovation processes powered by the
accelerating online culture of continuous discussion, exchange and creation
by anyone who cares enough to click,
browse and contribute. ¼
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Go on tour
– Plan the bus route together
– Let everyone be hosting a “stop”
– Finish with time for common discussion

Why:
Have you ever been there?
People may work in a call center for
years without ever seeing the people or
things that the calls are about. Planners may re-schedule pick up routes or
prepare new sorting systems without
ever having been “out there” where the
plans have their most immediate effects.
Product designers may have designed
a range of new products without ever
seeing how they are used. All this is not
a problem if everyone is doing business
as usual. But if looking for improvement
and innovation one of the first things to
do is to get acquainted with the people
and contexts you never visited.
What:
Fill the bus
It is not only the planners at the desk
who need to get out “in reality”. It is
the rule rather than the exception that
collaborators, despite many years of
cooperation rarely know each other’s
daily work context. There are many ways
to get to know each other’s everyday.
One of those, which is as powerful as
it is simple, is to fill a bus and take a
morning or an afternoon to go on tour
from one place to the next. Everyone
has to be the host, showing routines and
everyday situations, at some point and
everybody has to be a guest, curious to
learn, when visiting other places. What
you learn is not only about problems. All
too often routines are kept unchanged
for long because nobody asked “why do
you do it this way?”. And all too often
obvious improvements are not made
because the right people never got to see
the problem.
How:
Make it a team experience
To go on tour is particularly relevant
when there is an opportunity to innovate
and a committed group of stakeholders.
We have made three-hour bus tours with
3-4 visits. The tour typically comes after a
workshop where common initiatives have
already been discussed. The tour may be
a start for new collaborations. Therefore it
is important to end the tour with time for
discussing the outcome. ¼
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BLOG
ON THE SPOT

– Use blogs as a project bulletin board
– Write often and in a plain language about the project
– Ask questions and be ready to respond

Why:
Extending the dialogue
How do you create awareness and
continuity in the dialogue with citizens
in a bustle of everyday life where many
issues are competing for attention? It is
not easy to get people to come to meetings. It will often also be useful if an
invitation to dialogue can be extended
in time so people can choose when they
want to participate.
What:
An extension of physical participation
In the DAIM project we have worked
with weblogs – informal websites where
we have continually told about project
activities and where visitors are invited
to post comments directly. The blog
should not stand alone. In the cooperation with residents, caretakers, shoppers and shop owners at Bangs Torv
in Herlev ∞ Shopping Centers: Hubs
for Recycling, page 202, we distributed
flyers telling about the blog. When we
have been visiting shops or residences,
we have posted our notes and images
on the blog. Those we have spoken to
have of course approved the material
before it becomes publicly available.
How:
Quick and direct communication
The blog has a simple and diary-like
format. This is well suited to communicate quickly and directly about a project
that is underway. When we interviewed
passers-by in the square, we had the
computer with us. We put notes and
picture material up on the blog immediately after each interview, and those
who had time could instantly see the result. Experience with our first blogs on
the spot shows that it is not exactly easy
to get the broader public to comment.
But it is a strong format that can be
developed for dialogue with local communities. Visitor statistics showed that
we had many visitors, especially when
we had our workshop or had been visiting the square. ¼
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“There is not enough room for sorting
the waste in my kitchen. But if I had to do
it, I would probably carry it down more
often...” We are in Rødovre Centrum – a
shopping mall. Seventy-four-year-old
Inge Lis has taken up our invitation to
reflect on our research findings. She
smiles about this little revelation of her
imperfect sorting practices and continues
to tell us about her waste habits.
Above our stand, a large banner states
our mission: “84% percent of the waste
that is being burnt could be recycled – how can you and I help solve
that problem?” We are exploring the
field of waste handling and share the
stand with a local NGO working with
sustainable development.
Rolling our field material into new stories
On the little plaza in between shops
and a cafe, we have just met Inge Lis.
After a few minutes she rolls our giant
dice, a dice with statements on it. The
dice makes the starting point for the
statements to begin the dialogue to be
selected at random. Inge Lis gets the
prompt, In my kitchen there is room for
sorting waste. “But I collect newspapers, bottles and papers and put each
in the right containers”, Inge Lis says.
The dice rolling is the entrance to
our design game, made to bring our
research findings into dialogues with
new people. For some months we had
been studying waste and recycling in
private households. The statements
on the dice are constructed from our
tentative analysis of the material; they
work as storytelling catalysts.
Inge Lis is looking at the photos from
our fieldwork. We invited her to use it as
inspiration for telling us about her waste
experiences. “Down in our courtyard,
people are not closing the containers.
I have to look at this when I sit in my
kitchen, and it’s not a nice view.” As Inge
Lis finishes her story and we are writing it
down, a man in his sixties approaches us.
“Bent (from the local NGO) told me to go
to you guys”. Ole has tasted an ecological
dish on the other side of the stand and
now he is ready to roll the dice on our side.

Change of waste habits and more recycling
Sometimes there’s no time for sorting, Ole
reads from the upper side of the dice.
“I agree. If I collect my old paper in a
cardboard box I might throw out the
cardboard box as well, because it’s going
too fast”. Ole laughs a little about the lack
of consequence of his actions. He looks
at the picture he has chosen with a pile
of laundry and waste for incineration
and continues to tell about his habits
of sorting waste. The pictures from our
earlier fieldwork are placed on a big
metal grid. They work both as a visual
attraction and to inspire the participants
in their story telling. “The recycling station is the ultimate situation of sorting.
It forces you to think very hard on where
you put your waste, for example where
do I get rid of a mattress and do I have to
split it”. Ole ends his story.
We contact people coming by or they
show up themselves, like Ole did. Some
of them appear because they are inquisitive about all our material. After one
hour in the mall it gets very busy; there
are five or six people at the same time
rolling the dice, choosing pictures, telling stories or getting their pictures taken.
And at some junctures we have to tell
people to come back later because each
of the six of us in the stand is busy.
There’s always somebody in need of shoes!
One of my colleagues approaches Susanne as she slowly walks by. “I think the
recycling station is a good spot”. She got
this statement on the dice but she does
not totally agree with it. After choosing
a picture of containers and one of bulky
waste, she goes on explaining why she
does not agree. “There could be a place
where the usable things could be placed
for other people to take them. People
are throwing too many good things out,
things there’s a need for in another home”.
We continue to talk about how they do
not have a barter place at the recycling
station in Rødovre, where Susanne
lives. Susanne who is in her fifties,
works in home care, and has a very
immediate sense of people in need.
“I recently visited a woman who was
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sleeping on a door. So I went out to
find a bed for her.” Susanne looks like
she thinks of the woman and smiles.
“I often look in big containers in the
street and outside apartment houses.
As I said, people are throwing a lot of
useful stuff out. I know some helpful
street cleaners – they always know the
good places to find stuff. If I see a pair
of shoes in a thrash can, I take them
with me. I know that there is always
someone in need of shoes”.
Susanne uses her position in home care
to distribute things from people having stuff in excess to people in need of
those items. She always has this in mind
and her effort means that recycling of
usable stuff is happening. Susanne’s
intriguing story is written down.
And the dialogue continues
“Will we end up there with the other
people?” Charlotte and Natasha ask.
They are both fifteen and look up at the
big projection of our blog. We call it
“The blog on the spot” because it is created for the day in the mall and is used
to document all the stories with text
and pictures. The blog becomes visible
evidence of the stories told on that day.
Charlotte and Natasha have just been
playing our game. They got the sentence:
What happens to your waste when you’ve
gotten rid of it? This made them put their
waste habits into words: “I think about
how much tinfoil I’m using and also paper, because it destroys the forests when
we’re using too much paper”.
We collected everyday stories during
a day in Rødovre Center – a shopping
mall. By playing a design game with
people passing by we invited them into
a dialogue about waste and recycling.
The design game was a combination of
a giant dice with statements, pictures
from our fieldwork and a weblog.

And Natasha takes over: “I’m sorting my
batteries, so they don’t go out with the
daily waste”. The two girls approve their
story as it is written down. They get their
picture taken and it is uploaded with
the text to the blog together with all our
other participants from the day.
We close our stand at the same time
the mall closes down. It has been a very
interesting and intense day. The stand
has created a good scene for getting
in touch with a broad range of people.
It enriches our understanding of how
people think and act.

The blog is still alive and it makes it
possible to extend the transient meetings with people in the mall. Charlotte
finds her way into the blog later in
the evening and adds a comment: ”I
think it’s super cool you have created a
website where you can read comments
about the environment, which I am
very much in favor of. I will do my part
to pick up waste”.
Some of our partners in the DAIM project
are following the blog, and the comment
from Charlotte makes Ellen, from the
SPIRE research center, write: “It’s cool that
you work to create less waste – they say it
takes 23 repetitions to create a habit – so
maybe you can get more into it”.
Dan from Vestforbrænding is also following the blog. The next day he is commenting on the story from Ole: “Sorting
of waste should preferably be a good
experience and it seems like you get a
lot of things sorted – if you should also
get the last of it, it may help to think that
your efforts make a big difference”.
The blog offers a window into the
collected field material. This made it
possible for our partners in the DAIM
project to get a sense of the live feeling
of being in the mall.
Plentiful dialogues and stories
“There aren’t really any of the pictures
I find inspiring – there is waste in all
of them. It doesn’t really look like that
in my home.” This sentence we heard
during the day. Even though the waste
subject can result in some interesting
dialogues, it is not very appealing for
people to look at.
We found echoes for our field material
while collecting the stories. The stories
told, based on our questions and statements, made our material travel. We
got 34 new stories about waste handling
that we subsequently used in our analysis. They were both inspirational and
informative for the following research
and design work. ¼
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In our stand we managed to make the
participants reflect on our research
findings and extend our fieldwork with
new stories about waste handling. We
documented the stories by uploading
them with pictures of the participants
to the weblog. The dialogue continued
on the blog and we prolonged the transient meetings in the mall.
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This essay looks at the front end of the
design process as a generative design
space. It describes the emergence of
the generative design space and the
patterns we see as we explore ways
to place stepping stones between research and design. This is the space
that we have been exploring in the
DAIM project.
A major change in the design landscape has been the growth of and
interest in the fuzzy front end (fig.1) of
the design and development process.
This is the domain where efforts are
focused on understanding the current context of experience in order to
identify and describe opportunities
for future experience. In the front end
we aim to figure out what is the right
thing to design. We explore what will
be useful, usable and desirable for
people in the future.
Changes in the design landscape
With the increasing focus on the front
end comes a growing preoccupation
with innovation. This means that many
more people want to have a voice (and
a hand) in the front end of the process.
So it may not be a design team at work,
but a mix of people with different areas
of expertise including business, marketing, engineering, manufacturing, and
other areas.

EXPLORATIONS IN THE GENERATIVE DESIGN SPACE

The design landscape today is characterized by conflict and confusion,
evident in a growing realization that
anticipation of the needs and dreams
of people is necessary but at the
same time very difficult to do. We see
turf battles between designers and
researchers as designers try to conduct
their own research and researchers
struggle to do work relevant to design.
With more and more disciplines
becoming involved in the front end
of the process, there is discontent between disciplines at multiple borders.
On the other hand, the current state of
the design landscape is also characterized by positive energy and collaboration. In online conversations, as well as
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in publications, we see a vivid debate
concerned with issues such as:
–user-centeredness,
–the importance of context, including
contexts of use and contexts of future
use,
–the emphasis on experience and not
just on the object of design,
–the implications of new technology,
and
–a blurring of the traditional design
disciplines.
The interest in the front end from the
business community and the growth
of online forms of communication and
networking have been instrumental in
facilitating this conversation. Designers,
researchers and others are sharing ideas,
discussing issues and challenges, offering helpful suggestions and answering
each others’ questions in real time. For
students exploring the new landscapes
of design, the online network of front
end practitioners and educators is a very
good place to belong.
The gap
Designers are well aware that there is a
gap between the designer and the user.
They are designing for others, but they
cannot know what the “user” would
say or do. Applied social scientists and
other types of researchers have come
into the picture to provide information
and insight about people. They serve
as the representative or advocate for
the “user”. This has helped to narrow
the gap to some extent. For example,
ethnography has been recognized as
providing knowledge about people,

context and experience that can be useful in the design process.
But with the entry of the researchers
into the design landscape, there is now
even more talk about the gap between
design and research (or between designers and researchers). The gap is often the
source of conflict, misunderstandings
and lack of respect. The gap is due to
differences in:
–skill sets between disciplines or areas
of expertise,
–specialized languages,
–boundaries, edges and domains of the
unique disciplines, and
–mindsets and egos of the people
involved.
In part, the gap is caused by the differences in education and mindset
between people trained as designers
and people trained to be researchers. And the gap is reinforced by
the tendency of companies to house
researchers and designers in different organizational divisions. And as
front end design and innovation teams
become even more interdisciplinary,
mini-gaps between people across different disciplines emerge. The gaps are,
in large part, symptoms of the expert
mindset that each discipline imparts to
its constituents. People feel the need to
defend their expertise since they may
be misunderstood or not even listened
to in cross-disciplinary settings.
But who are the real experts when we
talk about designing and innovating for
future experience? It is the people we are
attempting to serve through the design

process. With this shift in mindset, we
can invite future “users” into the front
end of the design process and move
toward designing with them, not just for
them. A participatory mindset can break
down the disciplinary and/or cultural
boundaries. Add to that the tools that
can put everyone on the same playing
field and support a shared language, and
you have a generative design space with
tools for front end exploration.
The generative design space
I start with a very simple model of
the generative design space where
people-driven innovation can occur.
The sphere shown in Figure 2 represents this space where people
(all kinds of people) can engage in
making things and telling stories
about possible futures.
When you view this space from different perspectives, you get different
meanings. Looking across the space
from left to right or from right to left,
you see the end result of the design and
research process. From the left you see
that design is about “stuff ” where stuff
can refer to objects, devices, products,
spaces, vehicles, buildings, etc. From
the right you see that design can also
be about “stories” where stories might
refer to interactions, services, experiences, transformative events, etc. Looking at the space from top to bottom or
from bottom to top, you see activities.
Looking up from the bottom reveals
“making” which can be embodied in
sketches, drawings, prototypes and/or
models. Looking down from the top
reveals “telling” which can be embodied
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FIGURE 1
The Fuzzy Front End

Making

Making

in action plans, scenarios and strategies.
The generative design space is open to
all people who care about their current
and future experience.

their designing of stuff. Or the stories
can come directly from the people who
will be served through design. This is a
people-driven approach to innovation.
The coming together of designers and
researchers is revealing new domains
of designing. We now hear talk about
design for interacting, design for serving, design for experiencing and design
for transforming. These new fields of
design are defined by design intent
rather than by the end-product of the
process and they use various forms
of story as the primary design framework. The new tools and methods that
are beginning to emerge as a result of
this interaction are represented by the
growing number of dots emerging from
the corners and seen in Figure 4..

The cube in Figure 3 represents the traditional design space. The traditional position on design is represented by the dot
in the making stuff corner. The education
of designers has been and continues to be
focused on learning how to make amazing stuff. In fact, the traditional fields of
design education are characterized by
the type of stuff that designers learn to
make (e.g., product design, interior space
design, graphic design, architecture,
etc.). The education of designers (in all
the fields except architecture) has more
recently moved from a preoccupation
with the making of stuff to a preoccupation with making stuff for people in the
context of their lives.
The researcher’s perspective can be represented in the traditional design space
by the dot in the upper right corner.
This position is about telling stories, i.e.,
stories about how people live and how
they wish they could live in the future.
Stories can provide a context for the
imagination. Stories are very powerful
and you do not have to be trained as a
designer to make and tell stories about
the future. Everyone can make and
tell stories. We see the use of stories in
the recent trend toward using personas and future scenarios in the design
development process. This activity can
be applied in traditional ways or with a
participatory mindset.
For example, designers can make up
these stories and use them to inspire

What happens when we look beyond the
traditional design space and invite everyday people (who may be the future users) into the generative design space? We
can give generative design tools to them
so they can make their own prototypes
and tell stories about their own futures.
The generative tools will enable them to
not only to tell stories about their futures
but also to make stuff that reveals their
dreams and aspirations.
We have had the opportunity to experiment with and to explore the new tools
and techniques at the intersections of
making stuff and telling stories in the
DAIM project. For example, in the ∞
Fieldshop, page 200, these intersections
were explored in a time-compressed
way through co-creating with everyday
people about services and technologies
that do not yet exist. Before the session

FIGURE 5
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began, participants were immersed in
remembering and thinking about their
own stories in order to stimulate their
innate telling/making abilities. An iterative loop of fieldwork-workshop-prototyping then took place in one afternoon
in the participants’ living environments.
When we invite everyday people into
the generative design space, we see
more and more dots appear as seen in
Figure 5. These are the stepping stones
in the generative design space. When
we have located many stepping stones,
we will be able to bridge the gap. As
the gap is connected, designing in the
front end will change. The shape and
the size of the generative design space
will change. There will be many different points of entry and an unlimited
number of pathways in the generative
design space of the future.
What is next?
But today we still have the gap between research and design. We need to
invite all kinds of people into the front
end of the design process to continually iterate between the making of stuff
and the telling of stories. To do this
we will need to create new generative
design tools and methods because
everyday people are not trained in
the use of the traditional design tools
and methods. We will also need to
create new generative design tools and
methods for the designers so that their
thinking, making and telling is not
biased by the tools they have grown
up with. We need to explore tools and
methods for:

Stuff

Stories

Stories

Stuff
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FIGURE 4

Making

–making and telling new kinds of
stories,
–telling about and sharing ideas about
future stuff,
–putting the stuff that people make
back inside their future stories
(through various forms of intervention), and
–using people’s stories about their
futures to evoke (as a form of inspiration) the making of stuff.
As we explore the generative design space through intervention and
inspiration, we will see the emergence
of new practices for design and design
research. The making and telling of
stories as a way of designing makes possible co-creation between designers and
non-designers in the front end of the
design process. Eventually we will see
the consequences and the rewards of
providing a stage and giving generative
prototyping tools to all the people who
want to play a role in rehearsing their
futures. And in the even longer-term
future, we may see that the designers
and researchers will create new tools
and methods for themselves based on
what happens when we put the new
generative tools in the hand of the real
experts of experience. ¼

Note
The making/telling framework emerged from conversations with Mercè Graell-Colas regarding her
thesis: Exploring Visual Means for Communication
And Collaboration in Multidisciplinary Teams. MA
Thesis in Design, The Ohio State University, 2009.
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Celebrate the
magic of the wellknown everyday.
The seeds of new
possibilities are
already available
as a resource,
but sometimes it
takes a new light
to spot it.
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When
residents
take over
A DAIM exploratory mini-project

Time frame
December 2008-February 2009.
Partners
Vestforbrænding, Brøndby Municipality, and Brøndby Nord housing estate.
Project assignment
In municipal housing estates, recycling stations and waste collection are
typically operated by local caretakers
and monitored by tenant councils in
dialogue with the municipality. In
recent years, some municipal housing
estates have experienced declining sorting quality, problems of unauthorized
dumping of waste and occasional vandalism, resulting in an overall decrease
in the environmental quality of estates.
In some of these housing estates, the
municipality has employed social
workers to organize local activities for
children and youngsters. Waste collection and recycling is however typically
looked upon as a service that does not
involve active resident participation.
As in most other European cities the
decline in the quality of municipal
housing estates is a major concern in
most of the greater Copenhagen area.
Improper waste handling becomes a
very visible sign of decline. The inability of local authorities to remedy the
problem easily results in further social
disintegration. What if the municipalities and the waste sector could find
ways to actively engage and support
resident initiatives to ensure proper
and sustainable waste handling?
Deliverable
Process and resulting concepts were
reported in a broad communication
magazine format, distributed to the
client and to collaborators and were
included in the DAIM box.
Golden challenge
Campaigning and communication to
citizens about proper waste handling
is a well-established part of what the
waste sector and the municipalities do.
Never the less, most of the communication strategies employed assume that

citizens are receiving a service, and
have to learn about what to do. The
golden challenge of this mini-project
is to find ways to establish a productive partnership between local resident
initiatives and the municipality and the
professional waste sector. An important
part of this is to make residents the
prime movers of local campaigns.
Research experiment
In housing estates, children and youngsters are often the first to be criticized
if the local environment is deteriorating. On the other hand, it is also often
the kids who take down the waste. If
children can be engaged in waste sorting
and recycling, they represent a potential
resource as they are present and have
the time to take part in local initiatives.
In this mini-project, the major research
experiment was to work directly with
children both in documenting problems
and in sketching possible solutions.
Observations and topics
The project showed that it is easy to get
to residents, young and old, who are
concerned and already committed to
recycling and sustainability. The project
also gave many indications of the need
to meet and engage residents through
informal networks and ad hoc communities in the estate, whether they are the
users of a local fitness facility, a club for
immigrants or the informal estate soccer tournament participants. In terms
of campaigning strategy, the project
resulted in concepts for campaigning
materials that can facilitate communication within the estate. The mini-project
delivered examples of how waste handling initiatives may go hand in hand
with social activities. A good example
of this is the scavenger-hunt for local
children finding treasures for recycling,
∞ A Scavenger Hunt for Waste, page 124.
The mini-project has inspired a
new campaign conducted by Vestforbrænding, a photo competition
entitled: “Show me your kitchen
cabinet”, emphasizing the exposure of
individual sorting solutions . ¼
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“Where will the scavenger hunt be!?” one
shouts with excitement. Another adds, “I
will never look through the stuff in the
containers.” We try to control the situation with authority: “All those who want
to join, raise your hand and be quiet.
You must find these things at home and
around in the housing area. When you
come back down with the things to the
waste shed, you’ll get points for them.”
The children start shouting again: “I’m not
giving away my mobile phone”, and “Hey,
who says we have beer bottles at home!?”
Questions fly through the air in
Værestedet, a local drop-in center in a
multicultural highrise west of Copenhagen, while we try to explain the rules
of the scavenger hunt for waste that
we have invented for the occasion. The
approximately twenty children have
been waiting impatiently for two hours
this Thursday afternoon. When my colleague Kristina from 1508 and I arrive
it is hard to get heard.
“The goal of the scavenger hunt is to find
and collect discarded items, which could
be reused or recycled, such as electronics, cardboard, or used toys to put on
the barter shelf. If you do not have any
empty bottles, then maybe you have an
old sweater or some used batteries”.
The boys run out the door, “Let’s go. Go,
go, go!” while we shout after them “see
you down by the waste shed” and hope
that they have understood the rules.
The children are divided into groups
and given a game card to take with them
with example pictures of things that can
be reused. On the back there is a point
system where you can see, for example,
that batteries and electronics waste give
the most points, because if not treated
correctly they are environmentally more
hazardous than, for example, scrap
paper, which gives fewer points.
Already, five minutes later, the first
group comes back dragging lamps and
bags of waste: “We have found all this...”
The boys had been a bit too smart
and raided the waste shed. After loud

protests, they had to put them back and
give up the easy points.
“Look, we have a toy car and some
cans!” Three boys have been with Ayoub in his home, and they also bring a
bag full of old newspapers. They run off
to make it to the two other apartments
too. On their way they collect empty
bottles, bags and scrap paper when they
catch sight of it: “There is something
over there, under the stairs!”
As all the groups gather again by the
waste shed, they are so eager to outdo
each other in what recyclable items
they have found that we have to let
them into the containers in the waste
shed one group at a time. The children
show us everything they’ve found, and
wait with excitement while we work
out how many points in the scavenger
hunt their catch will trigger. We help
the children get the piles sorted and
thrown into the correct containers
“card board”, “batteries”, “metal”, “electronics” and so forth.
We have made some simple new draft
posters and mounted them on the containers at the children’s eye height. The
posters tell with pictures what each type
of waste can be used for, for example,
that aluminum from empty soda cans
may be used to produce a new bike.
The three girls in the winning group
had strategically chosen to search for
used batteries and had found an amazing eighty-three pieces in 45 minutes,
which triggered the prize: cream puffs
for everybody.
The scavenger hunt was an opportunity
for children in the housing association
Brøndby Nord to attend a positive event
on waste and play in the area of their
homes. The children returned the gesture with great commitment. Hopefully
the scavenger hunt has also left some
impressions about waste as a resource.
And it is hopeful that they realize sorting correctly can pay back, and many
materials can be recycled into new
attractive products. ¼
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Waste handling in some multicultural
high-rises is challenged by vandalism,
ignorance or indifference. The Scavenger Hunt for Waste demonstrates that
there are ways of engaging local communities in environmentally correct
sorting practices.
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When opening up the design process
for many stakeholders, structuring
formats are necessary for exploring and
designing in concert. It is essential to
find ways to organize and utilize what
each person brings into the process in
productive ways. Elsewhere we argue
for design laboratories and series of
co-design events to make up the overall
framework. Here we suggest the playing
of exploratory design games as a format
for what takes place during co-design
events. Playing exploratory design games
is engaging and fun. They create an informal atmosphere, which is productive
in creative work. Moreover, game playing
downplays power-relations and other
factors that might hinder joint inquiry
and co-design.
There are two good reasons for using
the game metaphor as the main format
for interaction in co-design. First of
all, everyone holds concepts and has
experience playing family games like
Monopoly, Memory, Chess or various
card games. Many also play games as
part of sport activities or computer
games. From these experiences we
know that game playing takes place
within a protected game universe that
temporarily suspends “ordinary laws”.
We know games include rules and roles,
and that various kinds of “game materials” make up the specific game universe,
which makes it easier for everyone to
understand the format for participation
and how to act within that format.
Second designing itself is like game
playing. Both playing games and
designing are social enterprises, evolve
over time and are based on a set of
rules. Behind any commercial design
project is a design team with different areas of responsibilities, expertise,
and interests in the product. Like in
game playing, participants in design
projects have various roles and need to
act, communicate and negotiate with
each other; they also need to enter
compromizes when making decisions.
The boundaries for design projects like
the design assignment, the resources
provided, the participants’ roles and responsibilities and the ways of working,

are like game rules, which frame what
is inside “the game” and what is not. Yet
both when playing games and designing, the rules can easily be subject to
negotiation and can change underway.
A format for participation
As a format, exploratory design games
include three elements: Exploratory,
design and games. Exploratory indicates
the purpose of participation. People
bring different expertise and competencies into the design process. Through
joint exploration, they develop new
knowledge by engaging in participatory
inquiry into existing practice and collaborative design of “possible futures”.
The participants use physical game
materials to make design moves. For
instance, in design games using game
boards, design moves are often made by
creating configurations on the board.
Each game move is a tangible gesture
and hereby a suggestion of what the
person finds important or interesting.
The physical manifestation becomes
something for the other players to react
upon. The games are always organized
to result in physical artifacts. These can
be understood as a common ground,
including agreements about what to focus on in the further design work. The
game format is an engaging and playful
way to stage, organize and facilitate
multi-disciplinary design work involving many people with various fields of
expertise, interests and responsibilities.
Here, game playing is not about winning or losing. The participants may
have different interests and preferences,
but, instead of using these by competing, the aim is to take advantage of the
various skills and areas of expertise
represented and jointly learn through
exploring various design possibilities.
In earlier work we proposed the following as a tentative definition of participatory design games:
–A diverse group of players is gathered
around a collaborative activity guided
by simple and explicit rules, assigned
roles and supported by pre-defined
gaming materials.
–The game materials typically point to
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either or both existing practices and
future possibilities.
–The games are played within a confined and shared temporal and spatial
setting often removed from the players’ everyday contexts.
–The purpose of the game is to establish
and explore novel configurations of
the game materials and the present
and future practices to which these
materials point.
–At the end of the game, the players will
have produced representations of one or
more possible design options.
Incompleteness, openings and curiosity
For a long time we have been concerned with how to bring materials
from ethnographically inspired field
studies into co-designing and the
exploratory design game format. It has
been important for us not to give the
“ethnographer” the ultimate power to
interpret what “actually takes place
out there”. We want to contradict the
belief that “ethnographers” (or others)
can simply reveal “the users future
or latent needs”. User needs cannot
be uncovered once and for all. In our
view, “users” and their “needs” emerge
as we invite stakeholders to engage in
collaborative inquiries of rehearsing
possible new futures.
Contextualised game materials typically
include photographs of people, things
and environments, statements, short
video snippets, and perhaps renderings of buildings and environments.
The contextualised game materials are
always fragmented. We never include
anything like full accounts from the
various visits, but look for and choose
materials with a richness that evokes
discussions among the participants. The
incompleteness provides openings and
allows for the players to imagine, dream
and experiment with various future
options. The people we have engaged
with during field studies most often
also take part in game playing. The
contextualised materials evoke (personal) experiences for people knowing
the community of practices the game
playing is about, where it usually sparks

curiosity for the rest of the participants.
What often takes place during game
playing is a mixture of joint “analysis”
of existing practice and collaborative
experimenting with various suggestions
for possible futures. Often this takes
place simultaneously throughout game
playing. When the game materials are
very fragmented, the participants use
their imagination to “fill the gaps”.
“Dream materials”
It is difficult to specify what makes
games engaging to play. It seems important that the game universe contains
some kind of “dream material”. This
opens up a make-believe world that
makes the outcome of game playing
challenging and unknown. It is essential
that each participant find it relevant
to be part of game playing. They have
to be able to see a purpose. They must
experience that they have something
to contribute, and they must be able to
influence the progression and outcome.
Depending on the specific game, the
aim can, for instance, be to open up and
investigate the design space, to develop
and examine various visions or to develop different concepts or scenarios of
what the future could be like. One of the
strengths of the exploratory design game
format is its flexibility in the sense that it
can be used for different purposes.
To create engagement, the players
must also find the game challenging.
It should neither be too easy nor too
difficult but should establish challenges
that assist the players in getting new
insights. Here providing people with
physical game materials for co-creation
that challenge their understandings
and pre-conceptions is a good basis
for collaborative work. For instance,
deliberately mixing game materials with
references to the practice designed for
with generic materials often creates a
productive resistance that challenges
participants. The outcome has to be a
result of active experimentation with
the game materials and engagement
with the co-players. The game universe
with all its bits and pieces seems to
create a playful atmosphere that results

in a playful attitude among the players.
This appears to influence the players’
urge to explore. Thus game playing is a
common journey of discovery.
In short, the format of exploratory design games supports searching the new
through experimentation, facilitates
generating new knowledge through
using and challenging the participant’s
prior knowledge, makes inquiries
collaborative when trying out alternatives, and reflecting on what is created.
The exploratory design game format
is therefore well suited for moderating
interaction in co-design. ¼

Design games are not games of
competition. Like other games they
have game rules and game materials.
Often rules and materials are particularly prepared for the project in which
they are used. When playing design
games all players work together to
produce a tangible outcome: a
diagram, a scenario, a prototype.
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Doll
scenarios

– Good scenarios take three backdrops
– Collages of well known photos make good backdrops
– Do the scenario in 2 minutes in front of a video camera
– Being playful does not make you less serious

Why:
Stories are easily shared
When many different stakeholders
come together to take part in innovation processes, one of the many challenges is to find a common language
to express problems, challenges and
possibilities. Every stakeholder may
have a professional language to specify
solutions, but a specification in the
language of a businessman, social
worker or chemist may not make much
sense to those who do not share the
profession. Stories and scenarios on the
contrary have qualities that make them
accessible and understandable even
to listeners with very different backgrounds. The good story or scenario
allows the listener to imagine what
the story-world would be like if they
were there, or applied their particular
skill-set.
What:
We all know how to play with dolls
Not everyone is a good storyteller, but
most of us remember how to make
stories from playing with toys as a kid.
At workshops when participants have
identified problems and discussed
possibilities of new relations among
stakeholders and new concept solutions
it may be difficult for them to move
from “talking about it” to be concrete
and “step into the situation”. Here playing with dolls, may be a straightforward
way to improvise a scenario.
Some may think that “playing doll
house” is not serious business, but if
the topic is serious our experience is
that nothing is more welcome than a
workable format that makes participants able to piece together a vision
that they find important. A good
scenario touches on the roles and
everyday obligations of all those involved. What the caretaker does, what
residents do and what the municipality
takes responsibility for can be joined
together in a good doll scenario.

How:
Puppet theatre and improvisation
To make a good doll scenario, don’t
think too much about the script. Find a
good everyday situation to start from.
Identify important players and make
sure that all the important stakeholders are on stage. It is not important yet
what each doll will say or do.
Build up the stage with materials such
as small pieces of fabric, colored cardboard, string, modeling wax, various
color photos from the actual environment. Use the materials (particularly
the photos) to make the backdrops
(three are usually good) and if convenient dress the dolls to signify their roles.
As you have prepared the stage and the
dolls, you have also had time to think
through and discuss the storyline. Now
you are ready to let the dolls play! Distribute the dolls so they each have one
actor. Use the best of your childhood
memories to improvise the story. React
to what the other dolls are saying and
doing, and very soon you have your
doll scenario.
We like to record the doll scenarios on
video with a fixed and short timeframe
(2-3 minutes). If you have spectators
in the room, let them see the scenario
through the lens of the camcorder by
projecting on the wall or using a monitor.
Puppet theatre is for everyone. Everyone can participate regardless of
whether “waste plans”, “emptying rates”
and “pure fractions” are a part of your
everyday language. ¼
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Fredrik Ericsson, Ergonomidesign

Common perspectives on complex issues

During the DAIM project Ergonomidesign took part in a range of design
games that were developed in a research
setting. In particular, one of the design
games seemed to match a need within
Ergonomidesign’s own processes with a
client in healthcare systems. The following dialogue between Fredrik Ericsson
(ergonomist and researcher, Ergonomidesign) and Joachim Halse (design
researcher, The Danish Design School)
is about how the Landscape Game
traveled from exploratory research to
commercial projects with clients.
The goal of the Landscape Game is to
collaboratively create meaning from field
research material, while simultaneously
identifying new openings for design.
The suggested way to do this is through
a very tangible organization of the material so that it comes to resemble a scale
landscape. The Landscape Game is about
sketching the contours of the current
design space, the space of possibility.

Fredrik The Landscape Game was used
for mapping and ranking requirements
on a healthcare system. We organized a
large workshop with 12 external participants from all over the world traveling
to Sweden. The workshops involved
several activities. Generally, the activities
were welcoming and served as warm ups
in the beginning, were more concrete
and detailed in the middle, and were
quite detailed and more playful at the
end. The workshop spanned four days,
which meant we needed to pay special
attention to the workload and to the
kind of activities employed during the
workshop. The Landscape Game was the
biggest activity and was given the most
time and attention.

Joachim You first tried the Landscape
Game when the DAIM partners assembled for the very first project workshop.
We were all more or less foreign to each
other. The problem area in front of us,
waste reduction, seemed complex and
largely foreign too. Prior to the workshop,
we had carried out only very brief field
visits to a handful of different sites. Then
we asked the participants in small groups
to rebuild new situations from the given
material and arrange it on square foam
tiles. What was your impression from this
playing of the Landscape Game?

Fredrik The client we organized the workshop for had difficulties understanding
what kind of results this activity would
generate. Their worries concerned the
unknown results of the activity, which
is a common worry of any company
putting a lot of money into organizing
a large workshop. Bear in mind that the
company’s reputation is at stake during a
workshop since the respondents are likely
to be important stakeholders. The client
was convinced to use this method by
the kind of result that we had established
beforehand: we ranked requirements of
the system in dedicated categories.

Fredrik Playing the game was stimulating once we got working on the tiles.
From the start, we were a bit lost on
what was expected on the tiles. The
vast array of pictures from the field
visits was helpful to come up with
situations that felt real and crucial for
the topic.
Joachim I remember afterwards, I sent
you some template files for the actual
game pieces, and you told me that you
tried playing the game again. What did
you do?

Joachim Was it difficult to convince
the client to work with a game like the
Landscape Game, with so many aspects
of the game being purposefully left
undefined in practical terms?

Joachim Ok, I see. You defined the
type of result beforehand. Compared
to the Landscape Game played in the
first DAIM workshop, this narrows
down the possible outcome. That makes
sense when you have to convince a
participating sponsor of the value of
such an activity. Can you describe how
the particular ranked requirements
and dedicated categories emerged from
playing the game?
Fredrik Yes, altering a method is common practice. We believe all methods
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The client we organized
the workshop for had
difficulties understanding what kind of results
this activity would
generate.

need to be tweaked a bit in order to fit
the demands of any research project. It
would be easy if one could just pick a
method from our method library and
use it as is, but that is rarely so.
In this case, we introduced six urgent
topics for the groups to work on. When
the groups had worked on three topics
and arranged them as concrete situations on tiles, one topic each, we placed
the tiles on the grid. The first round of
producing tiles went a bit slowly but
the second round of tiles went really
smoothly. When we had a full grid, we
had a session for reflecting on the created landscape. After that, the groups
worked on refining the requirements
that the created situations demand
of the health care system. The groups
worked on the same topics as they had
worked on before.
Each of the groups ranked the found
requirements, and then these requirements were altered in plenum in order
to fit the complete group’s priorities.
Joachim It sounds like you have made
good use of some of the core features
of any design game: taking turns,
ensuring progression by working in
a sequence of interrelated rounds,
arranging and re-arranging tangible
materials expressing both existing
practices and future possibilities. It’s
impressive how seemingly easy you
have taken up this method.
Fredrik The client’s last worries were
eradicated by playin a rehearsal Landscape Game with the organizing team.
This rehearsal was very useful also for
fine-tuning the instructions. Among
other things, we made templates on
tiles, very clear instructions for every
step, that where posted on the walls. We
also prepared a sample tile with a sample situation in order to demonstrate
both a finished tile and the placing on
the grid.
Joachim It is very confirming to
hear you say that. When you want to
introduce new experimental setups,

rehearsals are very often effective ways
to go. Simply, lower the stakes, do it in
miniature, adjust and you have paved
the road for an upscale. Our common
colleague, Brendon Clark, is being quite
successful with his ”Project in a Day”
method, which is sort of prototyping
the process.
What is your overall impression of
design games, now that you have had
some experience with them in Ergonomidesign’s own processes?
Fredrik In order to get people going
and enjoying the game, you need to
have some warm-up exercises before
the actual game. Once you have a team
of participants that come to a point
when they work nicely together, a game
can really take off. Games can definitely
bring a varied audience of respondents
to a common perspective and spread
light over complex issues. ¼

daim
principle
5 of 6

Imagine design
interventions
that prototype
a better way of
living. Through
early and continued experiments
with sketches
and prototypes
form, function
and relevant
human practice
can evolve
simultaneously.
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Why:
Shared understandings of a new field
In a new project, it is inherently difficult
to establish shared understandings of a
complex societal field such as waste reduction or health care systems. No individual expert’s perspective will do justice
to the complexities, and no science can
account for all the relevant aspects.
Based on the insight that design solutions emerge in parallel with design
problems, the Landscape Game is about
articulating existing realities simultaneously with creating openings for design.

The Landscape game
– print simple rules of the game
– take turns
– encourage the use of intuition

The Landscape Game can bring
structure and common understandings
of constraints and opportunities to a
complex field of trade.
What:
Negotiating on a game board
Through a tangible organization of
field material, the participants generate a landscape of opportunities and
constraints. The produced outcome
resembles a landscape on a table.
The eventual game board landscape
illustrates relations and interactions
among different situations of concrete
use. It does not aim for truthfulness
in the scale landscape understood as a
precise reflection of existing features of
reality. It aims to sketch the contours of
the current design space, the space of
possibility, in which the participants are
currently navigating.
As a tool, the Landscape Game requires
preparation and contextual investigation in order to create the field material.
Through playfulness and collaboration,
this tool can bring order and structure to
a complex field based on the participant’s
particular experience and concerns.
Difficult negotiations over what is important take place as participants arrange and
rearrange the material, while commenting on what a given position means.
The tool provides a format for collaborative analysis, relevant for finding

areas to improve or for how to go
further in an investigation as well as
for creating priorities.
How:
Building a landscape with situations
First, in small groups, participants form
three tiles each describing a very concrete situation made up by fragments
of field material (observations, videos,
quotes, etc.)
Secondly, the groups meet and take
turns placing their tiles on a larger grid
provided on a common table. When a
tile/situation is placed on the grid, the
relations to adjacent tiles are explained
and expressed with arrows, dots, lines,
or similar paper materials.
Thirdly, areas of special opportunity or
controversy are pointed out in the landscape, and the participants discuss how
they envision the project to traverse
and intervene in the design space.
Simple building blocks may be used
to indicate particular kinds of engagement (workshop, prototyping session,
fieldwork etc.) or important milestones
(a scenario, a concept, a mock up, etc.).
One or more threads laid out in the
landscape can be useful to indicate the
sequence of activities.
Finally, the group moves into discussion
mode. Critical instances may be marked
with post-it notes – how may this area
be explored further, what would be a
relevant next step, what is the potential
benefit of a new solution here?
The resulting landscape is documented with photos and may be further
processed into a project diagram
providing an operative image of the
project design. ¼
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Innovation projects rely on a focal
framing through which to see and
evaluate its achievements. A frame
here is a scheme of interpretation that
we rely on to understand and react to
project experiences.
It has similarities to working from a
design program in design research – a
research agenda that guides a series of
experiments. In commercial work, for
instance, the need for innovative results
to be sold through existing distribution
channels may frame the entire project.
Other projects may be framed by the
desire to find new uses for existing
materials, technologies or production facilities. This overall frame can
give direction by defining constraints,
premises and ideal values.
The DAIM pilot project on waste
sought to explore the boundaries of a
series of societal and organizational
assumptions. For instance, “What if
people living in multicultural highrises
take the responsibility for recycling and
waste handling in their neighborhood?”
The frame imposes a focus of attention
for the work.
A major challenge we face in innovation projects, is to balance the business
needs to predict and plan the organization of the work to objectives and budgets, versus the open-endedness needed
to innovate. It is important that the end
result is not decided in very strict terms
beforehand. It is essential to have room
to maneuver – room to learn through
experimentation – and change direction as new insights emerge. We have
to accept that problems do not exist
in the outset but need to be identified
and named in parallel with seeking its
solutions, and therefore an important
part of designing is to name and frame
problematic situations.
In order to find out if a given or chosen
frame is productive, it is necessary
to follow its implications for a while
through an exploratory and generative
approach. It is through the temporary
results of frame experiments that par-

ticipants are able to reflect, learn and
get new insights, ultimately leading to
qualified innovation.
When stuck in a problematic situation,
we realize that we cannot figure it all
out in our minds beforehand. And as
Donald Schön has shown us, a reflective practitioner may in this situation
construct an alternative way of setting
the problem – by playfully imposing a
new frame on the situation.
“Changing the frame” is about cherishing the learning potential of open-endedness. It is about the possibility – and
intention – of changing the very framing of a project in the project period
as means for increasing the quality of
solutions. A frame change of a project
might imply changing the perspective
upon what the project is all about – or
less dramatic, changing our perception
of what is important in a project. We
change the framing of a project not
only as we grow wiser about the context
and substance of the project, but also
when we find ourselves stuck with an
unproductive design situation. When
we change the frame, we change our
outlook on the world, and thus we also
change the way we can interact with it.
A dedication to open-endedness implies a willingness to change the overall
frame of a project or make adjustments
to a continuously drifting frame in cooperation with clients and stakeholders
as we gain new experiences.
If our ambition is to explore what the
world could be like under different circumstances, room for experimentation
is needed. By doing short frame experiments and challenging initial project
frames, we can explore and demonstrate
unthought-of directions at the service
of coming up with things that are really
valuable, interesting, and new. ¼
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When design meets anthropology in a
crossover of generative prototyping and
exploratory inquiry it has the potential
to become a field of practice-based research and knowledge production in its
own right. Of course ethnographic field
methodology is part of what anthropology has to offer design, but carrying out
basic field visits for design purposes,
you really just need a fair amount of
curiosity, some interactive skills and a
willingness to spend time. So let us look
at theory in the borderland between
anthropology and design.
Theory is not solely a place to pick
resources for making sense of the field,
just as design situations are not merely
considered data generators for theoretical musing. Ongoing theorizing is a
vital part of the design anthropological
intervention itself.
When commissioned to uncover the
users’ unmet needs, there is a strong
dynamic of “making other” at play,
i.e. a process of someone categorically differentiating selves from others.
Particular people are singled out as
representing the category of users, and
they are often said to possess latent
needs that “we” can help fulfill. This
is a basic ethnographic observation
supported by age-old social theory. But
this is not a finite relationship. Playful
otherness, for example, is a working
concept that has emerged in a dialogical
process between project encounters and
established theories from anthropology
and the performing arts. In turn, it contributes productively to shaping new
design interventions. It allows us, for
example, to playfully shift out positions
of observer and observed in co-creation
sessions ∞ Mirror Images, page 56.
Theorizing through practice is a willingness to experiment with theorizing as
an activity that takes place at the same
level as distinctly pragmatic project
activities such as budget negotiations,
client presentations or a scavenger
hunt with immigrant children for that
matter. This is not about grand theories.
It is about small theories. We aim for
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something humble yet still profound,
namely to include the activity of theory
building as an essential part of design
anthropological practice. Let us provide
a few examples of what we mean.
The world has to be theorized to be told
It is a fairly common idea that the
world is out there and discoverable if
only you open your eyes wide enough.
What young practitioners and students have often not yet experienced,
however, is how much work with
yourself it takes to actually make the
world available for discovery. Design
and ethnography are both concerned
with subject matters that are not given.
Faced with innumerous specific characteristics of a concrete situation, the
researcher (whether oriented towards
design or ethnography or both) is
forced to impose some kind of interpretive scheme that enables further
ordering. The designer must conceive
a design that will lead to this or that
particular product; the ethnographer
must conceive an empirical phenomenon that is bounded enough that it
lends itself to a representation of social
reality. For both the designer and the
ethnographer, it is necessary to position and re-position the issues at hand
in order to establish principles of relevance for knowledge until a working
hypothesis is discovered or invented.
This is theorizing through practice.
Research is a form of learning
We advocate an imaginative approach
to design inquiry with a special attention to engaging everyday life.
Research itself needs to be demystified:
it is still too often taken to imply some
old fashioned distinction between a
knowledge possessing researcher and
someone to be known, usually falling
under the category of “the user”. When
we succeed in establishing temporary
relationships to local communities of
users, we necessarily practice research
as a form of learning that is accessible
to everyone. The garbage man, the
janitor, the unemployed, the industrial
designer, the public administrator –
they are all in it because they take our

invitation to re-discover their worlds in
a new light.
In one example we collaborated with
the manager and a parent from a
kindergarten in order to explore what
possible overlaps we could envision
between their everyday experiences
of institutionalized childcare, and our
designerly attention to public services
enabled by mobile technologies. The effort here is not so much “we researchers
understanding childcare”, as it is about
collectively rehearsing how childcare
might become something else by the
aid of technology.
There are rare but genuine moments in
which we both recognize our differences and yet succeed in forming a
temporary alliance over a future vision
that entails a little bit of all of us. In the
present example, two hours after we
presented and discussed some vague
technological possibilities and asked
the “users” to try out how they could
play out concretely and as part of their
everyday practice, we were about to end
the session:
Joachim (design researcher): “We have
improvised and tried out some possibilities in a quick way.”
Ole (kindergarten manager): “Yeah...
What we are really doing now, I think, is
that we draw the online consciousness of
teenagers into the kindergarten, sending
images, contacts and “I am here” back
and forth... If we could use this to make
our decisions now, change our decisions
now, talk together now... If we could
bring this into the kindergarten where
we usually discuss at staff meetings,
write newsletters and give parents some
days to reply, and where “spontaneous” is often a week old... and back then
the weather was different from today...
This gives some possibilities of being
spontaneous. If we could do that then
we could actually create an everyday
that was more effective for ourselves.”
(transcribed from video, June 2009)
The partial inter-weavings of our highly
different worldviews and interests in

the topic at hand constitute theorizing
through practice. While the example
does not contain explicit references to
theory, the way the kindergarten manager summarizes the encounter is an
intricate account of interwoven interests:
it contains traces and concerns of all
the expert participants in the room:
technology, pedagogy, administration, parenting, and interaction design.
Rooted in, and enabled by, the concrete
bodily interactions an hour before, Ole is
here crafting an account that extracts the
general features of an opportunity space.
Theorizing is itself a particular practice.
The kind of research practice that we
are advocating here, as a form of learning, is fundamentally a social activity,
not purely an intellectual one. There
are two important consequences to
this. First, the process of researching
is dialogical. Second, the knowledge
emerging from interactions in the
field is to be evaluated less in terms
of epistemological criteria (is this a
true representation?) than in terms of
practical, ethical, social, and aesthetic
demands of the world that our research
subjects and we both share (how will
this affect our lives?).
To illustrate these two consequences,
think of a design team that has generated a wealth of observations, interview
quotes, sketches and notes from early
ethnographic encounters in a new
area of interest. There are many ways
of grouping the wealth of data into
higher-level clusters of meaning (card
sorting exercises, affinity diagramming,
coding in qualitative software, pattern
recognition, etc). Regardless of the
chosen method, the design team will
invariably find themselves grouping
and re-grouping the material over and
over again. There is no unidirectional
way to magically make the leap from a
discrete observation to an insight.
When is the design team done clustering? How do we know if the synthesized
categories of meaning are the right
ones? If they are evaluated according to
criteria of truthfulness, we may very

well find that material that is arranged
into three clusters of, say, “technology”,
“emotions”, and “physical space” are
true in that they correspond to the experiences of reality, but they are hardly
valuable insights. We must continuously ask of our emerging categories to
enable us to see things differently: how
does this clustering affect our understanding of the design situation?

For both the designer
and the ethnographer,
it is necessary to position and re-position
the issues at hand
in order to establish
principles of relevance
for knowledge until a
working hypothesis is
discovered or invented.
This is theorizing
through practice.

Design and innovation research
operate in a field where the subject of
investigation does not yet exist in any
articulate or definite way. This calls
for attention to the practitioners’ own
creative being in the situation, and
rules out that scientific tradition or
methodology can be given priority over
the particular community of practice.
Furthermore, being in the situation
calls for an acknowledgement of forms
of knowledge that are not purely intellectual, but includes full-bodied, environmentally and socially dependent
processes expressed in actions as well
as words. Staging improvised performances, participation in communities
of practice, and reflection-in-action
are all embodied and essential forms of
design knowledge.
Towards learning spaces
So far this text has envisioned a new
position for theorizing that cuts across
boundaries of “user”, “designer” and
“researcher”. Now we wish to extend the
argument to bear on collaborations on
an institutional level. When the public
funding organization evaluated an early
version of the proposal for the DAIM
project, part of their feedback had to do
with knowledge transfer. Our research
group at The Danish Design School
was positioned as project owners and
as an authority in participatory design
processes. We proposed to collaborate
with a number of commercial design
bureaus. The funding organization,
however, was initially skeptical of
supporting our collaboration with the
particular design bureaus because these
are already capable of working with user
involvement. To this mild objection we
could only explain that it was exactly

because they are leading, that we wanted to collaborate with them. For this
(and any other) project to be interesting
to us as researchers we needed a setup
in which practices could be explored
and developed further with the goal
of mutual learning, not teaching or
knowledge transfer. The DAIM project
was conceived as a temporary learning space that cuts across academic
knowledge producing organizations,
commercial design consultancies, and a
client organization all with their special
fields of operation.
It does, admittedly, represent a considerable challenge among these partners
to continually find a balance between
generating new and interesting perspectives that change the way we perceive
the world versus stabilizing the frame
and starting to work on a solution.
Although there are differing opinions
on what the goal should be, it is clear
that the quest for new knowledge and
the quest for effective solutions are
mutually dependent. For practitioners
willing to take time to reflect on their
practice, theorizing through practice is
one way of establishing the dialogical
relationship between new knowledge
and effective solutions. ¼
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“Think situations!” – This statement
was one of the final DAIM recommendations for the waste sector to discover the
“magic of the everyday” of private citizens. In this essay, I give the background
to the recommendation and examples
of the types of ideas and concepts that
developed from this approach.
Imagine it is an early winter morning
and a father has just sent his children
off to school. He is about to leave the
house for work. He is running late.
He grabs the lights for his bicycle and
realises that the batteries have run out.
He hectically opens random drawers in
the kitchen and finally manages to find
a packet of new batteries. He changes
the batteries – and finds himself with
the old ones in his hands…- now, what
should he do? Thoughts flicker through
his head. He knows batteries are not to
go into the waste bin, and at one point
they used to have a container for old
batteries…but where is it? He opens
a few more drawers, without luck. He
throws the batteries on the kitchen table
and hurries out the door.
A man who lives in one of the municipalities belonging to Vestforbrændning
(VF) recalled this situation. One year
before our project began this particular
municipality had implemented a new
form for the disposal of old batteries.
People previously had to bring their
batteries to special battery containers found in the street or in certain
shops. Now, however, batteries can be
disposed of simply by placing them in
a transparent plastic bag and leaving
the bag on the lit of the waste bin. The
waste collector then takes care of the
batteries when emptying the bin.
As for storage in the home, the ideal
solution for the new system was simply to have a plastic bag in a cupboard,
which when full would be brought out
to the waste bin along with the daily
kitchen waste. Seen from the point of
view of the user of the system, however, it could hardly be less convenient.
Citizens had been informed through
“Affaldsfolderen”, a yearly folder with

information about waste handling in private homes. This year’s edition featured a
large photo on the front page of batteries
lying on top of a waste bin.
For the DAIM pilot study on waste,
we conducted a brief round of pilot
visits to five households in this municipality. None of the five families
knew about this new and easier
method. They merely kept doing what
they had always been doing with their
old batteries. They had all received
the folder one year ago, but only one
family was actually able to find it.
And although the folder hangs on
a white board in their entrance hall,
the family hadn’t noticed the battery
photo on the front page.
“So much information comes in
through that door – it is tough enough
just to keep a record of the information
from the kids’ school”.
“I can never find that folder when I
need it”.
“My husband takes care of everything
from the municipal and other officials
including these folders . Honestly, I don’t
know what he does with these letters”.
Statements like these alerted us to the
need to look into prevalent forms of
communication between the municipalities and ordinary citizens:
–The classic and most widespread way
of communicating with citizens who
live in their own houses appears to be
through this small folder with information on waste handling (in Danish
“Affaldsfolderen”).
–In most municipalities this information
is supplemented, and will likely be replaced, by information provided online.
–Most people in Denmark know about
“affaldsfolderen”, but many are unable
to find it in their own home.
Our visits to users of the waste system
exposed “the magic of everyday life”
Such magic however, is not visible from
the vantage point of the waste sector.

“The citizen” as seen by the waste sector
From the beginning of the DAIM
project, our ambition was that our
investigations should be twofold. We
should explore both the waste sector
itself and the private spheres and homes
of ordinary citizens. We listened to
what waste professionals actually said
about the people they served and the
ways in which they told their stories.
We sought to understand the discourses
surrounding waste management and
the handling of waste.
We quickly learned that one of the
main challenges from the perspective
of waste professionals was to improve
the quantity and quality of the waste
they receive for recycling. They cite
quantitative studies indicating that
much greater amounts of paper, glass,
metal and plastic could be recycled if
sorted out properly at the household
level. In short, from the point of view of
the waste sector, ordinary people, like
you and me, throw too many valuable
materials in the waste bin. And some of
the things we throw out are even dangerous, like batteries that emit toxins
when they are incinerated batteries and
broken toys with electronic parts.
This is the important background
for one of the prevailing waste sector
discourses on “ordinary citizens”. In
Vestforbrænding and in the municipalities we heard statements such as:
“We have to inform better”, “We have to
enlighten ordinary people about waste”,
“We have to give more information”,
“We need to change peoples’ behaviour”,
“We have to bring up the citizens of
this municipality”.
Waste professionals appear to see their
main task as pouring more and more
accurate knowledge into people’s heads
and raising people’s general level of
insight and information, and thereby
hopefully changing their behaviour.
Seen from an anthropological angle,
one might suggest that behind such
thinking is a concept of the person who
can be illustrated as a “suitcase head”.
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In the approach
unfolded in the
DAIM project, we have
attempted to address
and explore not the
differences of people,
but the sameness of
situations.

What we have is an idea of a person as
some sort of a “self contained suitcase
of knowledge”. You can always put
new knowledge into a person and
the person will then carry it around
in his “suitcase head” – ready to take
that particular kind of knowledge out
whenever he needs it. For example, a
suitcase head can take out the knowledge in a situation in which she has to
handle waste of different types. In other
domestic situations, she might take out
her knowledge of cooking, gardening
or writing. Throughout the field studies
and stakeholder workshops it became
clear to us, that we had to challenge
the “suitcase head perspective”. As it is
explained more clearly in “situations –
and their people” section further below,
we gradually became advocates of the
slogan “Go for situations, not people!”
Learning about situations (of waste)
In our rounds of ethnographic research
we turned our focus to waste situations,
in an overall preoccupation with the flow
of things in and out of people’s lives and
homes. We wanted to know about the
feelings, thoughts and actual behaviour
connected to acquiring things, using and
storing things in the home and finally,
getting rid of them at some point.
Let me give a few examples:
Cleaning the home
A busy mother at home wants to tidy
up some of the mess made by her family (of three children): she grabs things
around her and puts toys back into
their boxes. Some of them are broken;
she wants to get rid of them, but has
doubts about the right way to throw
them out. Is taking the batteries out
of the toys enough? She also has some
depleted lighters and empty spray cans
that make a mess in the kitchen. What
should she do with these?
It’s just another day for Mom while
tidying up the house.
“To be honest, I just want to clear up
the house. I do think the environment
is important, but often you are just so
busy getting everything done. And I
don’t have the time to go look for the

folder or turn on the computer to see
that website. I didn’t even know it was
there. Sometimes you also get tired
with all the information you have to
take in…information about food, about
health – and now also waste”.
The insight that gradually developed
was that the waste handling system
cannot expect this woman – and
others - to merely look in her “inner
suitcase” containing all the knowledge
she ever had and find the pieces on
“how to handle waste”. From what we
learned from our visits to homes, busy
people just want to clear up the house.
And seen from a broader sociological
perspective many people today feel that
they are “busy people”. Not only households with children and working parents, but also on a more general level,
people in the Danish society work long
hours and are leading busy lives. On
top of that, we live in the “information
age” where the level of information and
knowledge that flows in the society
demanding attention has increased
immensely. An intuitive waste system
provides mothers and others – with
information about the situation.
Ideas for improving “waste situations”
After our period with ethnographic
research we organized workshops for
professionals at Vestforbrænding and
the municipalities where we presented
findings and reflections and facilitated
feedback, further reflections and ideation processes. Many ideas developed
in these sessions.
A range of ideas had to do with inventing new types of information for private
homes: ways that private homes can be
“decorated” (discretely) with information on proper waste handling, e.g.,
different types of stickers to put up
inside the cupboard where the waste
bin is located; stickers for the inside
of the waste bin lid and surrounding
walls; but also new (aesthetic!) types
of containers for paper, batteries, glass,
etc. for the kitchen with information
contained within in the container.
Another range of ideas focused on new

ways for the waste sector to co-operate
with producers in order to give clear,
visual descriptions on products about
what should happen with the product
when it turns to waste.
Closely connected to such ideas is a
range of concepts where the long term
vision is to change the recurrent flow
of everyday situations into practical
“waste stops” - situations where people
“naturally and harmonically” can
dispose of their waste like bus and train
stations, gas stations, kindergartens,
etc. Overall, we found that where waste
systems work well there is a harmony
between forms and places of waste
collection and the flow of situations in
people’s daily lives.
Like one woman explained: “It’s perfect
where I live. The waste containers are
right beside the parking lot. Every
morning when I take the car, I bring
with me my waste and get rid of bottles
and paper”.
People move in and out of different but
recurring situations during their daily
life; the potential for the waste sector
lies in designing their waste systems to
meet and accommodate this stream of
situations. One might put this in terms
of Gregory Bateson’s theory of frames
and keying our surroundings constantly
provide us with signals that to us act
as keys helping us to identify, socially
and cognitively, the type of situation we
find ourselves in. The waste sector has
to provide signals (like signs, stickers,
visual objects, etc.) that guide people
into keying a whole range of everyday
situations as also being situations of
waste (“I’m going to the bus stop, but
I’m also disposing of old batteries”, “I’m
buying new furniture and re-cycling my
old furniture” etc.).
Situations – and their people
I have suggested that behind the waste
folder, the Internet and similar central
and reified media of communication,
lies an implicit wish to store more and
better information into peoples “suitcase heads”. Such thinking sees people

isolated from the stream of situations
that make up their daily life. In the
DAIM project, we have attempted, in
many different ways, to address situations – and their people. This approach
emphasizes the deep and subtle organic
like connection between people and
the environment. In this perspective,
knowledge is not an item-like “thing”
contained within the person. Knowledge is embedded in the relationship
between a person and the place or situation she finds herself in.
When we recognize the limitations
inherent in viewing people in isolation
from the ever unfolding situations in
which they interact and take part, an
important shift in the type of design
question can also take place: A shift
from the question of “how can we provide people with knowledge” to “how
can we support the waste situation – or
other types of situations – with the precise information needed” emerges.
Don’t burden people with knowledge; enable them to take actions in the situation.
During our research period we engaged
in lengthy discussions about “what is
a situation?”, “how can we define it?”.
Somehow we always tended to enter a
cul-de-sac in these discussions.
Now, from a distance, I would like to
suggest that any attempt to define – as
in trying to itemize – what a situation really is, is not the urgent and
important task at hand. Looking for
some ontological true nature of situations will only get us lost in the midst
of epistemological speculations. The
important questions to address can
be formulated with inspiration from
Actor-Network -Theory: in the system
unfolding between the waste sector
and ordinary people, how does a focus
on persons perform? And how would
a shift in focus to situations perform in
the same system? It would change the
system itself, but the hope and aspiration is that it might also help overall to
produce more and cleaner waste
for recycling.

Summing up
In the realm of user studies, the
creation of personas has played an
important role. An important reason
behind creating personas is the idea
that we are all different and should be
addressed differently (e.g., according to
age, socio-economic group, ethnicity,
etc.). In the approach unfolded in the
DAIM project, we have attempted to
address and explore not the differences
of people, but the sameness of situations. We hope to have illustrated in the
DAIM project at large that there are
many ways to “go for people”. The magic
everyday life as a resource for new ideas
and innovation, also entails the magic
of situations and the people who move
in and out of them. ¼
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Some user research focuses on people
and the values that guide them in different situations. A different approach is
to study situations and ask how they invite certain actions. In the DAIM study
we found that the same people often act
quite differently across situations such
as “being on picnic in the park”, “being
on the road” or “cleaning up at home”.
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We arrive at the first of three “DAIM
Tool Seminars” bringing the DAIM
partners together for group work. We
are here at 1508’s offices in Copenhagen.
There is a blend of consultants, researchers, and guests gathered in the picturesque loft overlooking the open office
space of 1508. Today the focus is upon
the participants’ practices in human-centered design research and consultancy.
During the warm-up activity, “My challenges big & small”, Mikkel Jespersen,
one of 16 participants sitting around a
table, introduces one of his challenges as
business director at 1508 A/S. Holding
up a Post-It®, he states the following:
“It is easy for us to explain to customers
when they are buying a digital program
or a website, they know the outcome
of our work. But in service innovation,
service design, you can tell them about
the process and we can show them related cases, but we really can’t tell them
what’s the effect or what’s the value we
will create.”
On the table in front of him, Mikkel has
a choice of categories under which to
put his challenge: Frame, discover, create, implement or either before or after.
He continues, “So i place this before.”
Four words are written on the Post-it®:
What are we selling?
Like the other participating consultancies, 1508 is at the forefront of humancentered design practice. Yet they too
struggle to communicate their changing
“product” to clients unfamiliar with the
new forms and processes of innovation
and design. This is just one of the many
challenges that raise interest in a new
model of human-centered design.
Over the next three hours, participants continue to fill the six-category
framework with challenges of today’s
human-centered design practice: Who
is making creative decisions? Who is
in control? Does an iterative process
need evaluation? The selling of humancentered innovation is identified as important not only externally toward the
client, but also internally toward design

colleagues. At the same time, discussions of new relationships to the client
confuse the framework. Clients increasingly request to participate in design
activities along side their consultants
and even request training, rather than
looking to consultants to solely design
and deliver.
A break from the well known
During the last six months of active
work in the DAIM project, the three
DAIM tool seminars allowed the partners a venue for putting their interests
and concerns on the project record
while exploring models of practice.
The Golden Projects – collaborations
between commercial practitioners and
the university-based academics – were
referred to by the organizers as empirical design material for the exploration
of tools and models. This process,
however, provides its own challenges.
There are signs of tension between a
desire to move toward a conclusion
versus a trend toward maintaining
open-endedness. In short, some of
the partners favor, or are accustomed
to, an efficient, more linear progression from challenges, to analysis, and
ultimately the design and refinement
of an output, much like the 6-category
framework. A clean, refined, twodimensional diagram fits some visions
of a design anthropological innovation
model. Others favor a more open, less
conclusive process that puts interests
and contentious issues into circulation
through a variety of performances – a
process that may not conclude in a
model of ideal procedures you can
point to. It is precisely the mix of practices in these seminars that stimulates
tension as well as creates the need for
a long-term process involving more
than just one or two seminars. Sixteen
people from a variety of backgrounds,
practice contexts, and even countries,
do not merely arrive at a seminar
with similar expectations about
process, material, and outcome. For
some participants, moving forward
in the process requires breaking from
their own expectations or from their
own models, in order to participate
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meaningfully in collaboration. For
others, collaboration is an opportunity
to convince others of the value in their
practice, breaking down objections as
they arise.
For some, concluding a process as a
result of two day’s of activity breaks
from the tradition, or the model, of
long-term, in-depth research. On the
other hand, models, conclusions, and
learnings are commonly an expected
take-away from a full day’s activities for
others. Comments to these extremes
and everything in between are present
in seminar reflections, in partner meetings, and in emails and phone conversations surrounding the seminars.
A great challenge for the Tool Seminar
organizers, therefore, is to provide
a working format flexible enough to
include a wide variety of experiences,
to help people break from what they
know, while rigid enough to generate
momentum, in addition to a process
that resists conclusion long enough
to re-think what a model could be.
This includes the overarching goal of
encouraging meaningful participation
from a loosely connected project group
over the course of the project.

Needless-to-say, Mikkel’s challenge was
not necessarily overcome by the day’s
activities. However, his challenge, like
many of the 206 others, were put into
circulation – resurfacing in different
forms, in various activities over the
course of the seminars.
Modeling practice
The second seminar relied upon challenges and discussions from the first, but
included a more involved collaborative
component absent in the framework
exercise. While the design material
for mapping in the first seminar was
predominately the individual experiences of the participants put into play via
a text-based format (text on Post-It®s), in
Seminar II the participants introduced
concrete challenges from the Golden
Projects, and used abstract materials
(colored paper shapes, markers, scissors)
to create 2D representations of the opportunity space and ultimately a version
of a model. Unlike the first seminar,
today the participants are mixing and
matching their experiences through generative activities. They work in groups,
then present to the rest.
The Post Danmark group starts the day
tackling the challenge of continuity

of personnel in project work. After an
introduction to 3PART’s Golden Project
with Post Danmark and the challenge
of people unpredictably moving in and
out of the client team and the consultant
team, the Post Danmark group explores
how to establish continuity despite
changing teams. Thomas reports the
group’s progress by standing up, pointing
to the Post-it® notes, and various cut-out
shapes of people, arrows, etc. arranged
on the poster-sized piece of paper, created over the previous hour:
“Much of our discussion centered
around something that Mikkel brought
in: The notion of the ‘dépêche’. That, as
I understand, you have been working on at 1508 [referring to his group
member Mikkel]. The idea is that in
every project there should be this
dépêche that is handed over.”
As Thomas speaks, he credits individuals for certain terms and specific examples and demonstrates the evolution of
the idea within the group. “So you sort
of built what we came to talk about
as a sort of story line − a set of stories
that creates continuity despite the fact
that someone comes in and someone
comes out.”
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Along with referring to 1508’s attempt
to create a project PowerPoint depicting
the results of each activity of a project
visually, Thomas links the concept of
dépêche to his own experiences in the
pilot project on waste ∞ All-in-a-Box,
page 58. He expands the concept by
focusing on the creation and format of
a dépêche. “Could [we] think of it as a
box of tangible things, which was kind
of the project box that you interpreted,
added new stuff to?” He describes the
need for both a physical and/or visual
repository as well as the development
of an intangible, yet developed, set of
concepts and stories to create continuity amidst changing faces of the project
team. However, while Mikkel referred
to the dépêche as an internal project
memory, Thomas’ expansion includes
the consideration of the integration
of the dépêche and the project output
once in the hands of the client.
For this group, tackling the issue of
continuity is much more than merely
adding a method or tool. Rather, they
introduce a line of thinking – an opportunity space – that influences the organization of project activities, project
teams, and the expected relationship
between consultants and clients:
“This thinking that you have these
dépêches or boxes that live on, also has
consequences for how we think of bringing people into teams and what kind of
competences people have when they go
into teams. It’s not only a question of the
individual expertise, it is also a question
of being able to jump in and work on
this continuity that was established in
the project.”
Throughout the day’s group work
activities with periodic presentations, it
becomes obvious that the presenters are
not only reporting to the seminar participants what took place in their group
activities, but rather, each presentation
provides an opportunity for a group
member to summarize and synthesize her view of the group progress, to
highlight points she finds valuable, and
to try-out her argumentation. It is in the

details of working together and presenting that the participants appear to move
beyond the positions they held walking
into the seminar. In the afternoon,
groups worked on their versions of a design anthropological innovation model.
With the rest of the participants standing around a table, snapping pictures,
taking videos or just listening, Mikkel
spoke for the Post Danmark group:
“We were really inspired by Liz’s way
of dividing things and started talking about the different layers of what
a model should be able to do…we
discussed it as an iceberg. We need the
top, where…there are few words. It is
really to the point, and its simple, and
it’s a lot about the outcome, the effect
and the costs, and what resources [are
available]. And it’s a lot about building trust. And you build trust through
whom you get. What kind of [people].
So this iceberg shows that down here
[pointing to the bottom layer] you have
all the tools and you have all the stuff
that is really important to build on. But
if you don’t have a connection of these
three parts, you have nothing. And it
is really important that we are able to
address these three layers to be able to
make this ‘model’ succeed.”
The team integrated their previous discussions with three aspects of consultant
work introduced by Liz Sanders in a previous presentation: What you get, Who
you get, and What we do. Here it is easy
to think back to Mikkel’s first challenge:
What are we selling? While the model
he is now presenting may not help him
define the effect or value proposition of
a service, linking the output, the people,
and a new style of management, his
argument is convincing. “But if you don’t
have connections of these three parts,
you have nothing!” He further elaborates
on this way of looking at project work by
addressing the expanded interests of client involvement in projects. “So both the
internal team, the clients and stakeholders involved [create] this community
of practice: letting them [get] access to
what we do and how we do it.” Mikkel
concludes the presentation continuing

Thomas’ earlier point about such work
relying on more than competence
and expertise:
“But in these types of very complex
projects, it needs really strong project
management to succeed. And it’s not
about having experience and skills; it is
a lot about how to motivate a team and
to have some personality and to be able
to say, now we stop this and we go in
another direction. So maybe there is a
need for a new type of project manager to be created to make successful
projects in this field.”
Going on record
While the form of the overall DAIM
may appear elusive, listening to these
presentations conjures up a palpable
image of what DAIM is all about. It does
not take much imagination to see these
DAIM partners acting out the models
and principles they are proposing in the
seminar and in the present book: drawing on everyday situations, picking up
pieces from previous activities, incorporating concerns of various stakeholders,
performing for a community of practice.
Mikkel presents a strong case for a new
type of project management, and a
new conception of the project work of
consultants and clients fit for tackling
the changing product of innovation. He
is convincing, both because he has succinctly incorporated the concepts and
concerns of others and addressed many
of the challenges raised in the seminars,
but also because his material is in-flux.
His performance of this new model is
unique; however, the model is breakable.
Like the day’s other performances, the
material, both tangible representations
and the stories and concepts, is re-usable. It is on the project record available
for anyone to pick apart, to borrow from,
to adapt to their specific circumstances.
Rather than conclude the seminars with
a single visual model, the third seminar
concluded with the outline of this book:
Rehearsing the Future. The DAIM tool
seminar series provided a venue and
process for exactly that: the enactment of
what a DAIM could be. ¼
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Mikkel Ask Rasmussen, 3PART

In the DAIM project, tools and approaches from the pilot project collaboration with Vestforbrænding were
taken as a starting point for discussions
with design consultancies on relevant
tool boxes for user-driven innovation. Mikkel Ask Rasmussen, design
researcher at the design consultancy
3PART, took a leading role in opening
this discussion with a critical examination of the challenges facing design
research and design researchers. In
this interview, Thomas Binder, from
The Danish Design School, asks Mikkel
to elaborate on what he finds are main
challenges for design research today.
Thomas You have been strongly
advocating that we look at what kind
of practices exist within the design consultancy, and what kind of challenges
consultants are facing. Could you say a
little bit more about why you find such
introspection so important?
Mikkel Actually, I was advocating introspection among people like yourself
doing research. If we are to use your
tools, you have to understand my
challenges as a consultant, and what it
means for your tools to be part of
my world.
Thomas Does this also prompt us for a
critical consideration of the tools that
people like myself and my colleagues
at the university have been working on
for years?
Mikkel Yes, often, in the literature at least,
there is a tendency to focus on particular
or isolated instances of (for example) collaborative design and then leave it at that.
I think there is a need to consider the
next step. The output from such activities
needs to be brought into a form that can
be analyzed, interpreted and acted upon.
You need to consider the purpose and
process of the innovation project as such.
And that is where the collaborative design
event and the artifacts it produces often
become complicated.
Thomas At one of the DAIM tool
seminars researchers and consultants

identified and mapped challenges facing design consultancies working with
innovation. We now have quite a large
map of challenges, and as you have also
pointed out it contains many voices and
points in many directions. How do you
look at the map right now? What stands
out most strongly?
Mikkel You could take the uncertainty
expressed by the clients and their sense
of not knowing “where will we go? and
will we ever get there?” In the map a
challenge quotes a client for saying
“after every workshop I thought what
a great process, but then what?” She
had a great experience, a lot of things
happened, but she wasn’t sure how that
would help her as the project owner in
what she was trying to achieve.
Thomas How do you interpret that? Can
we ensure a process with no uncertainty? And is she right when she says that
nothing comes out of it?
Mikkel I don’t think she’s saying that
nothing came out of it. What she’s
saying is how she felt in that situation.
Innovation and introducing new ways
of working always involves uncertainty.
Taking care of this uncertainty is not
the same as having an answer ready
upfront. Innovation projects often start
with this peak of excitement and then
later go way below zero in frustration.
As a client, you may not like what
customers and users are saying or doing and you may find the consultants
constantly challenging your organization and the way you work. We can’t as
consultants do away with this problem
but we can tell the client, from the
beginning, that this is often part of
what it takes to be innovative and we
usually get there in the end. We need to
somehow manage the uncertainty for
the clients and for ourselves.
Thomas When we coined this phrase
rehearsing the future it was an attempt
to find a one-liner explanation for the
kind of consultancy we are advocating. The notion of rehearsal indicates a
kind of going back and forth over the

usual barrier, or threshold, between
strategy and implementation. Does that
resonate with something that you see in
your projects?
Mikkel Yes. I can give you an example
from a recent project in which we had
difficulties pointing out the strategic
directions from the research we did. It
was important that the directions were
pointed out because the project manager needed to get commitment from
his peers and management. However,
we had great difficulties describing and
arranging the opportunities and directions in a way that made sense to them.
We suggested that we approach the
challenge through design or as designers: Let’s create ideas that respond to
our insights and findings. Doing that,
we were able to describe and arrange
the strategic imperatives in a new way
that was more understandable to the
client and helped them make a decision. We have done that throughout
projects but I think we could actually
nurture the design approach to strategic
questions even more.
Thomas We have in DAIM, proposed
to see deliverables as toolkits for the
clients rather than as solutions or
products. Does this have something to
offer here and if so what kind of toolkit
should we think about?
Mikkel When we do a project, we have
a goal. We have something that we want
to achieve, and we’re constantly working to refine the direction that will lead
us there. In terms of deliverables, we
are after those that can keep us and the
project on track, and remain so after we
have left. That’s the tools or toolbox we
would need. In my experience you need
to be as specific as possible with these
deliverables. Many organizations seem
to be very aimed at doing. They are
skilled at doing something very specific,
whereas they might not be as skilled in
opening up, asking fundamental questions or thinking about their business
and products in new ways. In a lot of
projects, specifications seem to work
well. It seems to be when you fail to
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specify things in a sufficiently detailed
way that there’s a risk that the project
will go astray.
Thomas But what then happens when
what you produce leaves a lot of questions open for the client?
Mikkel My point is, not to leave the client with a lot of questions. In product
design, for example, the design consultancy might take the design all the
way to the exact engineering drawings.
Even in more open-ended strategic
projects, I think what the company
is looking for is something similar to
the drawing rather than an opening
up of things. What they want is not
questions, but answers. That’s where
I see design as being able to make the
response much more tangible. Posing
questions to the client may work well
on a certain level in an organization,
but my experience is that tangible
responses have another kind of quality.
What we produce should be something
that can be acted upon. You have to
understand the situation and organization you are making the deliverable
for and how to make this deliverable
become actionable. This could serve
as another example of what you would
call rehearsing the future. Addressing
this situation calls for making that
prototype again, but this time it’s not a
prototype of a product or a service, it’s
a prototype of a deliverable. ¼
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Learning as we go along. How do we document the process for sharing and remembering? Can we mix framing, creating and evaluation in one momemt? How do we expose learning in design projects? Do we want our clients to learn how
we do? Managing time and resources. How do we sprint without burning out? How do we prevent clients from increasing the demands of delivery scope, quantity, finish, ect.)? Communication How to communicate with less involved team members on
lengthy, complex projects? How to convey results in a tangible material? How to transform the information I get? Maintaining continuity How can personnel be interchanged? How to involve the right people in the process to ensure efficient passing on to
subsequent phases? How do we maintain continuity with the changing make up of project team? How to handover knowledge through the process? Managing personal identities. What defines my role? Who am I? Who are we? Do I belong here? Do we
have a career? Who are our idols? Do we have self honesty? What is the dress code? How do I become confident with my work? How are we professionals? How can we change our internal mindset “from designing” for to “designing with”? Crafting a
compelling value proposition. What is design research? Why does it matter? How can we prove that human centered design is worth the money? What are we selling? Why are we selling it? Are we a design company or something else? How do we market
what we do internally? Defining my role. Do I have a wrong conception of what my job is? Does the idea of my “practical goal” hold water? Am I letting myself be controlled by my contract? Collaborating with consultants. How do we make sure that
employees can relate to the project if they only participate on an occasional basis? How do we get project work in evenings and weekends to fit with our 8 am to 4 pm working hours? Who can help us? Who do we want or need to collaborate with? Which
Strategizing. What is our vision and mission? Who are our competitors? Who are we selling to? How do
methods do they use? Do we know anybody who collaborated with them? How did it go? Can I give the project the attention it needs?
we speak the language of the customers? Do we have a strategic lifestyle? How do I convince clients to go ahead in a financial crisis? Methodological choices. Which methods do we use? What is our approach? Do we need more than one model? How to
effectively repackage/re-present experiences from different kinds of work? Probing the client. How do we identify the clients needs? What does the client ask for? Making the case Do we have showcases to show? How to package (market) the discovery
phase without showing prior examples? Can we visualise our tools and methods? Should we define our methods upfront in the proposal? How do we convince the customer/client to give us a go-ahead? How do we sell a process which depends upon an
unknown model? Making the case (internally) How do I sell the project internally? How do I get the rest of the company to understand that the customers needs always have to be the initiator? How do I get my leaders to agree to the project when it is not
Involving the right people at the right time. How do we find/involve the
clear what the company will gain? How do I convince the management to take the risk? Anchoring the project. How do I get dedicated ambassadors for the project?
right people? How do we make experts a part of our team? How do we know if we got the right gatekeepers? How much should we involve the client? How to include the client? When? Mapping team knowledge. How do we map/visualise the pool of
knowledge in the project? How do we acknowledge/discover different knowledge domains? Defining project roles. Who is in charge of the design process? Who is in charge of the outcome? Which work is done in within the design team and which work is
done in the “project”? How do we collaborate with users and clients without losing our role as experts? Creating a common vision. How do we share/create a common vision in a participatory design field? How do we create a commen language? How can I
help clients define the project? What values define what we are after? How can we define/show the value of this project? How do we set the aspiration? Framing the unknown. How can we include open endedness in the project contract? How do we create
“proof ” before hand? How do we get to know what we don’t know? How can we anticipate changes in the project focus? Can we envision the outcome? How do we plan multi-sequenced activities without overdefining each? How do we set the problem? Do
we have a rigid map for our future? Getting project approval. Who can and will approve the project? Can we create enough room for the project? Defining organisational goals. What do we want to get out of this project (in overall terms)? What do we
really want with the project? What are our organisational goals? Securing resources. Have I booked my own time? How do I get the right people from other parts of the organisation to attend the workshops? Should I postpone the project if I can’t get the
right resources for implementation or should I just accept the way it is? Avoid looking stupid. How do I avoid looking stupid when collaborating with designers/anthropologists? Do I have sufficiant understanding of the approach and method? Can I match
the way of thinking? Trying to understand anthropologists/designers. How do I ensure that information is not lost because we don’t understand each other? Do I need ambassadors that can translate the language of designers/anthropologists?
Recruiting the right participants. Who are the right people to recruit? How do we challenge the clients perception of who are the
Is it possible for the designer/anthropologist to speak our language? How do we collaborate?
right people to recruit? How much input for recruitment do we need to receive from the client? How do we do recruitment quicker? How much difference does paying recruitees make? How do we incentivise recruitees? Getting a head start on research.
How do we get started in a new domain? How to cope with the shortness in available time both in calendar and hours? How to find time to recycle/repackage finished discovery projects? How much time to spend seeking inspiration from literature?
Creating space for alternative realities. How can we dream? What are dreams made of? How do we make dreams operative? How to create space for early experiments? How do we encourage free thinking? How do we deal with the unknown? What if...?
Designing research. What can we do and where can we go with research? What is the role of performativity? What goes on in dramatisations? Do they create valid research results? How do we prototype with users when the user context is in 2012? Integrating research and creation. Is “create” not a part of “discovery”? How to integrate research and creation? How to make the discovery proces a creation process? Moving from analysis to design. What do we have from research? How do we handle the gap
between the concrete and the abstract? How do we keep a good balance between research and analysis? How do we tranform insights/knowledge into design? How to cope with complexity? Research may need to capture various scenarios and status of
minds of users? Should we undertake analysis with or without the users/clients? How obvious do we make hints for design directions? Or how open? Getting the data right. What data do we have already? Who has them? Who has the knowledge and
insights we need? How do we get them to give us that knowledge? Who is the customer really? How do the observations match ours? Unlocking the full potential of employee participation. How do I use the full potential in employee participation?
Making user insights meaningful for our organisation. Do the observations make sense to us? How do we avoid that the abstraction level of the project gets to far away from peoples reality? Focusing on the goal. How do I avoid endning up with the
Negotiating roles in co-creation. Who
feeling: Great process but where did it get us and how do we reach our goal? How do we get an overview of the individual elements of the project in order to keep focus on reaching the overall goal?
creates? Or who can create? Is the role of the designer a “visualisation machine”? Are designers losing control? Who is making the creative decisions? Who is in control? Who is the expert? How can I avoid a new-comer to project with power from high
jacking project? (Skip project framework) How do we (as designers) remember “That we don’t know”? Enabling co-creation. How to explain to client? How to create a fremework for creating? How to create general tools? How to engage designers and
researchers to create togeth er? How can we unleash participants creativity? How do you enable co-creators to have more ways of expression? What kind of co-creation session allows experienced professionals to collaborate with end-users? How to
facilitate? Are designers trained to facilitate a co-creatvie process? Do we listen to everyone in the group? How do we create an innovation space for every day users? How to support the creative mindset and nurture trust? How to see the value from each
others ideas? Maintaining a coherent vision. How do we avoid too many compromises? How to prevent people from diluting the vision? Making room for exploration. How do we find time to dream? How do designers invoke other co-creators to “dream
big”? How do we support the dreaming mode? How do we visualise clients/users dream? How to cope with visualising ideas and “what if...” scenarios? How do we search for value in the dreams of the user? Can we start prototyping early in the process?
Which tools can be used to start prototyping early? Render innovation efficient and effective. How to cope with re-invention? How to NOT re-invent every time? What is the role of design ‘artifacts’ in invoking ideas - possibilities of what could be? How to
have the implementors in research creation? Choosing the right direction. How do we choose the right idea? How do you know you are doing the right thing? What is a good idea? Representing ideas. How do we represent our ideas to users and clients? Do
we need tools for evaluating within the creation process? How are outcomes represented? Can we make new visualisation tools? Creating meaningful ideas for our organisation. How do the ideas fit with our reality? How do we think they will be recieved?
How do I make sure that my practical goal isn’t lost in abstract discussions? How do we collaborate when I feel that my goal is on a more practical level than yours? Turn outcomes to trophies. Will I be able to communicate the results as trophies to the rest
Making deliverables implementable. How to ensure that others can take over? Are specific toolkits a viable delivery? Should tool kits
of the organisation? How do I give a short and clear answer to what the outcome of our work is?
for implementation be part of the delivery? How to have the “implementors” involved early in the process? How to “pack” the deliverables in such a way that design research etc. can be taken over by the company? How to ensure that the results of the
research are utilised in the implementation? How do results connect to future activities? Securing implementable outcomes. How complicated is the solution? How difficult is it to develop? What operational units will be involved? Will the solution draw
on systems critical for business? And what does that mean for our faith in the idea? How do I secure the anchoring of the project in the organisation? What do I do if the result of the project does not respect the practices we have today? How do we motivate
our employees to change their way of working? How do we implement new ways of working when the old ones have been adapted over several years? Making the business case. How do we get everyone to defend costs and benfits? How do we gain the full
Being open to critique. How can we motivate ourselves to evaluate and show case project? Deciding when and what to evalute. When is a project finished? When is a result mature enough for evaluation? What is important
commercial value?
to evaluate - process/experience? Does an iterative process need evaluation? Ending the project feeling good about ourselves. Did we succeed? How do we terminate the teamwork? How do we get to feel good about our work? Will we collaborate again? Will
they celebrate me? How do we celebrate? How do we make celebration important? Developing better practices. What have we learned? What can we do better? What did we learn/experience? How do we reflect upon our lessons/experiences? How can I
use the project to develop my competencies? Motivation? What do you have to measure? Parametres/criteria.? How to improve practice from project evaluation? How do we develop best practices across projects? How do you evaluate without being
generative? Turning past experiences into new business opportunities. What does the client think? How can we measure the clients journey? Will the client come back? Who will keep in contact with the client? How do we establish the next collaboration?
What’s next? What will our next step be?
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What are the challenges facing design research
and consultancy in user-driven innovation? This
was the opening question for a diverse group of
project participants gathered at the DAIM tool
seminars. Mikkel Ask Rasmussen and Jens
Pedersen from 3PART later sorted the challenges.
The result was a stream of many voices. Nobody
however seemed to worry about how to envision
new possibilities.
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A Training
Course in
Innovation

1508 in collaboration with consultant Trine Paludan

Time frame
2009 - 2010.
Client
KLK (Local Government Denmark’s
Consultancy Services) and three municipalities: Århus, Odense, Haderslev.
Project assignment
How do we enable employees in the
municipalities of Denmark to initiate
and run user-centered innovation
processes in the public sector?
Many municipalities in Denmark wish
to make the services they offer more in
tune with the wishes and worldviews
of those citizens to whom the services
are intended, in other words – more
user oriented. However, this entails
a certain set of challenges, especially
for managers who lack methods to
lead such innovation processes in a
“municipal reality” composed of a
complex set of political and economical structures and conditions.
The overall goal of this project is to
develop a user-driven innovation
model in close cooperation with three
municipalities over a period of one and
a half years. This should mainly, though
not solely, be done through a training
course enabling municipal employees
to undertake user-driven innovation
processes on their own.
Deliverables
A one-year training course for
municipal employees in user-centered
innovation and a municipal model
for user-centered innovation, with
support guidelines and a 3-day
introductory course intended for
all municipalities in Denmark.
Golden Challenge
The challenge of this project is in many
ways similar to the DAIM pilot project:
how do we assist other professionals – nurses, dieticians, social workers,
bureaucrats – to do user studies and
user-driven innovation on their own?
1508 invited DAIM researchers to take
part in developing and conducting the
training course.

Research experiment
The project provided an opportunity
to try out tools and approaches of the
DAIM pilot project prepared for professionals in the waste sector, in a different
project context. The framework of the
training course was seen as particularly
useful as it offered an opportunity to
explore the interconnectedness between
tool boxes and learning spaces.
Shared activities between DAIM
and 1508: DAIM researchers were
part of the 1508 team during three
project workshops.
Observations and topics
The engagement with design anthropological methods by new and different
people proved in unexpected ways
to retrigger the value of what these
methods can achieve when carried into
new contexts by new and engaged actors. The role of a shared learning space
is discussed in the essay ∞ Creating
spaces of learning, page 170. ¼
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This is a story about passing on “tricks of
your trade” to others, and letting these
tricks take on a new life and serve new
functions as they arrive in new contexts.
The focus of this essay is a project related
to DAIM in which the scope was to assist
other professionals – nurses, dieticians,
social workers, and bureaucrats – to do
user studies and user-driven innovation
on their own. Having been academically trained as an anthropologist, it
was a challenge for me to teach methods
central to my discipline in a very nonacademic fashion to a community of
professionals. However, the engagement
with these methods by different people
proved in unexpected ways to re-trigger
the value of my own education. This
essay is a study of spaces of learning and
the effects of participating in them – on
both sides of “the teacher’s desk”.
Approaching spaces of learning
I was in the midst of conducting
three workshops with the design
bureau 1508 and KL (Kommunernes
Landsforening, Local Government
Denmark’s Consultancy Services,
KLK) and three municipalities, Århus,
Odense, Haderslev. The project sought
to develop, describe and pass on to
other municipalities a user-centered
innovation model. The ambition was
to enable Danish municipalities to employ user-driven innovation with their
“own” citizens and in their own fields
of activities and services (The project
was headed by KL(K) consultants
Anne-Mette Scheibel and Sune
Thøgersen; from 1508, Katja Øder
Hansen, Stinne Schultze and Kristina
Dam participated). It was a classic case
of consultants being hired to teach
others how to do what we do. After the
first workshop, I was back in my own
work environment and participated in
a DAIM tool seminar in Århus. There
I talked about the many challenges we
faced “training people”. Then Liz Sanders made the comment: “I never think
of myself as ‘training people’ – I think
of myself as creating spaces of learning”. And obviously, this term was much
more true to what we were actually doing.
But what is a “space of learning?”

What can be said about the type of
learning space our course created?
And in what sense was it a space of
learning for methods and processes
central to anthropology?
Theories of learning
To get closer to the puzzle of learning spaces, I found it useful to look at
our experiences through the lens of
Professor Mads Hermansen’s discussion
of different types of learning theories:
mechanical, dynamic and dialectic
theories. Mechanical theories view
learning as a one-way communication
based on an unquestioned authority
vested in the position of the teacher. In
fact, the term “training someone” bears
resemblance to exactly such a conceptual universe and Hermansen includes
Pavlov’s theory in this group. “Dynamic
learning theories” view learning more
as a two-sided exchange between teachers/students (or consultants/course
attendants) in which both sides are
influenced by the process. This essay attempts to illustrate how I think we were
all very much influenced by the learning process - and to some extent also
changed by it (producing change being
the ambition of “Dialectic theories”). In
regard to concepts of learning, I found
this definition useful: “when existing
competences are united with new ones”
stressing the centrality of reflection not only upon what is learned but also
upon the conditions of learning itself.
And yes, this is what we tried to do: we
tried to create a space of learning that
allowed a process where existing competences and experiences were given space,
allotting time for each project to present,
allowing time for questions and discussions and encouraging collective reflection upon the challenges and potentials
of working with these new methods.
Overall, it worked – but not without
challenges, and, on my part, worries:
Workshop 1 – framing the learning space
The first workshop presented an opening
of the course and began with a one-day
intense introduction to a wide selec-

tion of methods. There were 35 participants; Stinne Schultze from 1508
gave a rich and nuanced introduction
to these newcomers to the field of user
studies and user-driven innovation.
The participants were presented not
only with an overall general introduction to anthropology and user-driven
innovation, but also to a wide range
of methods central to ethnography
and service design, e.g., user-travels,
cultural probes (e.g., photo-diaries),
service blue prints, interviews, observations, vox pop, personas.
Worries
In a university setting, the frame
is much different. Methods – any
method – will normally be introduced
to students with a superstructure of
methodological and meta-theoretical
reflections. As for ethnographic
methods, they might be taught in the
good company of theories of culture and social forms, or theories of
organizations and social technologies.
In such company, there are always
more than just methods for data collection. Frankly, I worried. Would
these methods, ripped from the
bodies of theory a long with which
they were developed, introduced in
one day, produce anything of interest?
Would people know where to begin,
which method to pick up?
One of the first and most important
things I learned from participating
in this special “space of learning” was
this: methods don’t produce anything
in themselves. People do - People
inspired by new ways of looking at old
routines. People armed with new tricks
up their sleeves.
Fieldwork – Having a go
After the first workshop, each project
participant should go back to their respective fields of work and try out some
of the methods to which they were
introduced as a pilot exercise.
We were not long into the second workshop before I realized that my worries
were groundless. It seemed that in fact,
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Methods don’t produce
anything in themselves
– people do!

it was not academic rigorousness, cultural theories or time for in-depth studies and supervision – but something
else. Things such as courage, eagerness
and inspired motivation, a “let’s just do
it” attitude, were what really mattered.
Much to my surprise the number of
different methods introduced – on
some of the five project teams at
least – seemed to have the effect of a
beautiful and fascinating “buffet” where
people had gone on with the “method
dish” they found most appetizing. The
project teams with the most appetite
had no hesitations; they just tried out
methods and had fun doing each.
Other project teams were more hesitant
and had many questions and worries.
Interestingly, people with the most
hesitations and worries were those with
academic backgrounds; they mirrored
my own initial worry and scepticism.
It appeared that people less burdened
with the skill of academic scepticism
appeared to have more courage and
energy at the outset.

social worker sat down together to discuss what was in the pictures. And here
something stuck out: there were many
photos of the table where the woman
spent her working hours; photos of the
different mechanical parts; and photos
from breaks and her colleagues. But to
the surprise of the social worker, there
was also a large number of photos of
flowers from the gardens surrounding
the shop floor. The woman explained:
“I just love flowers. At home, I always
work in the garden. I love garden work”.

Shopfloors for handicapped people
Some of the very energetic people were a
project team consisting of social workers
and leaders from three shop floors for
mentally handicapped people (in Danish
“beskyttet værksted”) in Odense.

Among the participants this brought
up a discussion of how these methods providing insights into how
users look at their world, opened up
for fresh reflections on the existing
organisational practises.

Example 1
The shop floors functioned as
subcontractors to industrial factories, assembling small “items”. The
overall idea behind the project was to
develop more attractive and modern
workplaces that could improve work
life for the employees (the group of
mentally handicapped) and also attract new groups.

Example 2
The new leader of one of the shop floors
had used the method “user travel” to create a new type of dialog with employees.
Two people, a man and a woman, had
been interviewed in this way. They had
gone through their day, instance by
instance, telling about nice things and
frustrating periods. The woman revealed
that she spent every break on her own.
She sought solitude: “I just want to be on
my own. I don’t really like the company
of many people. And many of the others
make so much noise. Sometimes it can
be difficult to find a place of my own
during breaks”.

Trying out an inquiry method known as
cultural probes, a social worker had given
to one of the shop floor employees a
digital camera and asked her to make a
photo diary of important things
in her everyday life at the shop floor.
The woman was about sixty years old
and had worked at the shop floor for
almost twenty years. The photos were
taken and printed. The woman and the

The woman had never mentioned this
before, nor had anyone had the idea
to ask her. The woman had worked
twenty years in the shop floor assembling little things. It had simply never
occurred to anyone, that garden work
could be part of the job they offered
people. Now they were looking into
the possibility of organizing work
differently, allowing for garden work
for this woman, and perhaps for others
with similar wishes.

This was new to the leader, and not only
to him. It was also new to his colleagues
who had worked with this woman for
several years.

One of the central things that students
of anthropology are taught in method
classes is: when arriving in a new field,
you are not looking for answers; you are
looking for questions. As a newcomer to
a cultural field, you don’t yet know what
types of questions are meaningful to this
particular group of people. You are there
in order to discover these questions.
This approach stands in stark contrast
to the dominant sociological approach
where you go to a field – or send out a
questionnaire – in order to find answers
to questions you already have.
The people from the shop floor had
had a classic anthropological experience: they had found new – relevant
– questions. As one man from this
project explained:
“It has brought up a whole set of new
questions, questions that we did not
even think of before. Like: Do we pay
enough attention to what happens
during breaks? How can we accommodate people with different social
needs and wishes? And: What types of
work can people do here?”
New areas of the social space making
up the workshops had been brought to
attention and debate. One might also
paraphrase a classic Bourdieu insight):
before the project and before the elder
lady made her own photo diary, it went
without saying, that the primary work
of shop floor employees was related to
manufacturing. It belonged to the realm
of things that could not be discussed
because it was simply taken for granted.
Now, however, the content and form of
what a “work task” could be, suddenly
moved from the realm of the unsaid to
the front of the discourse.
Example 3
This particular project focused on an
overall improvement of the food service

offered to elderly people who stayed in
their own homes. The project participants, both employed in the health sector in the municipal of Århus, had been
inspired by the methods of “service blue
print” and “user travel”.
They had conducted “user travel interviews” with five directors:
–director of the municipal “Visitationskontor” (office undertaking
visitations and deciding who needs
municipal food service)
–director of “Udførerkontoret”, (office
implementing and organizing the food
service)
–directors of three different private
contractors (food companies, delivering food to elders)
Comparing the five interviews, it
became clear to the project team how
the relationship among these three
institutions was characterised by flaws
and a serious lack of communication. They realized how the overall
guiding principle in the “Visitationskontor” was “the free choice of the
citizen”. This strong ideological focus
on choosing freely meant that direct
communication between the food delivery companies and the elder people
was prevented, in order “to protect”
the elders and their free choice. It also
meant that the municipal offices abstained from giving advice to citizens
about which food company to choose.
In reality, it meant that the elder
people, some of whom suffered from
malnutrition or under nutrition, were
left without any professional guidance
on which type of food would best suit
their health condition. This worried
the two health employees and they
were very eager to carry these findings
further, both in an expanded round of
research including the elder citizens,
and “upwards” in their organization
to political and bureaucratic decision
makers. They furthermore saw how
it also frustrated the food delivery
companies that were without contact
with their “end users” and faced many
difficulties as a result.

During the workshop session, we did
an exercise called Finding Analytical Slogans – the idea was to try, in
a provocative way, to sum up the
essence of the presented research. To
this project, one suggestion was “free
choice to poor health”.
This brought up an intense debate
among participants of how and where
one should use such a slogan: it could
be useful for internal communication
among participants in the innovation
team, but problematic in a situation
where one wanted to communicate
with high placed leaders and municipal politicians. To me, this type of discussion expresses an ability to discuss
the premises for what can be discussed
and how it can be discussed – one of
Chris Argyris’ famous definitions of
organizational learning.
Summing up
Overall, the “training course” turned
into a space of learning for most of us.
Participants seemed to be both influenced and changed by the process, and
according to Hermansen, this should be
the goal of dialectic learning processes.
Participants from the three municipalities were inspired to use new methods
challenging old work routines hoping
for many changes in a future characterized by a new and promising tradition
of user involvement. I experienced a
fruitful change in my view about what
anthropological methods can be - carried into new contexts by new and
engaged actors. ¼

With user-driven
innovation we have to accept that the focus can
shift to things that are
different from our own
priorities.
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Looking for answers or questions
Let me now go back to one of the questions raised above, i.e. “in what sense is
this a space of learning for methods and
processes central to anthropology?”

Dorte Hvid-Jacobsen,
Waste professional in Herlev Municipality
with fifteen years of experience in the
waste sector.
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Stakeholder involvement and design
dialogue are not just means to understand the user, harvest ideas or create
commitment on top of the conventional
innovation process. All too often it is
forgotten that innovation is as much
about re-organizing how things are done
as it is about inventing new things to
do. Innovation as a process of change
and learning makes it obvious that
invention has to go hand in hand with
rehearsing what this invention entails.
Prototyping is one of the ways to work
with innovation from “the outside in”.
Getting all stakeholders on-board in a
creative dialogue from day one turns the
relation between product and process on
its head. Acting it out gives innovation a
thrust that bridges the gap between plan
and implementation.
Prototypes have been well known to
designers and engineers for a long
time. When a team of technicians
has been working for some time on
solutions to specific design problems
within their individual specialty, a prototype is made to see how the different
parts go together. The purpose can be
to see if the parts are actually functioning together, but a prototype can also
be made to examine size, appearance,
interaction or other characteristics
of the final product. What makes it
a prototype is that it somehow “does
the right thing” with respect to use,
and in this way “sets the type” for the
final product. The prototype is useful
because it makes it possible for one
specialized technician (like a chemist)
to see if his solution works together
with the solutions of other specialists
(like software engineers or computer
scientists). There is not one specialist who “owns” the prototype. The
prototype is a shared model of what the
customer and user will eventually see
when the work is completed.
More recently designers of IT systems
have reversed this process by working from prototypes to detailed design
solutions. Instead of making the
prototype from various parts within a
solution they start with rough models

of what the users and customers will
experience. If they work on computer
systems they will start to prototype
what the user will see on the screen.
Here the user becomes the expert as he
or she will be the one who can judge
how the prototype makes sense when
in use. The important thing is not the
individual prototype, but rather the
process of prototyping through which
the IT designers and the users together
work on the prototypes in order to get
to a reasonably detailed understanding
of what the system must accomplish.
Specialized technicians and detailed
technical solutions are still important
but as the design is created “through the
interface”, the guiding image becomes
the evolving prototype. Customers and
users left alone are not designers; neither are marketing staff nor managers.
Successful prototyping takes collaboration of all stakeholders playing the role of
experts in their respective domains.
The prototyping approach
Today, prototyping is approached more
broadly, and in fields where the notion
of interface is not as clear-cut as in
computer systems. Working iteratively
from rough to detailed prototypes is
a very different process from working
from the parts towards the whole. But
what does prototyping mean if we consider innovation in the waste industry
or in mobile services where system and
use are more ambiguous concepts?
When a public authority considers
offering new mobile services connecting public institutions with individual
citizens, it is faced with many questions.
What kind of services will make sense
to the citizens and in what contexts will
they be valuable, who should provide
the service and how will it affect the
communication with citizens more
broadly? Such considerations may be
carried out solely from the perspective
of the service provider: To push, for
example, information on taxation, on
appointments with public authorities
or on due dates for the return of library
books, may all make perfect sense as

rationalizations of the communication to citizens, but it tells us very little
about how citizens or civil servants
will experience and handle such new
services. It does not necessarily make
much difference to take a survey about
what citizens think of the proposed
services as they will only have limited
room to express what it will mean in
their everyday lives.
A prototyping approach selects and
works from specific examples of possible use to create scenarios that, similar
to a screenplay, makes it possible to
imagine what different people have to
do. Scenarios created by the people
who are also designing the service, tend
to become illustrations of ideas that
are already well worked out. Scenarios
become more powerful if they explore a
participant’s perspective. Such scenarios
let us see the citizen as she receives a
text message about a change of schedule
in her child’s daycare center. Or the
scenario makes us think about when
and how the daycare staff decides that a
message has to be sent out.
A prototyping approach works from
specific examples and through scenarios
it simultaneously explores design options
and possible experiences of use.
Improvisation and acting out
Imagine again an innovation process
in which new mobile services between
public authorities and citizens are
considered. Such a process could begin
with an identification of the key stakeholders. If daycare again was chosen as
a case, we could bring together daycare
staff, the relevant professionals of
mobile service IT systems (for example
those who are to design and support the
technical infrastructure), the parents,
the kids (perhaps) and so on. We would
not need to specify much more than
the option that mobile phone messaging may support the communication
between daycare center and parents,
before prototyping could get started.
Someone from the daycare staff may
open the discussion by suggesting that
it would be nice to be able
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Prototyping is not
only a generative
process of ideation.
It is just as much a
rehearsal of new
practices.

to ask the parents if their kids can go
on an unplanned trip to the zoo (and
return back late) or a parent may suggest that the daycare staff post photos
from the activities of the day. Very
soon such discussions will touch upon
the technical capabilities of the service
(does it support images), on the daily
routines of the different people involved
(do parents always see and respond to
text messages? when will daycare staff
have the time to prepare messages?)
and more fundamentally probably also
on what kind of communication and
relationship is desirable and realistic
among the stakeholders involved. These
are questions that cannot readily be answered. Photo support may be a viable
option, but one that has not necessarily
been considered before. The hour-tohour link to the daycare center may
for some parents open up to a whole
new kind of relationship that may add
to an already complex negotiation
process within the family. The planning
routines within the daycare center may
have to change if planning trips on the
fly becomes the norm etc. etc. What
will take place as this discussion unfolds is thus as much a joint exploration
of existing and new relationships as it is
a negotiation of needs and goals.
Discussions like these may be difficult
to act upon if they only occur around
a meeting table. It may be both difficult to explain and to imagine what
it will mean for daycare staff to be
“always-on” for the parents’ messages,
and it may take more thought for the
parents to consider what to do with a
slideshow of pictures from the kids’
day at the center. Already around the
meeting table the participants are acting out a new relationship as they are
discussing with one another what it
would mean to have these new kinds
of services. We will take the theatrical
metaphor further by suggesting that
what is negotiated around the table (or
at some other setting) is like a stage
upon which the different participants
both project aspirations and imagine
themselves to be if what is discussed
becomes reality. The more participants

are able to bring in experiences, images
or stories to this negotiation the more
vivid this stage becomes and as we
will also come back to in other texts,
leaving the table and actually creating
this stage at the actual sites where it is
imagined will enable the participants to
not only think through but also enact
what it will mean to them to engage
with whatever is considered. The actual
prototype, be it a new kind of mobile
phone, a particular kind of message or
some other new thing, can enter the
stage as a prop that evokes new ideas
and guides the improvisation of possible scenarios. To work as a prop the
thing does not have to be very clearly
specified. Again taking the daycare
example, a parent enacting a scenario
may actually be the one who in the act
can see that what the service should
provide is perhaps not a text but an
image and a short audio note. The technical people do not have to stay outside
this process but can jump in to clarify
what they consider possible or viable.
The improvisation of a particular episode may be mainly in the hands of one
of the stakeholders, but it will almost
inevitably presuppose or invite others
to play a corresponding role. Through
such improvisations, a set of coherent
scenarios may emerge. As these are
videotaped or documented in some
other way they can become important
documents that convey the innovation
potential to others. They may resemble
scenarios scripted by designers and
enacted by professional actors and may
serve many of the same purposes.
What makes improvised scenarios and
co-created prototypes particularly valuable is that they represent the outcome
of interactions among stakeholders, who
have already exercised their potential.

We (still) need things to hold on to
The success of a new service or a new
product depends on what people do
with it. One may even sometimes have
difficulties separating a service from the
change of, for example, communication that it enables. When we worked

with new recycling systems offering
waste collectors or retail shop owners’
new roles, the effect we are seeking to
obtain is often new relationships that
will make people do new things (for
example deliver more sorted waste for
recycling). One could ask why we are
not just exploring this new relationship
head on, instead of prototyping new
practices that involve different containers for collection or new communication channels among citizens and waste
sector professionals.
There are two reasons why we need
to hold onto the things. First we have
to realize that values, preferences and
motivations, which play a crucial role
in relationships, are not just stable
entities that people carry along with
them. We all act in situations where
both people and things “speak to us”
and invite different kinds of relationships. Only very few relationships are
so strong and so stable that we can
maintain them without being reminded of the things around us. Even
less are we able to imagine what new
relationships might mean if we are not
prompted by things that indicate to
us how a new situation is established.
Second and similarly important, things
are what keep us aligned and connected across the very different activities
with which each of us is engaged. For
the citizen the opportunity to return
used batteries or packaging to shops
means that preparation for shopping
involves considering how to take the
stuff back. An associated discount on
new purchases may put the connected
stores higher on the priority list when
the (mundane) route is planned. For
the shop owner much of this may be
attractive but it will take work in the
back office to get it to work. The success may be equally dependent on the
logistics of how the sorted fractions
are subsequently collected. For the
municipality offering to take care of
this, there may be further plans for
how this may be part of a larger system
if the new service is a success, and for
them flexibility and scalability may be
important qualities that put demands

on the design of collectors or the
details of contracts that do not necessarily make sense to neither citizen nor
shop owner.
As long as the recycling service is only
described as a network of activities
(handing in, receiving, giving a discount, collecting from the shops etc.)
each stakeholder may have very different images of what will eventually be
put in place. The citizen may imagine
that what will emerge is like the machines handling return bottles in the
supermarket. The shop owner may see
it as an extension of the common cardboard collectors already in use, and the
people from the municipality may have
yet another image in mind. As soon as
concrete things are introduced a whole
new set of matters of concern will arise.
If some suggest bags for customers to
bring home for battery collection, then
the shop owner may start thinking
about where to get them, who will pay,
and where in the shop to put them
until picked up by the customer. The
customers may have other concerns
and the municipality staff may worry
what happens if the bags turn up at the
recycling station.
All these concerns are productive,
because they disclose problems and
possibilities. They may be troublesome
at times because they take what is in
principle a good idea down into the
nitty-gritty details about responsibilities,
ownership and commitments. But this is
also precisely why we need to work with
things as we explore relationships.
Prototyping is acting out but it is simultaneously the shaping of things that tie
the acting together.
A different proof of concept
The mobile services envisioned by
a group of designers may look very
similar (even identical) to the mobile
services that come out of a collaboration among a diverse group of stakeholders. Both may even come out of
several iterations of prototyping where
new practices are prototypically enacted

and where the things that keep them
aligned are becoming detailed enough
to actually be made.
What is it then that makes the difference and does it matter for those who
are to take the work further? Engineers
sometimes talk about a proof of concept as a demonstration that convincingly shows that a particular piece of
technology can actually be done. This
is precisely what the outcome of the
stakeholder collaboration shows, but
in a slightly different sense from what
we usually think of. What we know
from such a demonstration is that
stakeholders have begun the process
of change that is needed to make the
innovation a success. ¼
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These are to me key factors: Perform it in the
real context of the investigated person. Have
an easy warm up were
she explains a domain of
her expertise. Use the opportunity to exchange
heartfelt thoughts and
explore together.
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Fredrik Ericsson,
ergonomist and researcher,
Ergonomidesign, September 2009.
Advice for carrying out a FieldShop
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Visiting the actual place
and involving the citizens, the caretaker, and
the shop-owners in the
process have generated
so much new insight. We
simply have to find a way
to engage these users
ourselves!

If the collaborate
design session is
successful, some of
the individual articulations of ideas and
practices will emerge
as larger patterns where
singular traversals have
turned into paths in
the landscape.

Dorte Hvid-Jacobsen,
from Herlev Municipality in March
2009 after her participation in the
DAIM mini project “Local shopping
centers: new hubs for recycling?”
Dorte is addressing approximately
twenty-five people in the waste sector and dealing with the challenge
of working closely with users on an
everyday basis.
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Time frame
April-August 2009
Client
The Danish Ministry of Science that is
responsible for the web portal borger.dk.
Project assignment
Many public services to citizens are
currently available online through the
web portal borger.dk. In this project
the problem definition was not fixed
or given, but rather something to be
explored in parallel with possible solutions. This was the assignment: How
can the public sector enhance the use of
mobile devices in 2012 to deliver services and create value for citizens?
Deliverable to the client
1508 delivered to the Ministry of Science
a strategic framework for developing and
organizing services on mobile devices in
the public sector as well as video-based
scenarios in which concrete services are
played out in collaboration with citizens
and public institutions as potential users.
In a public kindergarten the service ideas
centered on increased possibility to act
in the spur of a moment by way of new
options for notification and granting
permission among staff and parents. In
a public job center the scenarios focused
on enhancing the service experience for
unemployed citizens, while saving time
for the caseworker by means of more
flexible ways of meeting the many legal
requirements around unemployment.
Golden challenge
1508 invited DAIM researchers into
the project to employ their methods for
exploring future possibilities in close
collaboration with citizens. The concrete
challenge and invitation to the researchers was as follows: How can we co-create
concepts with users when the services
and technologies do not yet exist?
Research experiment
In commercial design research, time is
always an issue, and often exploratory
field research and active user participation is deemed too time consuming
for the client. Together the researchers

and designers decided, in this project,
to take the commercial context as an
opportunity to see how radically compressed one loop of fieldwork, workshop and prototyping, could be. Can
we do a meaningful participatory field
experiment in just three hours?
Shared activities
The strategic framework was developed
by 1508, whereas 1508 and DAIM
researchers collaborated with a public
kindergarten and an unemployment
center as locations for two in-context
design experiments called FieldShops.
These two experiments sought to integrate an absolute minimal portion of
fieldwork (observation and interview),
workshop (analysis and ideation) and
prototyping (trying out how imagined
services would work through scenarios)
into one intense event.
Observations and topics
While the Fieldshops were largely succesful, not everything went smoothly. In
particular, the prototyping and scenario
building required some adjustments of
technique in between the two experiments ∞ Improvised Design Performances, page 182. Something to improve
in the overall process is the integration
of work with concrete use scenarios and
the more strategic deskwork of developing a framework for future services.
Field experiments are particularly likely
to bring value to the strategic work,
early, when the scope and frame of the
project is still open for negotiation with
the client ∞ A Rapid Move into the
Concrete, page 196.
Obviously one does not achieve in
the three hours of a FieldShop what
may normally take three weeks. But
co-creation with users is possible when
the services and technologies do not
yet exist. It can fruitfully be done in the
user’s own environment. It can even be
done in the ultra compressed format of
the FieldShop and still employ all three
DAIM strategies: exploratory inquiry,
generative prototyping and sustained
participation, even if just through a
short glimpse. ¼
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Mikkel Jespersen, 1508
Klaus Bundvig, 1508
Line Huusom, 1508

What follows is a conversation at the
design agency 1508 among Mikkel Jespersen (partner and owner, 1508), Klaus
Bundvig (chief strategist, 1508), Line
Huusom (project manager, 1508), and
Joachim Halse (design researcher, The
Danish Design School). The conversation sprang from the recently completed
project Mobile Public Services where
the design agency and the researcher
worked together on a commercial client
assignment. The concrete project experiences point to more general considerations about how a design agency can
handle the challenges of fuzzy front-end
projects, where neither the problem nor
the type of delivery is clearly defined
from the outset.
Mikkel This assignment was very
open from the outset. We have had
many discussions, also with the client,
about where we should take this. The
project could have taken many different
directions, which was really cool, but
also uncomfortable at the same time –
uncomfortable because we are, after all,
not doing this for our own sake, but for
theirs. How can we continuously make
sure that we actually deliver what has the
highest value for them, and thus make us
an even better partner for the client?
Joachim It seems like this project has
been a prime example of the fuzzy
front end assignment where exactly
how the problem is posed is open or
undefined. Across the field of design
consultancy, we hear how this type of
more open assignment is becoming
increasingly common, and that this
poses a particular challenge that has
to do with integrating the problem
setting in the assignment. We also
see how well-proven processes for
problem-solving are not necessarily
the best way to address this. How can
we best assist the client in exploring
what their interests and potential
growth areas could be? And still
handle the changes of direction in a
manageable way?
Line At one point in the process, the
entire scope of the project changed from

concrete interactive services. Suddenly
we were to deliver on the abstract level
and not the concrete level. It was the right
decision, but it was also a major challenge
and disturbance to our process.
Klaus During the collaborative
workshops in the early phase, it was a
challenge to form a clear vision with the
client about where we should be going.
Joachim Yes, that is also what I experienced when I entered the project – that
the concrete experiments with concepts
and users were not confined by a narrow strategic direction, but that also
seemed like a great opportunity – to
work more freely from the concrete to
the abstract.
Mikkel Although they were placed late
in the process, the two FieldShops with
users gave very concrete input that
became useful. It would have been very
effective to make two extra FieldShops
earlier in the process, and thereby involve developers and other stakeholders
from the client’s organization.
Joachim Our research has shown over
and over again how effective it is to
bring different stakeholders together in
collaborative events. And I was really
glad – and a bit nervous – that the client
decided to actively participate in the experiments. It showed that they took the
field encounter with citizens seriously.
Line We have gotten feedback from our
client contact, and they are really satisfied with the deliverable, especially, I
think, because he personally participated in the process. That has given him
a much better appreciation of both the
process and the conclusions. We have
focused on very visual and communicating deliverables, which have been
of great use to the client because they
were able to re-tell the story throughout their organization.
Joachim How can we take this further
from a methodological point of view?
Does it have to do with a movement
from working for the client to working
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more with the client? And what could
this mean in 1508’s context?

these more qualified areas of potential
we should continue with.

Mikkel It has a lot to do with creating a
client relation on trust and deep insights
in their organization and reality. This
often takes time. It is our experience that
the most valuable design solutions are
made in projects based on deep client
involvement. But sometimes this is not
a possibility. When a client addresses
us with a task where the solution is not
given, we see it as a must to engage the
client in a “working with” relation.

Joachim As a guest researcher here I noticed how your projects are organized in
parallel, so that each consultant’s time is
divided into many different projects. In
cases where the problem and scope are
continually changing due to the project’s
exploratory nature, wouldn’t it be more
effective to have small teams work on
one project at a time? That way the team
could navigate and adjust more swiftly as
new constraints and possibilities arise.

Joachim With the FieldShop we shortcircuited the design process by running
through discovery, creation, and implementation in a very time compressed
format. We were obviously not testing
well-formed ideas for solutions, but we
gained a much more qualified understanding of where existing realities and
potentials for improvement overlap in
the concrete context. From my point
of view, the FieldShop and the implied
quickness of experiments seem to speed
up the general process of approaching
the design problem, compared to the
broad desk research.

Mikkel I do think that we could have
achieved the same or better results
during three intense weeks instead of
a more extensive process, that is if we
only consider our internal process.
We have to remember that the client
is moving and adjusting during this
process as well. It is crucial to also leave
time for the changing directions of the
project to settle in with the client, or we
risk missing important feedback from
their organization about where the project is heading. In this particular project
the client has a degree of ownership
that would not have been possible with
an intense three-week process.

Mikkel In this particular project we
actually had enough hours to deliver
a high quality result. The question is
whether we could have saved some
time in the beginning of the process,
when we were attempting to address the
problem through broad desk research
on potentials and new technologies.
What if we had spent some of these
hours more directly by trying out tentative ideas for solutions with quicker
feedback loops? I think that could have
made a difference.
Klaus When we ask ourselves where
the potential areas of value are, we
could go out and more immediately
try intuitive ideas. By moving out of
the studio quicker it would turn the
traditional process on its head, where
desk research precedes the client workshop and ends in user tests. If we began
with quick user experiments we could
involve the client in discussing which of

Joachim Could we devise a more
rhythmic process that combines intense
periods of experiments in which the client is actively participating with us and
more low-intensity periods of reflection? In this manner we could adjust
the of scope and frame as well as secure
alignment with the client organization.
Line It definitely raises some interesting
questions concerning project planning
and client involvement. And I think
a combination as you propose could
be a solution in some projects. But my
experience is that we need to design the
process for each client even though it is
based on some common principles.
Joachim That’s also in line with our
experiences from research settings,
and similarly with our methods. The
FieldShop is but one expression of our
approach to exploratory design. We can

think of it more generally as a format
for involving different stakeholders and
their concrete physical and organizational contexts in finding out what this
project is really about. Then we have a
good starting point for integrating research, analysis and strategy formation
with the more solution-oriented design
work. What do you think?
Mikkel To me the FieldShop is a very
promising method and format. It
actually works to gather user insights,
develop and prototype new ideas and
test them with users within a 2-4 hour
session. And that is indeed a new
approach, which could be valuable
for design consultancies like 1508. It
gives us an opportunity to move more
rapidly into developing concrete ideas
and concepts and having more useriterations within the same frame of
time and budget. ¼
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fieldshop

– use Polaroid camera for instant printing of key photos
– bring foam, cardboard and a knife for making props
– capture the future scenario on video

Why:
Get concrete, the sooner the better
Insights from field observations and
user participation are valuable contributions to the studio-based design
process. They enable us to qualify questions like: “how may our idea integrate
with the users’ everyday setting? Is this
idea even relevant for the users? Are we
building on false preconceptions about
this field?” There is something extra to
be gained by bringing elements of the
usual studio-based design work such as
analysis, ideation and prototyping into
the setting that is designed for. It shortcircuits the traditional phases of a design process, enabling us to try out new
interactions and social relations around
a given design opportunity from the
very outset. The FieldShop reduces the
risk of wasting time on a solution that
may later turn out to fail due to things
we could have spotted early with the aid
of the people most knowledgeable in
the particular context.
Along with active user participation,
however, observations and experiments in the field are often deemed too
time consuming and costly for smaller
projects. With the FieldShop, important
field-based outcomes can be generated
in a way that both involves users and is
time efficient.
A FieldShop can result in qualitative insights about a given field, in particular
ideas for that setting, and in strategic
directions for the scope and frame of
the project.
What:
A full design process in miniature
The FieldShop is an intense three-hour
event. In our practical experience we
have had six to eight people participating, almost equally divided between
members of a design team and potential
users in addition to a client representative participating on equal footing as
other participants.
The FieldShop is a radically timecompressed combination of fieldwork
and workshop taking place in the

environment that is designed for.
It entails three distinct phases that
resemble in miniature versions, ethnographic fieldwork, collaborative analysis
and ideation, and finally experience
prototyping. In all three phases each
participant’s particular field of experience is mobilized.
When recruiting participants, the main
objective is not to find average users,
but competent stakeholders. For example, through a client’s network of public
institutions we mobilized a kindergarten manager known to be particularly concerned with improving their
services through new technology. And
he, in turn, mobilized a parent whom
he thought would be open for new ways
of interacting with the kindergarten,
while experienced with local practices
and constraints of childcare.
Because the actual event is so compressed, a primer is sent out in
advance, for the participants to understand the goal, to get familiar with
the given design frame, and to start
thinking about their particular concerns relative to the design frame. A
primer is a simple conversation starter
that should indicate the direction of
the design objective, some apparent
possibilities (offered for example by
new technology, organization etc.), and
a set of questions that prompt participants to recount and reflect about their
concerns in this new light.
How:
Intuition and a well-prepared program
The first session is a guided tour of the
location. The local participants act as
guides and everybody may ask open
curious questions. Each person is asked
to stop the group and capture three moments of the tour with photographs.
Returning to a table, the second session is about collaborative analysis.
The design team presents sketches of
design opportunities on postcard-sized
cards prepared in advance. These may
represent functions, technologies, and
shapes etc. that are believed to be of

potential value to a design solution.
The local participants take turns as
they share their reflections from the
primer to the group and everybody
present, what they have just captured
in photographs and explain why. All
material is laid out on the table. In
groups of three to four people the task
is to define a topic to work further
with and select five to eight cards from
the table that represent important aspects hereof (e.g. concerns, technologies, problems and potentials etc.).
In the third session each group is to develop a scenario around the chosen topic.
How may the lived experience around
this topic play out, given the new
design opportunities? The participants
physically go to an appropriate location
and invent simple props to represent
the not-yet designed artifacts. Through
improvised dialogue and actions,
the participants start to fill the gaps
between the present conditions and an
imaginary attractive solution. ¼
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shopping
centers:
hubs for
recycling
DAIM exploratory mini-project

Time frame
December 2008-March 2009.
Partners
Herlev Municipality, Kop & Kande (a
kitchenware chain shop), the Bangs
Torv center association (a local association of shops).
Project assignment
Shopping malls and chain stores
often have a well-elaborated system
for collecting and disposing of waste
and materials for re-cycling. People
driving to the shopping mall expect
to find recycling stations just as they
have also become used to driving to
the municipality re-cycling site. But
what about smaller local shopping
centers and what about people who
do not drive?
The Herlev Municipality invited the
DAIM project to look into a new partnership among small shops, citizens in
housing compounds and the municipality. If the shops would volunteer to
collect complex waste fractions like
batteries, electronics etc., then the
municipality would offer to set up the
system and handle the collected waste
for free.
Deliverable
Process and resulting concepts were
reported in a broad communication
magazine format, distributed to the
client and to collaborators; it was also
included in the DAIM box.
Golden challenge
The municipality does not have a legal
responsibility for waste removal from
shops. Smaller shops and shopping
centers often find it complicated to
establish good routines for waste
removal. For the municipality, it is
attractive to offer sites for waste collection close to shopping areas, but it
is important to have these taken care
of by people present at the shops. The
golden challenge of this project was to
identify possibilities of partnerships
between the municipality and shops
that offer mutual benefits.

Research experiment
How to involve citizens ‘on-the-fly’ as
shopping center visitors and/or local
tenants, and how to organize designoriented dialogues among citizens, local
shops and the municipality through a
combination of on-site presence, web
blogs and workshops. Can digital media
complement face-to-face engagement
for facilitating and sustaining the
involvement of local citizens?
Observations and topics
The project had two months to explore
new concepts for recycling partnerships. The joint exploration produced
several promising concepts for a
new partnership between local shops
and the municipality. One concept
revitalizes the collection of batteries
in the hardware shop. Other concepts
proposed to have waste collection
distributed more like mail boxes to
ensure that one can always find a
proper place for recyclable waste.
This takes political negotiation in the
municipality. A suggestion for a waste
collecting machine, which like a reverse soda machine, gathers, sorts and
prints receipts for recycled waste, may
need further engineering. ∞ Design
as Everyday Theatre, page 204 discuss
co-design activities in the project. ∞
Walking into People’s Lives, page 50
reports on the involvement of local
citizens. The municipality staff was
surprised by the commitment and the
quality of ideas displayed by this group
of devoted citizens. They also found,
that this energy ought to be met with
new and better recycling initiatives.
The sum total for the municipality has
been the opening of a new venue for
local dialogue and interaction. Caretakers, shop staff and tenants are out there
ready to take part in what can benefit the
environment and the local community.
The municipality can make it happen. ¼
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Co-design is serious work for defining
and solving problems. But co-design is
also a playful exploration of possibilities.
Prototyping brings together the sketching of new products and services with
the imagining of a different everyday
practice. Prototyping is acting out how
a given idea could be experienced as
meaningful, but the question remains,
what happens if we take a step further?
What if we take the theatrical metaphor
even more seriously and think of design
as everyday theater? And what if we
think of co-designers as instructors,
producers, scenographers and actors
who have to warm up, rehearse and cool
down for every “performance”?
We will start with a snapshot from
a prototyping session at a shopping
center at Bangs Torv. It is the third
time shop owners, caretakers and local
citizens are brought together by Herlev
municipality and the team of DAIM
researchers. From initial discussions
on how shop owners informally take
scrap light bulbs and useless second
hand cloth from customers to the local sorting station, and how citizens
and caretakers nurture the sense of
neighbourhood in the square, everyone
has been making doll scenarios at an
evening workshop. Now it is time to
take the dreams of an active waste recycling shopping square back to Bangs
Torv where it all began.
We are gathered in one of the local
shops. Quietly and attentively, we are
looking at Allan, Ulla and Michael
who have just shown us how, in the
future, used batteries could be returned
to a shop. We are waiting for a signal;
Michael makes a gesture, and Joachim
lowers his arm and turns off the camera. We applaud enthusiastically. We
have really enjoyed the show! Like at
the theater’s backstage, we are gathering and laughing and chatting casually
with each other. It has been an exciting
three hours. We, seven people who have
only met each other twice before, have
created different scenarios by building
stories, finding the right place, deciding
who was going to be a part of the story

and preparing the props and roles. Even
if there has been no physical stage, it is
like we ourselves could see and experience it. Passers-by looked strangely at
us trying to figure out what we were
doing with cardboard boxes, a video
camera and people moving around
sometimes in a circle. But within the
circle of participants, we knew; we had
been rehearsing the future!
Design as performance?
What Allan, Ulla and Michael had
just shown us completed an intense
period of joint efforts. A novel concept
for battery collection had come to life.
A battery collector was present as a
cardboard mock up that we had all discussed and made changes to. Yet as they
started to improvise, a story emerged
that was both compelling and fulfilling.
What they did was not only a “trying
out” of a product but also a performance of an imagined everyday practice
in which this product was “alive”.
But what does this enactment mean?
Are the participants acting as themselves? What do they gain by doing
this? Why are they doing it in the
middle of a sleepy shopping center? Do
they have a script or are they improvising? Are they dressing up? Are they
really serious?
Before getting deeper into these questions let us first dwell a little on the
definition of a performance. In the
theater performance, something is put
on stage and acted out by actors, it has
a beginning and an end that makes
what is conveyed come to a state of
completion. In the theater what is
performed is usually “make-believe”,
an enactment of an imaginary world in
which a drama unfolds.
It is however not the imaginative in
itself that defines the performance. Also
in our everyday activities, do we give
small performances for one another. The
American sociologist Erving Goffman
talked about how we present ourselves
in order to influence others by acting
out a social role of rights and duties.
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START / FINISH
Preperations

Putting on street clothes

Warm-up

ORDINARY
PERFORMATIVE

Cool-down

PERFORMING

Among Goffman’s examples are the
waiter at a restaurant who performs his
role in a carefully scripted way that lets
the restaurant visitor understand what
to expect and what not to expect. This
role is far from identical to the roles
the same person might play at home,
or with colleagues or friends. Goffman
talks about how most of us experience
both a frontstage and a backstage. At the
frontstage, we perform our professional
role towards clients or customers, while
we can allow ourselves to present other
sides of ourselves as we move backstage
to, for example, an informal meeting
with colleagues. It may be difficult to
draw a clear line between when we
perform and when we don’t, but most
of us will be familiar with the feeling
of play-acting carefully our social roles
in the presence of someone we want to
impress. Similarly, we are able to move
“backstage” to step out of the role and
consider for ourselves or for others
“how well we are doing” (even though
this backstage may be a frontstage for
some other performance, like when the
researcher returns from the field to the
studio to re-tell her experience).
But is the imaginative world of the
theater then something unrelated to
the performances of the everyday? The
anthropologist Victor Turner gives
some very good hints for why this is
not the case. His original interest was in
rituals. Contrary to many other anthropologists, he argued that rituals are not
“just” symbolic acts that reflect reality.
Instead, rituals provide, for Turner, a
stage for social drama where conflicts

and controversies are played out and
resolved. Turner’s point is also valid for
theatrical performances in general in
the sense that theater is never just an illusionary pastime but always connected
to the drama of everyday life. Theatre
only makes sense to us as an audience
if we recognize our own play-acting in
the play of the actors. At the same time,
we do also get moved and transformed
as we experience the performance.
Similarly, to move ourselves from the
world of everyday performances to
the world of the staged drama is not
as large a step as one might think. The
playing and playfulness of children may
not be in the foreground of adult life,
but we all play with our roles and we
rehearse in large and small ways how to
live our lives differently. To see design
as performance is precisely to connect
the multi-facetted role-playing of the
everyday with the playful exploration of
the “what-if ” of the theater. Let us turn
back to the citizens and shop staff at
Bangs Torv to see their actions through
the binoculars of the theater.
Transportation and transformation
The scenario that Allan, Michael and
Ulla performed with us at Bangs Torv
is in our view a little piece of everyday
theater. It deals with what could happen
among the very same people at the
very same spot in case the new concept
for battery collection was turned into
reality. Despite the rough and simple
cardboard mock-ups and the unusual
set-up of four people standing around
the three actors with a video camera,
the play seemed very real and the inter-

Schechner’s cycle of transportation performance. The performer has left her
ordinary world and been “transported”
– taken somewhere, but dropped off
where she entered. She has not been
transformed or permanently changed.

actions flowed smoothly with little hesitation. The actors were not “real” actors
and there was no precise script. It was
as if the three “actors” had walked into
a different version of their well known
world. Is this just what happens when
ordinary people are offered a chance to
try out new design concepts? Probably
not! Like the applause indicated, there
was something extraordinary about the
situation. Richard Schechner, a pioneer
in performance studies, talks about the
transportation of the performer. When
the actors are playing, they are in the
world of the performance. In order to
get there they have to prepare and to
warm up and after they have done their
performance, they have to cool down
and get back into the ordinary world of
the here and now. How could it be that
a caretaker, a shop owner and a local
resident could let themselves be transported so freely from one world to another and back again? When looking at
Schechner’s cycle of transportation, part
of the answer must be: because they
prepared, because they warmed up and
because they cooled down. On the day
of the performance, the whole group
had warmed out by seeking out sites,
preparing props and rehearsing interactions. “Could it be like this?, what will
you say when a customer comes in? Is
this a good place?”, were the kind of
questions that had been discussed all
morning. They were not to be answered
by one director but to be probed for
in the group with all the solidity of the
well-known environment in the back to
ensure that “one could still be oneself ”
in what was imagined. And again, this

A series of transportation performances may result in a transformation.
Over a series of performances the
performer is slightly moved every time
she performs. Something similar may
happen at co-design events.

was, after all, not the first time the
group had gotten together. What had
been tentatively tried out with dolls in
the doll scenarios of the previous workshop and what had become a common
frame of reference from the visits to
the caretaker, Michael, or the residents,
Ulla and Lillian, made almost literally
a backdrop for the performance shared
by everyone present.
Coming back again to the world of the
ordinary was perhaps not similarly well
taken care of. After the performance,
Michael asked: “and now what?, are we
going to have coffee?” Some of us had
not really thought about this part. We
had to get back to the coffee machine in
the basement of the shop to digest what
we had been through and to take on our
ordinary selves. And how could that
be? Perhaps because such performances
where you open up for new relations –
new “rights and duties” not only involve
transportation but also transformation.
Schechner has a diagram in which
he attempts to capture the floating of
transportation and transformation. The
actors and audience at Bangs Torv had
to get back to “reality” but they also
came back a little bit different.
Designing is rehearsing
New things emerged and details were
added in the final performance of the
battery recycling scenario, but most
of the co-designing had taken place
before the three ‘went on stage’. When
working with one of the other shopping
center scenarios, the residents, Ulla and
Lillian, got into an interesting dialogue.

Some of the designers had suggested
placing a small container for collecting things for re-use very centrally at
the square; Lillian objected strongly
to this possibility. “This will not look
nice, it will give us just the kind of
problems with alcoholics in the square
that we had years ago” said Lillian. The
designers were very eager to keep the
container in play. They found it to be a
valuable response to a different concern
raised at the workshop on how to make
recycling a visible and attractive part of
the square. The discussion went back
and forth and at a certain point Lillian’s
friend Ulla, joined in saying “well,
Lillian remember we are only playing”.
She went on to move around with the
(cardboard) container and urged Lillian
to engage with the playful “what if ”. Lillian went along and for some time the
two were alternating between changing
“the stage” and imagining what it would
be like. Not unlike what is so obvious in
children’s ways of playing, simultaneously negotiating the rules and actually
playing, these rehearsals gradually gave
shape to a workable concept.
Play and imagination are closely
connected. When we play, we allow
ourselves to be “someone else” and we
can do things to one another without
the serious consequences it might have
if we did them for real. This does not
mean that playing is not serious. We
have to be serious (within the world of
the play) if playing is to make any sense
at all. Play and everyday drama is a kind
of being in the borderland between the
well known and the unknown. Like in

medieval carnivals, such borderlands
are important to release tensions but
they are just as important to enable
new connections and new configurations. Rehearsals are a particular kind
of playing. They are explorations, but
they are also steps towards the performance of social drama. This is not unlike
designing. In designing, there is a need
to explore the unknown and suspend
criticism and disbelief, but there most
also be a commitment to reaching a
state of completion. ¼
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When prototyping new waste system for the shopping center, citizens,
caretakers and shop owners gathered in
the middle of their “everyday world”. It
was important to find the right setting
for the scenarios to unfold. Like any
theater-show, props were prepared and
used in the rehearsals. “Backstage” a
few meters from the scenario – the rest
of the group followed the performance.
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partners
The Danish Design School
The Danish Design School offers a
five-year higher education programme
within design and crafts. The research
department is multi-disciplinary and
contributes to the scientific production and dissemination of knowledge
about design theory, and methods and
results within various professional
design fields. The research group
involved in the DAIM project develops
and explores design approaches for
co-design and innovation in close
collaboration with partners in industry
and society at large. Our expertise
in co-design and exploratory design
processes is based on experiences from
within the field of participatory design
since the 1990s.
Thomas Binder, Eva Brandt, Joachim
Halse, Maria Foverskov, Trine Paludan,
Mette Agger Eriksen, Marie Aakjær,
Signe Yndigegn, Lene Nielsen.
I/S Vestforbrænding
Vestforbrænding is an environmental
company creating solutions in the waste
management field. We are working to
minimize wastage and pollution, and we
are treating waste as a resource. Vestfor-

brænding is owned by 19 municipalities
around Copenhagen in Denmark. Our
work is based on a “non-profit costcoverage” principle. We service a total
of around 865,000 people – one sixth of
Denmark’s population. In addition, we
service around 60,000 businesses. Vestforbrænding handles around 900.000
tonnes of waste a year of which 33% is
recycled, 62% goes to energy recovery
through incineration and 5% goes to
special treatment (including landfill).
Dan Boding-Jensen, Mogens Rasmussen,
Marianne Bachmann, Pia C. Nielsen.
SPIRE Center
SPIRE is a strategic research center
in which six university disciplines
collaborate with a theater group and
industrial partners to develop participatory innovation as a unique approach to
user-driven innovation.
Integrating perspectives from design
anthropology, innovation management, interaction analysis, interaction
design, marketing, and user-centered
design with the change management
competence of Dacapo, our center
investigates how people innovate, and
how companies innovate with users

as a means of advancing innovation
theory and developing new methods
for the integration of these theories into
industrial practice.
Brendon Clark, Daniela Santos, Robb
Mitchell, Ellen Christiansen.
1508
“Design in love with technology” summons the 1508 approach to design. We
are 60 persons who are eager to create
value for our clients through design. Our
design approach is multi-disciplinary
and user centric, and we have established
ourselves as a leading design consultancy
in Scandinavia within digital design,
service design and service innovation.
We work for both private corporations
like Carlsberg, Novozymes and SauerDanfoss and public sector organizations
like the Danish Parliament, the Ministry
of Finance and the Municipality of Copenhagen. Our work has been awarded
both national and international recognition during the 10 years the company
has been operating.
Mikkel Jespersen, Kristina Dam, Katja
Schlessinger, Stine Schultze.

3PART
3PART is one of the leading design firms
working with user-driven innovation
and co-creation processes. 3PART is the
link between providers and users. For
us, true success is achieved when both
parts experience added value. We want
to make a difference - and we do. This
is accomplished through product- and
service innovation that creates recognition and increased sales for our clients.
3PART’s prime asset is that we combine a wide range of competencies in
one streamlined development process.
Design researchers, business developers, industrial designers, engineers and
graphic designers work together in one
integrated process - from scoping the
challenge to market implementation.
Mikkel Ask Rasmussen, Marieke Bülow,
Claus Hansesgaard, Jens Pedersen, Helle
Bendsen, Christian Vonsild, Tina Holm
Sørensen, Helle Kloster Klemmensen.
MakeTools
MakeTools is a design research company with a focus on collective creativity. Elizabeth Sanders, the president
of MakeTools, works at the front end
of the changes taking place in design.

She believes that co-creation practiced
with a human-centered mindset has the
potential to impact the significant social challenges we face today. She uses
MakeTools as a vehicle for exploring
new forms of generative tools for collective creativity. Liz divides her time
equally between consulting and teaching in order to accelerate the change
design process. She speaks about and
teaches human-centered research and
design to clients, colleagues and students around the world.
Elizabeth Sanders.
Ergonomidesign
Ergonomidesign is one of the top-ranking design consultancies in the world.
We help customers create new business
opportunities and strengthen their
brands through design and innovation.
We are renowned for always focusing
on the user. The secret behind our success is our great interest in, and extensive knowledge of our users. We gain
important insights from our research,
which is fundamental for innovation.
We study three aspects of people;
emotional, cognitive and physical
ergonomics. Our head office is located

in Stockholm and we are represented in
Boston, Berne, London and Tokyo. We
are proud to say that our people-driven
approach has resulted in more than 300
patents and numerous design awards.
Fredrik Ericsson.
Sweco
Sweco creates architecture and contributes to good environments where
people can live, work, learn, play and
heal. The company’s services include
building design, interior design, urban
planning and landscape architecture, as
well as advanced visualization, sustainable development and strategic analysis.
Over the last 10 years we have developed specialized tools for participatory
design processes. With more than 300
architects and over 5000 consultants
in sustainable engineering and design,
Sweco is among Europe’s largest and
most comprehensive architectural
consultant firms. This wide-ranging
expertise facilitates inter-disciplinary
coordination in small as well as large
and complex assignments.
Peter Fröst, Johanna Eriksson.

